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Abstract
In this thesis we present a novel BJT (Bipolar Junction Transistor) detector that was de-
veloped and optimized for alpha particle and radon detection and monitoring. Using func-
tional tests, we have shown that BJT detector operated with floating base can efficiently
be used for the purpose of α-particle and, consequently, radon gas detection. Basing on
these results, we have designed and fabricated a new batch of optimized BJT detectors.
The results of electrical and functional characterization of newly fabricated detectors were
presented in this work. Fabricated detectors observed high gain, low leakage currents and
good detection properties. In parallel to the development of the detector, we successfully
designed and implemented FPGA-based readout electronics ALPHADET. Design of the
board and results of electrical tests of the board along with extensive data acquired by BJT
detectors coupled to the board are presented in the thesis as well. The results of radon
tests acquired using BJT detector confirmed that the detector can be successfully used in
systems for radon monitoring.
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Introduction
The problem of radon exposure causing health damage is known since a very long time.
Already in 15th century it was noticed that miners were dying from respiratory diseases
[9]. The hypothesis that exposure to elevated levels of radon concentrations, which is
usually present in mines, can cause lung cancer was advanced at the beginning of 20th
century. The reported studies in 50s and 60s of 20th century concerning miners’ health
confirmed that radon exposure can cause lung cancer. Further studies of health risks
related to indoor radon exposure showed that there is a linear relationship between lung
cancer risk and exposure to even low radon concentrations, i.e., there is no a particular
threshold after which radon becomes harmful. Thus, due to its ubiquitous presence in
dwellings, it should be always monitored and prevented or mitigated. As radon detection
problem has been approached since the middle of last century, nowadays this field of
science is a very well established field. There are plenty of developed methods, techniques
and, consequently, systems of radon monitoring. Almost all radon detection methods are
based on the detection of either alpha or gamma radiation emitted during decay of radon
itself and its short lived progeny.
The objective of our research was to develop a BJT detector optimized for radon mon-
itoring and detection that can be done either indoor or outdoor. In this thesis we consider
only those methods of radon monitoring and detection that rely on α-particle detection
since the developed BJT detector is better suited for the detection of α-particles rather
than for the detection of γ or β rays. Chapter 1 summarizes the field of radon detection
and monitoring through a survey of already developed radon monitoring techniques, state
of the art radon monitoring systems that are already present on the market or just being
under the development and radon monitoring systems based on a silicon detector.
As it will be shown in Chapter 1, the niche for BJT detector use is integrating and
continuous radon monitoring systems operated with battery power supply, i.e., low-power
consumption should be considered as a primary goal. In order to show that the detector
could satisfy requirement of low-power consumption, results of functional tests performed
using BJT detectors from the BD1 batch, which were already available at the beginning
of the studies, will be presented. These tests were carried out to verify how BJT detectors
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would detect α-particles while being operated with floating base, i.e., being self-biased.
This mode of operation is intrinsically low power consuming. In fact, the detector is always
in the idle state consuming just the power dissipated due to the leakage current (usually
it is a few nA) unless α-particle hits it. When particle hits the detector, it automatically
turns BJT on. In other words, effective operation of BJT detector with floating base is
a way to implement low power consuming and, hence, portable radon monitoring system
with battery power supply. The first results of laser and alpha particle characterization of
floating-base BJT detectors were published in our paper [10]. Chapter 2 presents extended
description of these results.
One of the advantages that provides use of a BJT detector in a monitoring system
is that it does not require high-performance and, hence, costly readout electronics. On
the contrary, readout electronics can be made using only commercially available rather
inexpensive off-the-shelf components. The microcontroller based version of this electronics
was presented in [11]. In this work we will present a different type of readout electronics
that was also presented in our paper [12]. The electronics was called ALPHADET (from
ALPHA DETection). It is FPGA-based electronics, which is completely compatible with
microcontroller based electronics. The choice of FPGA as a core of a readout system gives
few relevant advantages at a prototyping stage. First of all, it is a possibility to implement
good debugging facilities on the board that allow fast programming and reprogramming of
FPGA. Another advantage of ALPHADET is a use of convenient USB connection between
the board and user PC, so the option of on-the-fly processing of acquired data becomes
available. As a result, this electronics has become very convenient for the laboratory use.
Chapter 3 describes design and layout of the printed circuit board together with a concise
explanation of the choice of components and their specific purpose on the board. The
results of electrical characterization of this electronics are presented in this Chapter as
well.
Basing on the available experience, results of functional tests, and layout design know-
how, a new batch of BJT detectors with optimized layout has been designed and fabri-
cated. Chapter 4 describes improved fabrication process flow developed at FBK, Trento.
It establishes a connection between fabrication process and layout of new BD2 batch of
BJT detectors. List and description of all relevant layout cells of single test BJT pixels,
BJT arrays and test structures can be found in the Chapter 4.
After the fabrication of the second batch of BJT detectors (so-called BD2) was finalized
a set of electrical tests was performed. These tests aimed at verifying fabrication process
characteristics, i.e, extraction of process parameters that most influence BJT performance
and also at estimation of such properties of BJT as gain, leakage current and base potential
at particular collector bias. Summary data of all the tests will be presented in Chapter 5.
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These data characterizes silicon properties, single BJT pixels, and BJT arrays. The
difference between detectors from different splittings will be discussed. We will show that
the detectors from “standard” and “poly” splittings can be safely used with designed
readout electronics, while detectors from “thinned” splitting can not.
Finally, functional characterization of BJT detectors from the BD2 batch is discussed
in Chapter 6. The characterization includes laser and α-particle tests. The performance
of BJT detectors will be analyzed considering use of the detectors in radon monitoring
system with implemented electrostatic collection of radon progeny on the surface of the
detector, where quite high energies of α-particles are expected. At the end of the thesis
conclusions about overall performance of newly fabricated BJT detectors will be drawn
and suggestions for further layout modifications will be provided.
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Chapter 1
Radon detection methods and
instrumentation
In this Chapter we will discuss different radon detection and monitoring techniques and
methods. As the problem of radon exposure causing health damage is known since a very
long time, field of science dealing with radon monitoring is well established. There are
plenty of developed radon monitoring systems but only the most widely used and those
systems employing silicon radiation detectors for α-particle detection will be described
here.
Section 1.1 shortly introduces properties of radon gas and 238U decay chain that has
radon as one of the descendants. Then section 1.2 describes health risks associated with
exposure to radon. Finally, different techniques and methods of radon detection and
monitoring together with description of some popular commercially available monitors
will be presented in section 1.3. After that a BJT detector and its, so-called, floating base
operation mode will be shortly introduced.
The main idea of this Chapter is to determine a niche for the use of novel BJT detector
in the field of radon detection and monitoring. As it will be shown throughout this and
next Chapters BJT detector operated with a floating base is well suited for being used in
portable instrumentation like continuous radon monitors and dosimeters.
1.1 Radon gas
Radon is a chemically inert, radioactive , colorless and odorless gas that emanates from
soil and rocks. Three radon isotopes 222Rn, 220Rn, and 219Rn are known, which are
called radon, thoron, and actinon, respectively. Radon is a descendant from the 238U
decay chain, while thoron is a descendant from the 232Th decay chain and actinon is a
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descendant from the 235U decay chain. As thoron and actinon have very short half-lives of
55.6 s and 3.96 s, respectively, comparing to the radon that has half-life of 3.82 days, they
are very rare gases in the atmosphere. Thus, later on we will discuss just the radon gas.
Figure 1.1 shows 238U decay chain. Radon has four short-lived progeny - 218Po, 214Pb,
214Bi, and 214Po. All methods of radon monitoring are based on the detection of either
α-particles or γ-rays emitted during the decays both of 222Rn and its progeny.
1.2 Radon health risks
Current concern about acceptable level of indoor radon concentration and actual need of
indoor radon gas monitoring has initially been derived from a clear evidence that occu-
pational lung cancer strongly correlates with exposures to elevated radon concentrations
[13], [14], [15]. As it was found in 70s and 80s that radon gas was an ubiquitous air
pollutant in homes, additional studies were made to estimate lung cancer risk in case of
exposure to low, comparing to those in mines, radon gas concentrations. The results of
the studies were summarized in the National Council report [9]. It was concluded by the
report that around 4% death from lung cancer could be possibly avoided if indoor radon
concentration was kept lower than 148 Bq/m3 (action level guideline according to the
Environmental Protection Agency, US). Further epidemiological studies and analyses, for
example, presented in [16], [17], [18], confirmed again a clear evidence that lung cancer
can be caused by exposure to radon gas. Finally, World Health Organization summa-
rized all knowledge about radon health effects, radon measurements, and mitigation and
prevention techniques in a handbook on indoor radon, [19].
Although Radon was initially considered as a main contributor to the delivered dose to
the lungs, then it was found that the dose is mainly delivered by α-particles released during
decays of short-lived radon progeny 218Po and 214Po (refer to the radon decay chain scheme
shown in 1.1). During recoil movement of alpha-particle that has enough energy to strip
off the orbital electrons of the parent atom radon progeny become positively charged. At
the end of the recoil movement a parent ionized atom slows down to the thermal velocity
and so probability to capture electrons considerably increases. Therefore, about 88% of
all polonium atoms are positively charged and remaining 12% are neutral. Due to the
fact that polonium ions are positively charged they can attach to the dust particles and
penetrate lungs with inhaled air.
When polonium decays, emitted α-particles can disrupt DNA of the lung cells making
major genomic changes in a cell that can become one of the steps in a chain of events
leading to the lung cancer. Moreover, existing studies show that there is no any particular
level after which radon exposure becomes harmful to the health; there is clear evidence
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238U Decay Scheme
238U
4.468·109 y
α 4198
234Th 24.10 d
β- 0.26, γ 63.29, 92.38, 92.80
m234Pa
1.17 m
β- 2.21, γ 1001.3
234U
2.455·105 y
α 4775, 4722
230Th
7.538·104 y
α 4688, 4621
226Ra
1600 y
α 4784, 4602, γ 185.99
222Rn
3.8235 d
α 5490
218Po
3.10 m
α 6002
214Pb
26.8 m
β- 1.02, γ 295.2, 351.9
214Bi
19.9 m >99% β- 3.27, γ 609.3, 1120.3, 1764.5
0.021 % α 5452, 5516
210Tl 214Po
1.30 m 164.3 µs, α 7687
β- 5.49, γ 799.6
210Pb
22.3 y
β- 0.06, γ 46.5 210Bi 5.013 d
β- 1.16
210Po
138.376 d
α 5304
206Pb
Figure 1.1: 238U decay chain, taken from [1] via [2].
that any exposure to radon poses a risk for the health [13], in fact, the relation between
cancer risk and radon exposure is linear. Taking into account that this relation is linear the
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health risks can be greatly decreased by radon prevention (in case of newly built dwellings)
or mitigation (in case of existing old dwellings). In other words, radon monitoring should
continuously be done in order to: 1) identify dwellings with higher than acceptable level
of radon gas concentration; 2) determine effectiveness of radon prevention or mitigation
methods. Depending on the mechanism of radon gas contribution, e.g., pressure-driven
gas infiltration from soils (typical concentrations of radon in soil vary from 10000 till 50000
Bq/m3), radon emanation from building materials and tap water [19], in some cases from
outdoor air and domestic gas [20], different strategies for prevention and mitigation can be
used. However, mainly all of them are based on establishing barriers for gas penetration
and ventilation. In order to, firstly, determine if a dwelling or working place or a place
where public is likely to stay a long time (for example, schools etc.) has elevated radon gas
concentration and then to find gas entrance points, radon gas monitoring must be done.
Overview of different radon detection/monitoring methods and systems will be presented
in section 1.3.
1.3 Radon measuring techniques and monitors
Radon measuring techniques can be classified as those that are based on the detection
of radon itself or radon progeny. Further classification can be done basing on sampling
method. Figure 1.2 shows three main groups of radon measuring techniques: grab or
instantaneous, integrating and continuous [21], [22]. Each technique has advantages and
disadvantages that, mainly, depend on time needed to measure concentration, precision,
easiness of use and cost-effectiveness of tests.
Integrating
Radon measuring
techniques
Grab/Instantaneous Continuous
Figure 1.2: Radon measuring techniques. All of them can be based either on radon or radon
progenies measurements and can feature either active or passive radon/radon progeny sampling.
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1.3.1 Grab/Instantaneous sampling
Summary of grab sampling methods can be found in fig. 1.3. Samples are collected during
short-time intervals using active sampling device, i.e., air pump, and then analyzed. Grab
sampling method is used to localize radon entrance points. The instruments that rely on
radon sampling are ionization chambers (for example, AlphaGUARD system [23]) and
scintillation cells (for example, from Pylon models of Lucas scintillation cell1 or scintil-
lation flasks from ALGADE2). Another type of instrumentation used for instantaneous
radon measurements relies on sampling of radon progenies on the filter, which is ana-
lyzed thereafter either by silicon detector or ZnS(Ag) scintillator plus photomultiplier
tube based systems. The analysis of radon concentration can be done both by means of
gross alpha counting and by means of spectrometry. Modern state-of-the art radon mon-
itors allowing spectrometric analysis can combine instantaneous and continuous radon
monitoring techniques3.
Grab/Instantaneous
Radon Radon progenies
Instrumentation:
• Ionization chambers;
• Scintillation cells;
Instrumentation:
• Gross α-counting
systems based on
ZnS(Ag) scintillator;
• Alpha spectrometry
systems;
Figure 1.3: Summary of Grab/Instantaneous sampling methods.
1.3.2 Integrating measurement methods
Integrating radon monitoring methods are widely used methods due to their cost effec-
tiveness and easiness of use. The most popular monitors are activated carbon monitors
and solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD). While activated carbon monitors are
used for short term sampling periods, SSNTDs are used for long term sampling periods
1http://www.pylonelectronics.com/pylonpdfs/DS126R2.pdf
2http://www.algade.com/index.php/english/Mesure-ponctuelle-du-radon/
3http://www.durridge.com/documentation/R7MAN v7.1.3.pdf (short explanation of instantaneous SNIFF
mode of radon measurement by RAD7 can be also found on page 13)
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(up to one year). Many large surveys were made using these detectors, e.g., [16], [18].
Summary of integrating radon monitoring methods is shown in fig. 1.4.
Integrating
Radon Radon progenies
Instrumentation:
• SSNTD [24], [25];
• Active carbon
method;
• Electret ionization
chamber;
Instrumentation:
• TLD systems [26],
[27];
• SSNTD;
• Total gross α-
particle counting
systems [28];
Figure 1.4: Summary of integrating radon detection methods
Solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD). SSNTDs are mainly used for
integrating radon monitoring using passive sampling. The main types of SSNTD are
CR39 and LR115 plastic films. These plastic films are sensitive to α-particles that leave
tracks in the material. The tracks are etched afterwords in, usually, NaOH (or KOH)
solution by chemical or electrochemical etching to make tracks visible under a low-power
microscope. Then the tracks are counted and corresponding dose is calculated. For
example, assuming that SSNTD is CR39 with a quite good sensitivity of 4 tracks/cm2
per 1 kBq/m3/h [29], [30], then the exposure of this detector to 50 Bq/m3 for 90 days
would result in 4 tracks/mm2. SSNTD detectors are also used to measure response just
from radon progeny, to that purpose electret or electrostatic collection methods are used
that drastically increase response of the detectors, e.g., the response of CR-39 increases
from upper theoretical limit of 14 tracks/cm2 per 1 kBq/m3/h in case of passive collection
of radon till 2486 and 5000 tracks/cm2 per 1 kBq/m3/h for electret and electrostatic
collection, respectively [25].
Active carbon method. Activated carbon monitor (also referred to as charcoal
canister) is mainly used for passive and short term (few days) radon sampling. During
sampling period radon adsorbs from the air onto activated carbon and its concentration
then can be determined by gamma or alpha and beta spectroscopy [21]. In gamma spec-
troscopy usually areas under peaks from 214Pb (242 keV, 295 keV and 352 keV) and 214Bi
(609 keV) are considered (refer to 238U decay chain shown in fig. 1.1). Gamma rays are
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detected either by NaI(Tl)4 attached to photomultiplier tube that is fed to multichannel
analyzer or by germanium detector. This method of radon monitoring is appreciated for
the convenience of sampling. It was shown that even respirator filter can be used for
the sampling [31]. The sensitivity of standard charcoal canister is 50 Bq/m3 with 50 %
precision [29], thus, activated carbon monitors are better suited for screening purposes
rather than for precise measurements. Although this method is mainly used for passive
radon measurements, charcoal canisters are used as well for active radon collection.
Electret ionization chamber is mainly used for passive, integrating radon mon-
itoring. Electret is a teflon disk that has a large (few hundred volts) voltage gradient
maintained between the surfaces of the disk. Presence of voltage gradient is achieved by
orienting dipoles present in original heated teflon material using electric field. After the
material is cooled down it can keep the position of oriented dipoles [27]. When α-particle
or γ-photon hits electret, the surface voltage of the electret drops down due to the partial
neutralization of the charge of electret. For example, electret used for short-term radon
measurements yields a voltage drop of 0.054 V per Bq/m3 per day, i.e., 2 V per pCi/l per
day, [21]. To determine radon concentration the measured voltage drop should be divided
by a calibration factor and duration of this measurement. One of the disadvantages of
this device is that it is sensitive to γ radiation, which should be measured as well and
then extracted.
The only commercially available radon monitoring system employing electret ion cham-
ber is E-PERM; it is manufactured by Rad Elec Inc5. E-PERM systems were successfully
used in a few recent studies, e.g., [32] and [33].
TLD systems. Systems employing thermoluminescent detectors (TLD) are still used
for radon monitoring. TLD is made of solid-state crystalline dielectric materials6, which
have two kinds of centers - traps and luminescent sites. When α-, β- particles or γ-
photons generate charge the generated electrons are captured by trap centers while holes
are trapped by luminescent sites. All thermoluminescent material have property to release
the traps at elevated temperature, which is followed by recombination at luminescent
center that, in turn, results in light emission proportional to the collected radioactivity
[27]. The light emission can be measured by PMT or analogous silicon device. In order to
measure dose related to α-particle emission it is necessary to use at least two TL detectors:
one of them measures all radiation and another detector measures only background7,
which is extracted afterwords. Although these devices are still used for radon detection,
4Sodium iodide activated with thallium.
5http://radelec.com/
6Summary of materials can be found in [27].
7In case of radon monitoring the background is caused by β and γ rays and it can be measured by shielding
detector against α-particles.
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for example, [34] (passive, integrating radon monitoring), [26] (active, integrating radon
monitoring), it is better suited for gamma dosimetry combined with radon monitoring
[35], [36]
1.3.3 Continuous radon measurement methods
In continuous radon monitoring methods sampling and analysis of radon concentration
occur simultaneously. Thus real-time measurement results become available. Such in-
struments are used to monitor radon concentrations that are changing either rapidly or
considerably from one place to another. Classification of instrumentation is shown in
fig. 1.5.
Continuous
Radon Radon progenies
Passive Active
Instrumentation:
• Passive diffusion con-
tinuous radon moni-
tor
• Pulse ion chamber
• Monitors based on
silicon detector (see
section 1.4)
• Diffusion radon only
monitor
Instrumentation:
• Continuous scintilla-
tion cell monitor;
• Alpha spectroscopy
by means of silicon
detector, [37], [38]
Active
Instrumentation:
• Alpha spectroscopy
by means of silicon
detector
Figure 1.5: Summary of continuous radon monitoring methods.
Passive diffusion continuous radon monitors. All such monitors have a cham-
ber with inlet opening covered by a filter excluding radon progeny from entering the
chamber. Two types of chambers are usually used: pulse ion chamber and chamber
with a silicon detector (see sections 1.3.4 and 1.4 for more detailed explanations).
In pulse ion chamber radon progeny are removed electrostatically, so, pulses only from
radon decay are counted. On the contrary, in the monitors employing silicon detector
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radon progeny are electrostatically collected on the surface of the detector. Then, de-
pending on the detector and its electronics, radon concentration is determined either by
gross alpha counting or by alpha spectrometry.
Diffusion radon only monitor is a scintillation cell combined with an electret.
Only radon diffuses in the cell, however, it does not reach equilibrium with its progeny.
Positively charged 218Po and 214Po progeny are collected by the electret, so the only α-
particles that hit scintillating walls of the cell are those emitted during radon decay [39].
However, this approach has not been used extensively.
Continuous radon monitors with active sampling work in a similar way as
passive diffusion continuous radon monitors, however, with implemented active radon
sampling, for example, using air pump.
1.3.4 Commercially available continuous radon monitoring systems
AlphaGUARD (Saphymo GmbH), [23] - is a radon concentration monitoring system
based on pulse-counting ionization chamber. The system was developed for continuous
radon monitoring using passive sampling. It has a good sensitivity of 5 cpm at 3 pCi/L
or 100 Bq/m3 in a very wide range of concentrations from 2 up to 2×106 Bq/m3. Thus,
AlphaGUARD is well suited for the calibration of existing or newly developed systems.
Radim system, as well as similar and simpler system Ramon 2.2, is based on elec-
trostatic collection of short-lived radon decay progeny 218Po on the surface of silicon
α-particle detector. After the deposition, the activity of 218Po is determined by means of
alpha spectroscopy, so, the radon concentration can be calculated. The results acquired by
Radim are automatically corrected according to the ambient conditions, i.e., temperature,
pressure, and humidity [40]. The resolution of Radim system is 1 Bq/m3 and minimum
measurable concentration is ∼30 Bq/m3 for 1 hour measurement.
RAD7 radon monitor (Durridge Inc., USA) - this instrument was developed for radon
and thoron continuous monitoring. α-particle detection is done by silicon detector placed
in the center of hemisphere coated with a conductor to make electrostatic collection of
positively charged radon and thoron progenies on the surface of the detector. The in-
strument features few operation modes, two of them would be relevant to be mentioned
here, those are SNIFF and NORMAL mode. In a SNIFF mode RAD7 looks only at 218Po
progeny if radon should be monitored or at 216Po in case thoron is monitored. In a NOR-
MAL mode decays from all progenies are taken into account. Such modes of operation
were achieved by dividing energy range from 0 MeV till 10 MeV into 8 “windows”, so,
only decays from a particular (e.g., 218Po in a SNIFF mode) or all (e.g., 218Po and 214Po
in a NORMAL mode) progenies are analyzed.
Electrostatic collection of short-lived radon progeny 218Po on the surface of silicon
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detector was used in the continuous radon monitoring RADHOME systems (Algade).
The systems RADHOME HR3, HR2, P were developed for monitoring indoor radon
concentrations and use passive radon sampling, i.e., radon diffuses into the chamber via
filter that stops radon progenies but allows radon to enter the chamber. The system
RADHOME HRE was developed for monitoring radon in mining industry that requires
faster radon monitoring. Therefore, active sampling using air pump to force radon into
the instrument was implemented.
Therefore, many commercially available continuous radon monitoring systems are em-
ploying silicon detectors together with electrostatic collection of radon daughters on the
surface of the detector. These systems feature both passive and active radon collection
methods depending on the measurement time demands and required precision. Avail-
ability of spectrometric analysis makes such systems more versatile and faster. On the
other hand, spectrometric analysis requires elaborate silicon detector and readout and
processing electronics that makes such instruments good for industrial and laboratory
applications but rather cost ineffective for home use.
1.4 Silicon detectors for α-particle and radon detection and mon-
itoring
Nowadays field of silicon radiation detectors is extremely wide; it has been growing from
p-n junction detectors, p-i-n diodes, diode strip detectors, double-sided strip detectors,
drift detectors, CCD detectors to 3d detectors and silicon photomultiplier. Every type
of detector is well suited for some particular application, e.g. minimum ionizing particle
detection or photon detection etc., which are still relevant and so the research about all
mentioned detectors is going on. However, almost all silicon detectors can potentially be
used for α-particle detection. This section will discuss how existing detectors are used for
that purpose and how their performance and design inspired development of novel BJT
detector with layout optimized for α-particle detection.
Effective and fast radon detection requires detectors with large areas that would allow
monitoring system to collect a reliable statistics in a reasonably short time intervals.
All silicon detectors specifically developed for radon detection were optimized to have a
largest possible area, which, of course, depended on the fabrication process used for their
production. The main challenge to design such detectors is to keep overall capacitance of
the detector as small as possible. Electrode “segmentation” or “pixelation” of the detector
is the way to reduce the capacitance.
Silicon strip detectors were often used to detect and track ionizing particles, [41]. These
detectors provide information about energy of incoming particles and their position. How-
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ever, strip detectors suffer from high capacitance. Taking into account that output signal
depends on capacitance as ∆V = Q
C
, high strip capacitance drastically degrades output
signal. Today’s approach is to spit detectors into pixels with much smaller capacitance
and then to bump-bond each pixel to the readout chip. However, before bump-bonding
became a mature technology, different approaches were suggested to decrease strip ca-
pacitance. The simplest approach would be to split strips onto pixels and then route
signal out using metal lines. This approach was not viable as capacitance of metal lines
is comparable to the capacitance of strips. Nevertheless, Horisberger was one of the first
to propose slightly different solution that would overcome problem of high capacitance of
metal lines [42]. He suggested to add another shallow implantation that would change
pixel from a p-n junction to a BJT pixel. In other words, Horisberger suggested to include
preamplification stage into the pixel and then deal with already amplified signal.
Signal preamplification was realized in different ways: i.e. with bipolar transistor
detectors [42], [43], [44], pMOS pixel detectors [45], PIN detectors with JFET and MOS
preamplification capabilities [46] or monolithic CMOS detectors8 [3], [47]. Analysis of
mentioned detectors might be important in order to show all advantages that BJT-detector
can have and also it can help us to avoid some possible pitfalls.
PIN diode with amplification by means of pMOS [45] consists of n-type silicon
substrate with implanted n-well and p+ region on the backside of substrate (p-type im-
plantation of PIN diode). The n-well contains source and drain of pMOS transistor.
When particle impinges it generates electron-hole pairs due to the ionization. Charge
cloud splits onto electrons (which move toward the n-well that contains source and drain)
and holes, which move to p+ region of PIN diode. Collected electrons change potential
and so transistor’s bulk voltage is changed. It means that so called “front-side” and “back-
side” transconductances of pMOS transistor change according to the n-well potential and,
consequently, to the energy of the detected particle. The same idea was implemented in
[46] using nMOS instead of pMOS transistor. Detectors of this type show very good noise
behavior, e.g. it was calculated [45] that for the strip consisting of 256 pixels the noise
is about 388 electrons. It was also shown that even if the noise behavior depends on the
technology process it is still sufficiently low [46]. Gain for pMOS (nMOS) pixel detectors
[45], [46] is not very large, i.e. theoretically 10 (or less). Despite the elegance of this ap-
proach, the detectors produced on high-resistivity substrates with added MOS transistor
lose their radiation hardness due to a rapidly degrading MOS oxide. Thus, such detec-
tors are not well suited for the applications with high fluences for which it was designed.
However, it can be used for α-particle detection as a PIN diode with a preamplification,
8In this case “monolithic” means Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors that joins monolithically p-n junction and
preamplifying readout electronics.
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which would relax design constrains imposed by readout electronics.
AlphaRad. α-particle and radon detection monitoring can be also done using CMOS
monolithic active pixel sensor (MAPS) [3], [47], which authors refer to as MIMOSA
(Minimum Ionizing particle MOS active pixel). The chip was initially designed for vertex
and tracking detectors in high-energy physics. The first prototype of MIMOSA was
fabricated using standard submicron 0.6 µm CMOS process; it consists of four arrays
each having 64×64 pixels9. Each pixel consists of photodetector monolithically integrated
with 3T readout electronics. Although MIMOSA chip was designed for the detection
of minimum ionizing particles, it was noticed that the chip could be efficiently used for
α-particle detection [48].
The active pixel sensor shown in fig. 1.6 consists of (from bottom to top): p++ silicon
substrate of a modest quality, p-type epitaxial layer, p+ well implanted in epi-layer, and
n+ implantation in p+ well, which is p-n junction that collects released charge. The detec-
tor has few considerable advantages over other similar or featuring same characteristics
detectors due to use of a standard CMOS fabrication process and layout of the detector
providing high fill factor value. The potential barriers on the edges of epi-layer confine
produced charge in this layer. Thus, all charge generated by particle is collected by a
photodiode with a high charge collection efficiency. The charge collection mechanism is a
quite slow thermal diffusion, which is dominant due to just a partial depletion of epi-layer
in vicinity to the p-n junction (Nwell/Pepi), so, generated in epi-layer charge should diffuse
to the Nwell. However, due to the potential barriers on the edge of epi-layer, none of the
charge is dispersed into the substrate. Recently, a CMOS MAPS (MIMOSA4 prototype)
on nonepitaxial, high resistivity substrate was successfully implemented [49].
Paper [48] has shown the possibility to detect radon exposing already made MIMOSA
system [47] to the 241Am source and then to the radon gas. This experiment showed that
after eliminating the noise, fake events, and photon hits α-particles emitted by radon and
its progeny could be detected. Radon activity has been measured by 4 different types
of detectors (AlphaGUARD, 6 films of LR115, 6 films of CR39, four E-PERM electret
chambers) and then by use of Monte-Carlo simulation amount of particles was calculated
and compared to the measured by MIMOSA, which showed that almost all particles
reaching the detector were detected. Implemented continuous radon monitoring system
relied on the detection of α-particles emitted both by radon and radon progeny.
Further investigations resulted in new AlphaRad system [50] specifically fit to α-
particle detection. The basic element of the system is still a monolithic active pixel
sensor. AlphaRad consists of two 32×64 matrices of pixels shorted together; each matrix
covers a total sensitive area of 2.56×5.12 mm2. The readout is made by charge-to-voltage
9Each array has detection area of 1.64 mm2.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic cross-sections of CMOS monolithic active pixel sensor, [3]
amplification chain put outside the sensitive area. Due to rather high capacitance of a
single matrix (around 41 pC) a gain of ∼700 is needed to provide an output signal with 1 V
amplitude. Use of monolithic array of pixels has greatly simplified design of electronics.
The results of field tests of AlphaRad system in a radon chamber were in detail discussed
in [28]. Two types of measurements were done. The first one was passive measurement of
radon by detection of particles emitted both by radon and radon progeny; the method is
well suited for the detection of moderate radon concentrations (∼1 kBq/m3) The second
test was an active measurement of radon by detection of particle emitted just by radon
progeny; it was implemented by collecting progeny attached on aerosols on the filter put
in vicinity to the detector. Authors claim that this method can be used to monitor lowest
possible indoor radon concentrations.
So, it is clear that CMOS system developed for radon detection has many advantages:
firstly, partially integrated read-out electronics and then relatively fast charge collection
times. However, applications where acquisition of 2d information about position of parti-
cle hit or tracks of charged particles (e.g., vertex or tracking detectors) is needed are still
the main applications of CMOS systems.
αRam. Operation principle of the developed detector is similar to the operation
principle of DRAM memory. In fact, loses of information stored in a single cell of DRAM
due to α-particle or heavy-ion hits indicated, on one hand, that this memory is vulnerable
to such type of radiation and, on the other hand, that it can be used for α-particle and,
hence, radon detection [51]. The first CMOS integrated α-particle counter similar to
a DRAM was reported in [52]. Each pixel is a reverse biased p-n junction used as a
precharged capacitor discharging when particle hits it. Next version of this detector was
called αRAM; its description and results of radon tests can be found in [53], [54], [55].
The detector is a 16×16 array of 100 µm2 pixels with total chip area of 3.5×3.5 mm2. Due
to such small area a collection mechanism of radon or radon progeny should necessarily
be implemented in the radon monitor.
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PIN silicon photodiode. The detector can be used both in continuous and in-
tegrating radon monitoring systems based on either α-counting [56] or α-spectrometry
[38], [37], [57]. However, the main advantage that PIN detector provides is possibility
to implement spectrometric analysis and, hence, implement a sensitive radon monitor.
The readout chain is quite standard; it consists of charge sensitive amplifier, shaping am-
plifier and processing unit (e.g., microcontroller in case of simple α-particle counting or
multichannel analyzer in case of spectrometric analysis).
Use of PIN detectors in radon monitor offer a number of significant benefits: 1) large
detection areas10; 2)on-line and time-resolved monitoring; 3) good precision and lower
measurement uncertainties can be achieved. On the other hand, PIN detector requires
rather elaborated signal readout chain, especially when it is used for spectrometric anal-
ysis.
Silicon photomultiplier. The detector is used in the same way as photomultiplier
tube in scintillation cell for radon measurement by grab sampling method. To the best
of our knowledge, only RADIM 7 developed in frame of RAPSODI collaboration employs
silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) for radon monitoring [58]. RADIM 7 uses electrostatic
collection of 218Po and 214Po radon progeny on the large scintillating ZnS foil (wavelength
of scintillation light 450 nm) coupled with WLS11 fibers that deliver light to SiPM at
wavelength shifted to the peak spectral sensitivity. Such system benefits from large de-
tection area that is limited just by scintillator size. However, elaborated electronics should
be developed to eliminate rather high dark count rates of SiPM and to deal with SiPM
operation voltages higher than 20 V.
1.4.1 BJT detector for α-particle detection
We have already mentioned few silicon radiation detectors and systems developed for α-
particle and radon detection and monitoring. All of them have pros and cons. The main
constrains are simplicity and, consequently, cost-effectiveness of the design of detector,
readout electronics and, finally, radon monitoring system. In this thesis we suggest an-
other approach to implement radon detection system that is based on the use of BJT
detector.
The idea to use bipolar junction transistor for α-particle detection firstly was proposed
in the paper of Williams [43]. Later on, this approach was used as a starting point
for the proposal of the bipolar silicon microstrip detector by Horisberger, [42] and new
pixel detector relying on the BJT with floating base suggested by Ardelean, [44]. These
10 For example, papers [38] and [37] report on use of 18×18 mm2 Hamamatsu diodes, which in principle could
be substituted by even larger 28×28 mm2 diodes.
11Wavelength shifting.
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Figure 1.7: (a) - Schematic cross section of BJT pixel; (b) - Energy band diagram of BJT pixel
in forward-active region of operation.
papers have presented the concept of minimum ionizing particle detection and then signal
preamplification by means of pixel using BJT amplifying effect.
As it was mentioned above, one of the main concerns is a capacitance of a single
pixel and, therefore, the overall capacitance of a whole detector matrix. The first and
simple solution of this problem was presented in [42] where author suggested splitting up
the strips onto pixels. Also it was suggested to make an additional n+ implant inside
the p-well region. Accordingly, the obtained pixels are bipolar pixels with all the basic
characteristics of BJT transistors. The subsequent work was continued by [44] where
the basic pixel for the detector was BJT with floating base, which had to decrease the
capacitance drastically. The base biasing is obtained by providing base current via lateral
pnp-transistor.
Other alternative biasing methods exist as well: pnp-transistor as a current source
[44] [49], punch-through from p+ region, biasing through a large polysilicon resistor con-
nected to a base, biasing by current coming either from a breakdown structure or a
Schottky diode. In case such types of biasing are used, BJT detector can be biased just
by applying bias to a collector while base is left floating. Alternative biasing methods
observe noticeable power consumption by BJT-detector; therefore making complicated if
not impossible their application in low power consuming systems relying on battery power
supply.
This thesis discusses performance of BJT detectors used for α-particle detection and
operated with a floating base. The very first samples of BJT detectors were fabricated at
former ITC-IRST12 (Trento, Italy). Batignani et al. reported in their paper [59] on the
12now Fondazione Bruno Kessler, http://www.fbk.eu/
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first results13 of electrical and functional tests of these BJT samples that were fabricated
on high-resistivity silicon. That was one of the first implementations of BJT detectors
on high-resistivity silicon. Therefore, the detectors could be used for the detection of
ionizing radiation (β-, γ-, α-, minimum ionizing particles and X-rays) differently from
phototransistors fabricated on low-resistivity silicon (low-resistivity silicon has very short
recombination lifetimes, so charge generated by the radiation would recombine before
reaching collecting electrodes).
A conceptual design of the device is similar to the design of BJT detectors reported
in this work. Fig. 1.7(a) shows a schematic cross section of the device. It is fabricated on
n-type high-resistivity Si wafers of different thickness (can be 300 or 600 µm depending
on the application). Base of BJT is a p-well that is obtained by a high-energy boron
implantation in order to make it sufficiently deep, so it could also host an emitter of BJT.
Emitter is obtained by double implantation, first implantation is called n-channel, while
second implantation is called n+. Batignani et al. refer to such emitter layout as to
“double-implant emitter”. Finally, p+ shallow implantation is done to provide a contact
to the base. A more detailed description of fabrication process flow can be found in
Chapter 4 on page 55. Electrical characterization of the test BJT detectors showed good
gain values of 700 for the detector with “double-implant” emitter14 and 60 for transistors
with “single-implant” emitter. Functional characterization of the detector with higher
gain was done using 90Sr beta source. Base contact of the detector was left floating but
proper operation current was chosen by illuminating detector with an LED light. Output
signal was readout from the emitter connected to a 800 kΩ resistor using oscilloscope.
Therefore, it was shown by the authors of this paper that even without any amplification
the output signal induced by β-particle could be observed using an oscilloscope just due
to the transistor effect.
Principle of particle detection by BJT detector operated with a floating base can be
understood from the band energy diagram shown in fig. 1.7(b). The device is biased in a
forward-active region of operation. When particle hits the detector it generates electron-
hole pairs in the bulk due to the ionization. Electric field in the BJT is such that electrons
are swept to the collector, while holes are collected in the base. Due to that, the energy
barrier between base and emitter decreases so emitter-base electron current increases.
This current is then amplified by an electric field created by the collector bias and current
pulse corresponding to the particle can be readout from the emitter or collector electrodes.
Further research has been carried out to determine how device performance is influ-
enced by different geometrical and technological parameters, Piemonte et al. [62]. Using
13These results were partially connected and derived from the results presented in [60] and [61].
14For instance, NCH32xNN20 emitter layout is “double-implant” emitter.
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TCAD simulations and different experimental techniques15 doping profiles were extracted
with a rather good precision. Apart from that, most of the attention was devoted to the
TCAD simulation of BJT detector with “double-implant” emitter. Gummel plots were
simulated and corresponding differential gain curves were extracted and compared to the
measured gain curves. Fair correspondence of simulated IV characteristics to the mea-
sured data allowed simulations of the transient response of the detector to the ionizing
particle. As a result, the device performance as a function of all relevant parameters (one
of them was LED light biasing) was evaluated.
After that a dynamic performance of BJT detector was characterized using 239Pu as
a source of α-particles, 90Sr as a beta source and shielded 241Am as an X-ray source,
Batignani et al. [63]. In order to figure out dependence of time decay constant τ (τ =
RBCB + βRLCBC) on base-to-collector capacitance CBC , a BJT strip detector with non-
negligible CBC capacitance was used. To extract CB from functional tests authors used
a set of different load resistors RL. Obtained agreement of measured CB and CBC values
validated an adopted model for device dynamic performance, which was presented in [59].
A more detailed investigation of the performance of BJT detector was presented by
Bosisio et al. in [64], focusing in particular on the noise properties, rate and performance
limitations of the device. Noise properties of the device were investigated using 241Am
X-ray source and digital storage oscilloscope used for output signal integration. The
extracted noise values corresponded to ENC as low as ≈390 e− and rate limitations of the
device were determined to be in the order of tens of kHz. Furthermore, careful analysis of
limitations of BJT performance underlined best possible applications for the device, i.e.,
those that do not require high resolution and low noise but simplicity and cost considered
of higher priority.
In parallel to the already described activity, a sufficient research has been done on the
subject of alternative biasing methods for BJT detectors [65, 66]. Novel pnp-based biasing
technique of BJT detector was developed by integrating pnp-transistor into the base of
BJT detector. When pnp-transistor is driven into its forward active region of operation,
all its hole collector current flows into the base of npn-transistor, therefore, biasing it. The
method has a few advantages in comparison to other methods, e.g., it does not require
additional silicon area as large polysilicon resistor, it has good uniformity parameters
in comparison to the bias via “punch-through” effect. The performance of such biasing
structure was tested both electrically and using pulsed laser light, which confirmed its
effectiveness.
To conclude, a vast research experience, including variety of available samples, good
theoretical background, and layout design know-how, was gained before 2007 when the
15Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy, Spreading Resistance, CV, and sheet resistance measurements
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work on the subject of this thesis started. Apart from the mentioned achievements a
microcontroller-based readout electronics for BJT detector was developed as one of the
preliminary prototypes of radon monitoring system. Thus, all this work has become a
good background for the development of BJT detector with optimized layout that is
well suited for α-particle and, hence, radon detection and monitoring. The FPGA-based
electronics presented in Chapter 3 has been designed taking into account all pros and cons
of already existing readout electronics.
1.5 Summary
The advances in silicon detectors and readout electronics made silicon detectors attractive
to the field of radon monitoring, which is well established field with plenty of developed
techniques and methods. Modern instruments with silicon detectors are used for instan-
taneous, integrating, and continuous radon monitoring. They satisfy requirements im-
posed by all monitoring techniques, unless instrument should be developed for calibration
purposes where very good sensitivity is needed16. Apart from that, some of the instru-
ments can combine radon monitoring techniques. For example, instruments that have
spectrometric analysis can perform both instantaneous and continuous measurements, in-
struments that rely on α-particle counting can perform both integrating and continuous
measurements.
The developed BJT detector can successfully occupy a niche of integrating (dosimeters)
and continuous radon monitoring systems due to a good detection efficiency, low power
consumption, well established fabrication process at FBK (Trento, Italy), and possibility
to be used with simple and, hence, low cost readout electronics. In principle, BJT detector
might potentially be used for instantaneous radon measurements as well. However, it
is still to be shown that BJT detector operated with floating base could be used for
spectra acquisition, which is needed to distinguish “old” radon (the one related to 214Po
energy peak) from “new” radon (the one related to 218Po energy peak), so, instantaneous
measurement of radon concentrations could be done.
16For example, good sensitivity of 1 cpm at 20 Bq/m3 has AlphaGUARD instrument, which is used for cali-
bration.
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Chapter 2
Functional characterization of the
detectors from BD1 batch
In this chapter, we investigate detection properties of BJT detectors from the first batch
of such detectors - BD1. The detectors were operated with floating base. Firstly, the
layout of the tested samples will be explained in section 2.1. Then the results of electrical
characterization of the tested samples will be discussed in section 2.2. After that, sec-
tion 2.3 reports about results of laser pulsed light tests that were performed to evaluate
charge-collection properties of the detectors and show that floating base operation mode
could be efficiently deployed for α-particle detection. Section 2.4 presents the results of
α-particle functional characterization of BJT detectors. Subsection 2.4.1 describes the
very first results of α-particle tests that were acquired using readout chain consisting of
transimpedance operational amplifier and oscilloscope, while subsection 2.4.2 refers to
the data acquired with custom designed FPGA-based readout electronics ALPHADET.
Finally, section 2.5 summarizes and concludes the results of functional tests confirming
that floating base operation mode of BJT detector can be efficiently used for α-particle
detection even in spite of non-optimized layout of the detectors from BD1 batch.
2.1 Layout of the tested samples
BJT detectors from the BD1 batch were initially designed to be operated with a base
being properly biased. So, among existing detectors only some of them could be operated
with a base left floating. We have found two types of such detectors, which afterwords
were characterized using laser and α-particle tests. One of the samples of BJT-detector
that was used in the experiments was called DPIX (see the layout in Fig.2.1(a)); this
is a 1×1 cm2 die that includes a 5×5 array of single BJT-pixels, each one having a
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1.4×1.4 mm2 active area. All bonding pads for the 25 emitters are placed along the top
of the layout. The bonding was made to obtain four single pixels and one array with the
remaining 21 pixels, thus easing the analysis of the impact of single pixel properties on
the behavior of the whole array of pixels.
Another sample that was also tested is so-called BPAD sample. The layout of BPAD
can be seen in fig. 2.1(b). The tested pixels have minimum size NCH18xNN11 emitter
layout with 0.5×0.5 mm2 base area, which is ∼8 times smaller than DPIX pixel. Both
indicated pixels BPAD3 and BPAD4 observed very similar detection properties. Thus,
the results of BPAD3 characterization only are presented in the following.
(a)
BP
AD
3
BP
AD
4
(b)
Figure 2.1: Layout of the tested BJT detectors: (a) - layout of DPIX detector, consisting of
5x5 pixels (1.4x1.4mm2 each) with NCH32xNN20 emitter layout configuration. Top left corner
pixels are bonded individually, while the other 21 pixels have emitters wired together (array
configuration); (b) - layout of BPAD pixels having 0.5×0.5 mm2 base area and minimum size
NCH18xNN11 emitter layout.
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2.2 Electrical characterization of the samples
Firstly, before starting functional characterization of the BJT detectors an electrical char-
acterization of the samples has been done. The characterization of DPIX sample included
measurements of collector (emitter) currents and Gummel plots. The results of these
measurements are presented in fig. 2.2. As it can be seen from fig. 2.2(a), the pixels
DPIX1-DPIX4 have drastically changed their collector currents after the bonding. This
is due to the fact that these pixels had their emitter and base contacts bonded individually.
So, as the base contact was not routed out of the pixel, which means that the bonding pad
was in the “active” area region, the bonding caused considerable damage of the silicon
bulk, thus, causing increase of leakage current IL and emitter current Ie = IL · β, where
β is a quiescent gain of a pixel. Figure 2.2(b) refers to the gain curve that was obtained
from Gummel plots using ∂Ic
∂Ib
formula, where Ic is a collector current and Ib is a base
current. This gain curve is the same for all pixels in DPIX array. Apart from the gain
curve, fig. 2.2(b) indicates also quiescent gain values for DPIX4 pixel (βquiesc) that was
tested using 241Am source. These quiescent gain values are rather high comparing to the
values that unbonded pixel would have. For example, the measured values of βquiesc are
220, 270, 300, and 320 at 10 V, 30 V, 50 V and 70 V collector biases respectively, when
for unbonded pixel βquiesc would be 50, 80, 100, and 110 at the same collector biases.
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Figure 2.2: IV characterization of DPIX pixels after the bonding: (a) - leakage currents of
DPIX1 - DPIX4 pixels; (b) - gain curves for DPIX4 pixel with indicated quiescent gain values
for 10 V, 30 V, 50 V, and 70 V collector biases.
The results of electrical and functional characterization of BPAD3 sample are shown
in fig. 2.3 and fig.2.12 respectively. The BPAD3 sample has different layout comparing
to DPIX sample, the emitter layout of BPAD3 has NCH18xNN11 configuration. Due
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to such emitter layout of BPAD3 sample the gain has a pronounced drop at low values
of base-emitter potential (∼0÷0.46 V), i.e., at low values of base currents. This is why,
BPAD3 pixel has much lower quiescent and, consequently, overall gain values. Partial
explanation of this effect can be found in [64], it is related to the higher recombination
rate in the base-emitter depletion region. Figure 2.3 includes a gain curve characterizing
DPIX pixel for the reference purposes.
The gain curve measurements were carried out at 70 V collector bias, which is higher
than a full depletion voltage. Figure 2.4 refers to the CV characterization of the test
diodes, which showed that mainly all detectors on the wafer would be fully depleted at
70 V collector (i.e., substrate) bias. This is why, all following functional tests were done at
collector biases corresponding to the full depletion voltage, i.e., 70 V, and at biases lower
than full depletion voltages, i.e., 10 V, 30 V, and 50 V because operation of the detector
at such biases can potentially decrease power consumption due to the lower collector and,
consequently, emitter currents.
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Figure 2.3: Gain curve for the BPAD pixel acquired at 70 V collector bias with indicated
quiescent gain values for 10 V, 30 V, 50 V, and 70 V collector biases.
2.3 Laser tests
To carry out laser tests we have used a setup shown schematically in fig. 2.5. It consists of
two parts, the main part consists of transimpedance amplifier and digital storage oscillo-
scope, the second part is responsible for the light calibration and it consists of wideband
fixed-gain amplifier THS4303, TI [67] and calibrated D400FC InGaAs photodetector [5]
connected to the digital storage oscilloscope. Generally speaking, the main purpose of
laser tests is to verify detection properties, uniformity of the detection properties and gain
of the tested detector. For that purpose it is necessary to measure energy of laser light
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Figure 2.4: Full depletion voltage Vdepl measurements. The Vdepl are 65 V, 101 V, 60 V, and
60 V measured by the test diodes from the TS 26, TS 44, TS 61, and TS 65 test structures
respectively.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the setup consisting of transimpedance amplifier and
digital storage oscilloscope used to carry out laser tests of BJT detectors.
pulse as precise as possible. After that the energy of laser light pulse can be converted to
the energy of α-particle equivalent to this pulse.
Firstly, DPIX3 pixel from the DPIX sample was tested. The results of the tests are
shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7. The wavelength of laser light is 1060 nm1 and energy of
equivalent α-particle is Eα = 1.41 MeV, assuming that the quantum efficiency of the
1Actually, laser light with 1060 nm wavelength is not perfectly suited for α-particle emulation due to the large
absorption depth. In fact, laser with, for instance, 780 nm wavelength would be more suitable for such tests.
However, taking into account that responsivity of the D400FC detector used for the light calibration is ≈0.1 A/W
at 780 nm, the light calibration could not be done reliably. On the contrary, the D400FC detector has high
responsivity at 980 nm (0.65 A/W) and at 1060 nm (0.7 A/W) Therefore, in all experiments we have used lasers
with either 980 nm or 1060 nm wavelengths to make light calibration step more reliable.
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Figure 2.6: Transient response of DPIX3 pixel biased at different collector voltages to 1060 nm
laser pulses emulating α-particle with Eα = 1.41 MeV energy.
detector is η = 0.7. Fig. 2.6 refers to the transient response of the pixel to the laser light
pulse at different collector biases. Measured charge values Qcoll are 13.7 pC, 36.4 pC,
37.5 pC, and 43.2 pC at 10 V, 30 V, 50 V, and 70 V collector biases respectively. These
Qcoll correspond to the overall gain values β10V = 150, β30V = 390, β50V = 400, and
β70V = 460. Comparing overall gain values to the quiescent gain values βq,10V = 190,
βq,30V = 230, , βq,50V = 250, and βq,70V = 270 we can conclude that the tested DPIX3
pixel operated with a floating base2 is effectively biased by the laser light pulse equivalent
to an α-particle with energy Eα = 1.41 MeV.
Fig. 2.7 refers to the results of laser scanning of the DPIX3 pixel, where (a) shows
three-dimensional representation of data of the laser scan, while (b) shows distribution of
collected charge values Qcoll corresponding to the laser scan (a). There are three peaks
in the distribution of Qcoll that have mean values at µ1 = 25.0 pC, µ2 = 37.2 pC, and
µ3 = 44.6 pC. The third peak corresponds to the events collected in the central area of
the pixel approximately equal to 1.2×1.2 mm2, the second peak corresponds to the events
collected on the edge of the pixel and the first peak corresponds to the events collected
near the edge of the pixel in the interpixel area. These data explains low energy tails in
the distributions of collected charge values that were collected during the α-particle tests
(see, for example, fig. 2.15).
2These data confirms that the tested pixel is well biased by the laser light pulse when the collector is biased at
30 V, 50 V, and 70 V. However, as it can be seen the overall gain value of the pixel biased at 10 V is lower than
the quiescent gain value. The explanation for this effect is twofold: firstly, the pixel may not be biased by the
light pulse when it is operated with a floating base and, secondly, integration time of 340 µs is not long enough
to integrate all generated charge. Apart from that the resolution of waveform acquired at 10 V collector bias is
quite poor that could as well influence precision of integration. Thus, it is unclear whether the pixel operated
with floating base at 10 V is biased by the light pulse or not.
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Figure 2.7: (a)- laser scan of DPIX3 pixels with an energy of light pulse corresponding to the
energy of α-particle Eα = 1.41 MeV. The step is 100 µm, bias voltage is Vbias = 70 V. (b) -
Gaussian fits of distribution of Qcoll corresponding to the laser scan. Solid line shows multi-peaks
Gaussian fit with mean values for the peaks µ1 = 25.0 pC, µ2 = 37.2 pC, and µ3 = 44.6 pC.
The results of laser light characterization of BPAD3 pixel that has minimum size
emitter (NCH18xNN11) are presented in fig. 2.8 and fig. 2.9. The light pulse had an
energy equivalent to α-particle with Eα = 1.14 MeV. The laser scan shown in fig. 2.8 was
performed with a rather small step of 10 µm in order to take into account all peculiarities
of the layout of pixel (see the layout in fig. 2.1(b)), such as a base contact metal grid
over the active area of the pixel and three metal base contact pads. Moreover, due to the
small step of the scan even bonding wire could be seen. However, presence of metal grid
in active area prevents making a direct comparison between laser and α-particle tests as
the light is reflected by the metal lines, so Qcoll values are ∼0 pC or slightly larger3, while
α-particle can penetrate the metal.
In order to acquire distribution of Qcoll a single 40×40 µm2 segment of BPAD3 pixel
not covered by metal has been scanned with a rather small step of 2.5 µm. The collector
of pixel was biased at 70 V. The distribution of Qcoll is shown in fig. 2.9(a); it has two
peaks with mean values µ1 = 2.3 pC and µ2 = 14 pC. The first peak corresponds to the
3The collected charge values can be larger than 0 pC even when the light spot is positioned over the metal
line due to rather large size of the spot. The spot was large because the focuser could not be put closer to the
detector due to the peculiarities of the bonding PCB.
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Figure 2.8: laser scan of BPAD3 pixels with an energy of light pulse corresponding to the energy
of α-particle Eα = 1.14 MeV. The step is 10 µm, bias voltage is Vbias = 70 V.
edge of the active area of the segment and metal lines around active area, the second
peak corresponds to the events collected within the active area. The transient response
of BPAD3 pixel collected at different collector biases is shown in fig. 2.9(b). The data
has been collected when the laser spot was put in the center of the tested segment. The
overall gain values are 75, 150, 210 and 280 for 10 V, 30 V, 50 V, and 70 V collector biases
correspondingly. Comparing these gain values to quiescent gain values shown in Table 2.1
we can conclude that also BPAD3 pixel with minimum emitter size can be biased by an
α-particle, when the pixel is operated with a floating base.
2.4 Alpha-particle tests
To perform α-particle tests an 241Am radioactive alpha-particle source (AMR01032, nom-
inal activity ∼3 kBq, active diameter ∼2 cm2) was used. In both experiments employing
either analog or digital readout electronics the distance between source and detector was
13 mm, while temperature conditions were slightly different, i.e., the experiments em-
ploying analog readout were carried out in a climatic chamber at 20 ◦C temperature,
the experiments employing digital readout electronics were made at room temperature
≈23.5 ◦C.
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Figure 2.9: Laser pulsed light test of BPAD3 pixel: (a) - distribution of collected charge values
that was built after the laser scan of one of the segments not covered by metal was performed;
(b) - transient response of BPAD3 pixel biased at different collector voltages to 1060 nm laser
pulses emulating α-particle with Eα = 1.14 MeV energy.
2.4.1 Transimpedance readout
The readout scheme is very similar to the readout scheme used in laser pulsed light tests.
A schematic representation of analog readout can be seen in fig. 2.10. It consists of high
precision, low noise operational amplifier OPA227 with feedback resistor Rf = 47 kΩ
and digital storage oscilloscope. Two types of oscilloscopes were used in this experiment
TDS 3052B, [6] and ZTEC 4211, [68].
DSO
OPA227
-
+ Vout
Rf = 47 k
Vsub
Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of the setup used to test BJT detectors from the BD1
batch consisting of transimpedance amplifier and digital storage oscilloscope.
The results of functional characterization of DPIX4 pixel are presented in fig. 2.11. The
data were collected at different collector biases (10 V, 30 V, 50 V, and 70 V), in each case
a thousand of events were acquired, integrated and after that distributions of collected
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charge values were built. As it can be seen from figure 2.11(a) the distributions of collected
charge acquired at 30 V, 50 V, and 70 V collector biases observe two peaks (corresponding
mean values of Gaussain fits are presented in Table 2.1), while at Vsub = 10 V collector
bias the distribution has only one peak. Presence of two peaks in the distribution can be
explained by incomplete depletion of interpixel volume. So, part of charge generated by
incoming α-particle is lost. In case of Vsub = 10 V the low charge peak disappears as all
charge generated by α-particle in the interpixel volume is lost. Shift of the distributions
to the higher values with increasing bias voltage is due to the increase of overall gain value
that increases together with the bias (refer to fig. 2.2(b)). As the amount of collected
events is the same in all cases, the data plotted in fig. 2.11(a) can not be used for the
comparison of the rates, i.e., higher count values of the distribution acquired at 10 V bias
do not mean that the detector has better detection properties at such bias voltage.
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Figure 2.11: Functional characterization of DPIX 4 pixel from DPIX array, BD1 batch using
transimpedance amplifier readout. The source was placed above the detector at hds = 13 mm
height, the temperature was fixed at T = 20 ◦C, and resistance R = 47 kΩ: (a) - distributions of
collected charge values Qcoll. (b) - single peaks, where Qcoll values correspond to µpeak,2 mean
values of distributions shown in (a) (refer to Table 2.1). The offset level has been subtracted for
all curves.
DPIX4 BPAD3
Bias, [V] µpeak,1, [pC] µpeak,2, [pC] βquiesc µpeak, [pC] βquiesc
10 36.2 220 3.52 76
30 24.8 53.2 270 6.42 110
50 32.4 56.8 300 13.1 120
70 31.5 57.4 320 19.4 130
Table 2.1: Summary results of functional characterization of DPIX4 and BPAD3 samples.
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Distributions acquired during the characterization of BPAD3 are shown in fig. 2.12, the
summary results are reported in Table 2.1. Obviously, due to the low gain values at low
base currents the distributions are shifted to lower Qcoll values comparing to the similar
distributions shown in fig. 2.11. In fact, assuming that energy of α-particle passing 13 mm
distance in the air at 20 ◦C temperature is 2.44 MeV, BPAD3 pixel could maximally reach
Qcoll ≈30pC (here we assumed that overall gain value reached its maximum value), while
DPIX4 sample could reach Qcoll ≈58pC.
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Figure 2.12: Functional characterization of BPAD3 pixel, BD1 batch using transimpedance
amplifier readout. The source was placed above the detector at hds = 13 mm height, the tem-
perature was fixed at T = 20 ◦C, and resistance R = 47 kΩ: (a) - distributions of collected charge
values Qcoll. (b) - single peaks, where Qcoll values correspond to mean values of distributions
reported in Table 2.1. The offset level has been subtracted for all curves.
Analysis of the data presented in fig. 2.12 confirms that the pixel with NCH18xNN11
emitter layout operated with floating base at 70 V is “turned on” by α-particles, so the
overall gain is ∼200, while at lower biases (10 V, 30 V, and 50 V) the pixel was not
“turned on” by α-particles. Therefore, the overall gain values were approximately equal
to the quiescent gain values.
2.4.2 ALPHADET readout
After α-particle tests with analogue readout confirmed that DPIX sample had better
detection properties than BPAD sample, similar α-particle tests were done using digital
ALPHADET readout electronics4.
Firstly, single pixels (from DPIX1 to DPIX4) were tested individually. The data were
acquired with a trigger set below 0 pC (-0.55 pC), so all data converted by ADC could
4Detailed description of ALPHADET electronics is presented in the next Chapter 3, page 39.
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be swept into a *.txt file and then analyzed. The analysis was performed oﬄine. Firstly,
α-particle events were identified in a data file using a “peak detection” function. Any
point in the data file is considered as a “peak” if the preceding point is smaller by a value
of “soft”-trigger (soft - in this case states for software as the value of this trigger can be
changed oﬄine in the software used for the analysis of data). After that an integration of
every event was performed. Fig. 2.13 shows a piece of data file which was used to build
a distribution shown in fig. 2.15(a). The inset in fig. 2.13 is a zoom of one of the events
every point of which represents a value of charge collected by DDC114 during a single
integration period (400 µs). The integration of every event was made over 1.2 ms, i.e.,
just three points were taken into account (those are in red color in the inset).
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Figure 2.13: A part of data file with an inset
showing that just three points were taken into
account during integration
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Figure 2.14: Gain distribution for the array of
DPIX pixels at 70 V collector bias (3 corner
pixels with defects not included)
The data were analyzed with a “soft”-trigger set to 10 pC and acquisition time fixed
to 125 s. Pairs of pixels (DPIX1-DPIX2 and DPIX3-DPIX4) show similar distributions
of collected charge (see fig. 2.15). The differences between pairs of pixels can be ascribed
to the damage caused to the detector by the bonding: in fact, the contact pads were
placed inside the active area, and bonding induced a large, and non uniform, leakage
current degradation. DPIX1-DPIX2 were found to have lower leakage current (∼70 nA
vs ∼120 nA at 70 V collector bias, see fig. 2.2(a)) and so a lower base voltage value (Vb)
in the quiescent state, thus reducing their gain. After that DPIX1-DPIX4 pixels were
shorted together and characterized. Fig. 2.16 refers to the results of the characterization;
naturally, spectrum acquired by an array of four DPIX pixels corresponds to the sum of
spectra acquired individually.
Additional electrical measurements (e.g., Gummel plots, output characteristics, etc.)
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were performed on other identical DPIX detector from the same wafer. These tests al-
lowed confirming that the gain values at a given collector bias (e.g., 70 V in this case) are
very uniform, with a spread in the order of 5% (see the distribution in fig. 2.14)5. There-
fore, we could conclude that the gain non uniformity does not depend on the fabrication
process itself but only on the bonding step, which of course should be improved in view
of operating arrays of pixels.
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Figure 2.15: Spectra acquired by single pixels DPIX1 (a), DPIX2 (c), DPIX3 (b), and DPIX4
(d). The trigger was set to 10 pC; the acquisition time was fixed to 125 s; collector bias was set
to 70 V.
Another reason for the observed differences in the distributions of collected charge is
to be attributed to the different energies that impinging α-particles have when they reach
the detector surface, as a result of the different solid angles within which particles hit
pixels: in case of the 4 pixels so far considered and with the radioactive source placed
above them at 10 mm height the solid angle is just ∼0.1 steradian, whereas it is almost
5This conclusion is valid only if an array of pixels is considered and not a whole wafer.
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Figure 2.16: Spectra acquired by four DPIX pixels (DPIX1, DPIX2, DPIX3, DPIX4) having
emitters shorted together. The trigger was set to 10 pC; the acquisition time was fixed to 125 s;
collector bias was set to 70 V.
5 times higher for a 21 pixels array. Therefore, for the 21 pixels array most α-particles
are expected to have smaller energies due to a longer path traveled in air while reaching
the detectors. Hence, the peak of distribution should be shifted to lower energy values
and only the tail should consist of high energy events. This prediction could be assessed
with measurements on the 21 pixels read as one detector. However, as already mentioned,
the bonding caused a large increase in the leakage current, from ∼4 nA at 70 V collector
bias before bonding to the values ranging from 40 nA to more than 120 nA, a fact that
of course was not expected. Taking into account that the integration time of DDC114
is 400 µs and the average leakage current is ∼80 nA, we obtain a charge offset value of
32 pC per pixel. The maximum value of charge that DDC114 can convert is 350 pC, thus
preventing from using the ALPHADET electronics to read out the signal from the array of
21 pixels. In order to verify the prediction about influence of solid angle on the distribution
of collected charge, an additional test have been performed using the analogue readout.
This readout consisted of a transimpedance amplifier and an ZTEC 4211 oscilloscope6
(see the schematic diagram of the setup on fig. 2.10). The distribution of the collected
charge values is shown in fig. 2.17, and, as expected, is rather broad. However, taking into
6ZTEC 4211 is an 8-bit Digital Storage oscilloscope (DSO) [manual MClassDSO instrument]. The instrument
digitizes analog input in the records the size of which is controlled by user. The DSO has an ethernet interface
compliant with IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard (this feature is particularly convenient when the measurements
have to be done under the dark condition). The maximum record length for non-interleaved and normal mode
acquisition is 128 MiSamples. If the record size is chosen by user to be smaller, then the overall amount of records
saved in the internal memory of the DSO is 128 MiSamples/record size. Testing array of DPIX pixels the size of
record was chosen as 4096 with 1 µs time interval. It means that the maximum amount of events (i.e., records)
that could be collected under such conditions was 32768, which is enough to acquire a good distribution.
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account functional tests that were performed on the samples from the BD2 batch of BJT
detectors (the second batch with a modified layout, which excluded a strong influence of
the bonding step on the properties of detectors) we can conclude that the broadening of
a spectrum appeared mainly due to the changes of detector’s detection properties after
the bonding step.
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Figure 2.17: Functional characterization of the array of DPIX pixels. Distribution of the col-
lected charge values acquired by an array of 21 pixels wired together and read out with a
transimpedance amplifier and an oscilloscope.
2.5 Summary
Laser tests have confirmed that pixels with either “standard” emitter layout or minimum
size emitter layout could be efficiently used for α-particle detection while being operated
with a floating base. Acquired distributions of collected charge values explained low
energy tails in the similar distributions acquired during α-particle functional tests.
Functional tests using 241Am alpha-particle source were performed using different read-
outs coupled to DPIX and BPAD pixels. The very first results acquired with analogue
readout confirmed that pixels either with NCH32xNN20 (DPIX pixel) or NCH18xNN11
(BPAD) emitter layout can be “turned on” by an α-particle. However, DPIX pixel has
shown better detection properties than BPAD pixel at collector biases lower than full-
depletion voltage. Such effect has twofold explanation: firstly, the gain of DPIX pixel is
much higher than the gain of BPAD pixel at low base currents; secondly, the quiescent
gain value for DPIX pixel is higher than for BPAD pixel due to larger area and higher
leakage current.
The following functional tests included characterization of only DPIX pixels. When
DPIX pixels are read out individually using ALPHADET electronics, the collected charge
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distributions are pretty good with clear peaks and standard deviations in the order of 10%.
When several pixels are read out together as one detector, a much broader distribution is
observed, which we could explain in terms of two concurrent effects: the different energies
of α-particles reaching the detectors within different solid angles when large pixel arrays
are considered, and the non uniformity of the gain of BJT pixels which was determined
by the large and non uniform leakage current degradation induced by the bonding step.
Taking into account all relevant results of the functional tests, we could draw some
important conclusions about possible layout of the pixel that would be a basic pixel in
the BD2 batch. Such pixel has been called as a “standard” pixel. “Standard” pixel has
a minimum size p-well implant in order to minimize base capacitance and NCH32xNN20
emitter layout configuration to ensure high gain values at low base currents.
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ALPHADET
In this chapter we will introduce a new FPGA-based readout electronics, so-called ALPHA-
DET board, which was specifically designed for the operation with BJT detectors. Section
3.1 describes the design and layout of the printed circuit board. This includes a concise
explanation of the choice of components and their specific purpose on the board. Section
3.2 describes a methodology of electrical characterization of FPGA-based electronics. A
thorough explanation of all performed tests is provided in this section, so one could repeat
these measurements. The results of the characterization are presented in this section as
well. Finally, a short summary of the chapter is presented in section 3.3.
3.1 Design and layout
Design and layout of ALPHADET board was based on the same principle as our previous
microcontroller based digital readout electronics for BJT-detector [69], [7]. Single module
of such electronics coupled to BJT-detector was designed as a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) node that could be operated in a star network [7]. Obviously, the power consump-
tion was of primary importance for the choice of components, hence, a microcontroller
was chosen in that case as a core for the electronics.
The Analog-to-Digital conversion in ALPHADET board is done by DDC114 compo-
nent, while in a former microcontroller based readout the conversion was done by DDC112
component. DDC114 is a functionally equivalent component, which has a slightly higher
sampling rate (3.125 kSPS instead of 3 kSPS) and, more relevant in our case, this compo-
nent supports a +2.7 V to +5.25 V digital supply while DDC112 supports only +4.75 V
to +5.25 V digital supply. VCCO, the supply voltage for output drivers, for the banks of
Spartan-3 FPGA may not exceed 3.75 V [70] (3.3 V is a recommended value). The power
banks of XC2S400 FPGA used in the current design can be seen in fig. 3.1. It should be
underlined that VCCO, differently from VCCAUX and VCCINT , which are fixed to 2.5 V
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Figure 3.1: Power banks of XC2S400 Spartan-3 FPGA.
and 1.2 V correspondingly, can be either 3.3 V or 2.5 V. Thus just supplying VCCO=3.3 V
to the banks of FPGA, which are connected to the ADC (in this case the banks 6 and
7), the compatibility of two components may be achieved. The other banks have lower
VCCO, so the power consumption of FPGA becomes smaller. So, that was a reason why
we have switched from DDC112 to DDC114 component that considerably simplified the
design, i.e., allowed avoiding voltage-level shifters.
This ADC component (Texas Instruments) has been chosen due to few reasons. First
of all, it has current input instead of voltage input, which is most suitable for the detector
with strong current signal output, i.e., BJT detector. Another relevant advantage that
provides use of DDC114 is a continuous current integration, while one integrator is being
digitized another is integrating signal; therefore, no information about read-out signal
is lost. In case an information about possible maximum value of a read-out charge is
available, then an adjustable fullscale range becomes relevant and higher precision can be
achieved. The block diagram of the DDC114 component is shown in fig. 3.2, [4]. This
component has 4 input channels. Although, a BJT detector has a single output channel,
we have designed the layout of the board and firmware for FPGA in such a way that any
of those channels can be coupled to the BJT detector. This approach confirmed to be
successful; due to some problems during a soldering step (it is quite problematic to solder
manually VQFN type of component package) some channels were not working at first.
However, after making first electrical tests with working channels, which confirmed that
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Figure 3.2: The block diagram of DDC114 component.
the design was correct, the missing channels were repaired. The right side of the block
diagram contains all the pins that were connected to the banks 6 and 7 of the FPGA. The
control pins establish working conditions for the DCC114 component, while input/output
pins send to FPGA a digitized input current signal and define format of output data (16
or 20 Bits) etc.
As it has been already mentioned, the ALPHADET board has an XC2S400 from
Spartan-3 FPGA-family as a main processing unit. The choice of FPGA as a core of
readout electronics gives few relevant advantages at a prototyping stage. First of all, it is
possible to implement good debugging facilities on the board, which allow fast program-
ming and reprogramming of the board, and also monitoring all the signals. In principle,
monitoring may be done either via hardware, i.e., using logic analyzer, or via software
(ChipScope tool in case of Xilinx FPGA). Another advantage of ALPHADET is the use
of convenient USB connection between the board and user PC, so the option of on-the-fly
processing of acquired data becomes available.
The general scheme of the board is depicted in fig. 3.3. The current signal is digi-
tized by DDC114, then digital signal is processed by FPGA, stored in the internal FIFO
memory of FPGA, after that the packets of information are transferred to user PC via
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Figure 3.3: General scheme of ALPHADET electronics.
USB microcontroller (Cypress USB microcontroller - CY7C68013). The actual layout of
the board includes four copper layers, aimed at routing a large amount of signals with
proper ground and power planes. A picture of the board is shown in fig. 3.4. The design
schematics and the layout of the ALPHADET board can be found in Appendix A. The
layout of each copper layer is self-explanatory. However, a few details regarding layout
of power and ground copper layers should be underlined. The ground plane was divided
onto two parts, i.e., digital and analog. These grounds are brought together via resistor
and ferrite connected in parallel. The power plane has been also split onto two parts.
The analog part is 5 V power supply for DDC114. The digital part includes 3.3 V and
2.5 V copper planes, which provide power supply for FPGA. The rightmost copper plane
is 3.3 V power supply for the USB microcontroller.
Figure 3.4: Implementation of the board (the size is 11×7.5 cm2).
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3.2 Electrical characterization
In this section we present two independent testing strategies. The choice of the best
strategy depends on possible limitations, e.g., it can be a lack of necessary hardware or
software. The first strategy relies on the use of logic analyzer, while the second relies
on the use of ChipScope software, so having access just to one of the tools provides a
possibility to implement a proper electrical characterization of readout electronics. In
case none of those options is available the ALPHADET could be tested by using firmware
and software resources. A short description of the Test Mode of DDC114 is presented
here as well.
3.2.1 Testing ALPHADET using logic analyzer
DDC114 has four analog inputs. The design of ALPHADET board was made in such a
way that all analog inputs were connected to either so-called TP (test points) or detector
header (see the Appendix A). Due to use of FPGA it is equally convenient to work either
with single or multiple channels. However, we will only use one of the single channels
for the subsequent testing; the option of choosing multiple channels for the simultaneous
testing is not considered here (in fact, this option would be important in case the problem
of crosstalk between the channels was relevant; however, as we are planning to use only
a single channel in the final application there is no need to consider a crosstalk). This
makes firmware and software simpler, so the debugging becomes easier. Among four
available channels we have chosen channel N3 (AIN31) for the subsequent tests. Due to
the peculiarities of the layout of the board, AIN3 is more convenient for the placement of
external components, i.e., injection capacitor and 50 Ω resistor.
Four buses DATA CH1, DATA CH2, DATA CH3, and DATA CH4 corresponding to
four input channels were implemented in firmware. DDC114 component digitizes an
analog signal from all analog inputs AIN1-AIN4 and outputs it via DOUT pin as a serial
data. The serial data is then parallelized and split onto four buses corresponding to each
input channel. In principle, any data bus could be routed either to USB microcontroller or
monitor header. The monitor header has been installed on the board only for testing and
debugging purposes, because it provides a very convenient access to the internal FPGA
signals. To test ALPHADET board and firmware the DATA CH3(15:0) bus was routed
directly to a monitor header2. So, a logic analyzer could be used for the debugging. After
the debugging and testing were finished the data bus DATA CH3(15:0) was rerouted from
the monitor header to the USB microcontroller and, hence, to a PC, where the digitized
1AIN means Analog INput
2This header can be found in schematics as MON b and in firmware as MonitorHeader block
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data from AIN3 could be saved to a *.txt data file.
To make an electrical characterization of ALPHADET board we have used a setup
suggested in [69], which can be observed on fig. 3.5. The charge is injected into the input
channels via an injecting capacitor. The injected charge is proportional to the amplitude
of a signal generated by SG (Signal Generator Agilent 33250A) and capacitance of a
capacitor according to the formula Q=C ·V, where C equals to 200 pF in this particular
test.
SG 50 Ohm
Vref
Vref
DDC114
M
o
d
u
l
a
t
o
r
FPGA
USB
  uC
Figure 3.5: Block diagram of experimental setup.
For simplicity we call analog signal generated by SG as A1, the reason for that is
because logic analyzer (mixed signal oscilloscope 54641D) has two analog inputs and
A1 signal was monitored by the first input. A1 has the following properties: period -
220 µs, amplitude - 100 mV, offset - 50 mV, pulse width 50 µs. According to the above
mentioned formula, the value of injected charge should be around 20 pC. However, due
to the fact that the analog signal A1 was also monitored by the oscilloscope 54641D this
signal was divided on the oscilloscope/(ALPHADET input resistance) voltage divider;
thus, the actual amplitude of input signal was not 100 mV but 67.5 mV (Table 3.1 shows
a part of the output data file, which corresponds to the input signal with an amplitude
of 67.5 mV).
After known charge is injected into DDC114 it is possible to make a comparison of
DDC114 output and data written to *.txt file. This approach aims at two purposes.
Firstly, it is to make check that software writes to the output file exactly the same data
that comes from DDC114 as DOUT signal. It can be made simply by monitoring data
bus and comparing its decimal values with values in *.txt file. The second purpose is
to test DDC114 with known injected charge, which can be made by comparing values of
injected charge and values of charge in *.txt file.
The output data word consists of 16 bits. In principle, it is possible to connect at
once all 16 bits to the monitor header. However, it is not convenient because we would
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Timer Timer
(32:25)
Timer
(24:16)
Timer
(16:8)
Timer
(7:0)
DATA
(15:8)
DATA
(0:7)
footer
(15:8)
footer
(7:8)
Charge,
bit
value
Charge,
pC
1684874 219 25 181 138 10 210 43 43 2770 13.4791
1684875 219 25 181 139 1 22 43 43 278 0.117955
1684876 219 25 181 140 0 0 43 43 0 -1.4
1684877 219 25 181 141 1 22 43 43 278 0.117955
1684878 219 25 181 142 1 30 43 43 286 0.160848
1684879 219 25 181 143 1 24 43 43 280 0.128678
1684880 219 25 181 144 10 200 43 43 2760 13.4255
1684881 219 25 181 145 0 0 43 43 0 -1.4
1684882 219 25 181 146 1 12 43 43 268 0.064339
1684883 219 25 181 147 1 12 43 43 268 0.064339
1684884 219 25 181 148 1 16 43 43 272 0.085786
1684885 219 25 181 149 10 196 43 43 2756 13.404
Table 3.1: The structure of data that are written by software to a *.txt file.
lose the possibility to observe other relevant signals, e.g. enable (EN) signal or conversion
(CONV) signal. These two signals give a general idea when the data is ready to be read
out and which side of DDC114 is currently integrating. This is why only 8 bits of the
data bus were monitored, those are DATA CH3(15:8). These bits can show in a very
reliable way the state of the data. In order to explain this idea a piece of data file is
presented here in Table 3.1, which also shows the structure of the data generated by the
firmware. The first column is a 24 bit counter (that is also called a timer) with a single
increment of 400 µs. The current version of the firmware has a counter with a maximum
value corresponding to ∼107 minutes. Thus, every 107 minutes the counting starts again
from zero. This time period is enough for a regular laboratory experiment.
When the firmware takes the value of a timer it stores it into FIFO and then sends the
data to the USB microcontroller. The microcontroller can read from FIFO only 16 bits
at once. Since the counter has 24 bit dimension it has to be split onto two 16 bit words.
So, there are 8 bits that can be used for other purposes. It would be convenient to know
where the data packets start and end. This is why those 8 free bits were assigned as a
mask; the mask shows that there are 3 bytes of timer information and 2 bytes of data
information after it. It has the value of 219 in decimal representation and “11011011”
in binary representation. Referring to Table 3.1, the mask is the second column in *.txt
data file, while the next three columns are the actual bytes of the timer (3th, 4th, 5th
columns). The data bytes DATA CH3(15:8) and DATA CH3(7:0) are represented in 6th
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and 7th columns correspondingly. The remaining 8th and 9th columns are the “footer”,
which signals when the data transfer is finished. “Charge bit” column (10th) shows the
decimal value of digitized charge collected by an integrator of DDC114, while “Charge”
column (11th) shows actual value of charge in pC.
The first data byte DATA CH3(15:8) corresponds to the decimal numbers from 256 to
65280 (65280 is ∼100% FS value that is 350 pC), the second data byte DATA CH3(7:0)
corresponds to the numbers from 0 to 255 (from -0.3955% FS to 0% FS3). Thus, for
testing purposes only DATA CH3(15:8) signals can be connected to the monitor header.
In that way the signals EN and CONV are monitored simultaneously with the data bus.
12pC 12pC
Figure 3.6: Test1, picture of scope screen. The monitored signals are CONV (D2), EN (D5),
DATA CH3(15:8) (D15-D8 correspondingly, only D8, D9 and D11 are shown) and analog input
A1.
Fig.3.6 is a snapshot of a logic analyzer. Following signals from the bottom to the top
of the picture we define them as: D2 - conversion signal CONV, D5 - enable signal EN,
D8, D9, D11 are 8th, 9th and 11th bits in DATA CH3(15:8) byte correspondingly.
Let’s consider a case when D8=0, D9=1, and D11=1 then DATA CH(15:8)=“00001010”,
(“00001010” byte is equal to 10 as a decimal number). Assuming that all not monitored
bits are equal to “0”, the corresponding 16 bit word is “0000101000000000”; it is 2560 in
decimal representation and it corresponds to ∼12 pC charge. So, indeed, it is possible to
monitor value of a Charge bit by monitoring only (15:8) bits of DATA CH3.
3decimal 256 is exactly 0% FS
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The results of the test are presented in fig.3.6. The test A1 signal has a period of
220 µs that is smaller than integration period of 400 µs. Therefore, the maximum value
of collected charge should be observed during the entire test time. Nevertheless, fig. 3.6
confirms that there is no “saturation” and only every 5th value of “Charge bit” corresponds
to a charge injected into DDC114 instead of heaving all monitored data signals in a high
state.
12pC -1.384pC
Figure 3.7: Test2, picture of scope screen. The monitored signals are CONV (D2), EN (D5),
DATA CH3(15:8) (D15-D8 correspondingly, only D8, D9 and D11 are shown) and analog input
A1.
The observed phenomenon, when the charge is injected into the input channel con-
stantly but detected only every 5th period of integration, can be explained by the fact
that, due to a particular setup (fig.3.5), two current pulses are produced, which corre-
spond to rising and falling edges of the voltage pulse. So, in case when the duration of
voltage pulse is less than integration period of DDC114 (400 µs), the total injected charge
is equal to 0 pC. Therefore, when the test signal has pulse width less than integration
period the most of the voltage pulses will happen during a single integration period of
DDC114 and only a few of the pulses are split between two integration periods. In that
case we observe in the output data file that one of the strings corresponds to an injected
charge with an expected value, i.e., 12 pC and the next string contains zero value, which
corresponds to a negative charge (it means that the charge is extracted from the readout
circuit).
Therefore, the results of this test should be correct, i.e., corresponding to the input
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analog signal, if this signal has a pulse width larger than integration time of DDC114.
Fig.3.7 shows a snapshot of logic analyzer screen for the experiment with an analog signal
that has a pulse width of 500 µs. The output digitized signal completely corresponds
to the analog input signal, i.e., every 2 ms DDC114 collects 12 pC during one of the
integration cycles and during the very next integration cycle DDC114 collects a negative
charge, which corresponds to a falling edge of the test voltage pulse.
3.2.2 Testing ALPHADET using ChipScope
The Test Mode is the mode that was implemented on the hardware level in the DDC114
component. It is mainly used on the debugging stage. This mode can be entered if TEST
signal is held high during CONV transition. It is possible to provide 11 pC charge packets
to DDC114 simply by strobing TEST low and then high, each rising edge of the TEST
signal provides 11 pC either to A or B side of the integrator. In order to quit Test Mode it
is enough to take TEST low before transition of CONV. The timing diagram is presented
on fig.3.8.
t1 t3 t4
t4 t6
t5
t2
Action
CONV
TEST
Integrate B Integrate A
Test Mode Disabled
0pC into B 11pC into A 22pC into B 33pC into A
Test Mode DisabledTest Mode Enabled: Inputs Disconnected
Integrate B Integrate A
Figure 3.8: Timing diagram of the Test Mode of the DDC114 [4] [datasheet of DDC114].
The advantage of this method to test DDC114 is that there is no interaction with
external environment. So there is no need to care about noise issues, connecting capacitor
and resistor to an analog input of DDC114 etc.
There are few ways to monitor data bus, which are:
• Logic analyzer via Monitor header on ALPHADET board;
• ChipScope software provided by Xilinx;
• Software and firmware.
ChipScope is software from Xilinx that allows monitoring signal generated by FPGA
via JTAG interface. While designing this board, the possibility of using ChipScope was
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reserved by connecting JTAG connector to proper pins of FPGA.
Figure 3.9: TEST signal.
The TEST signal was generated in a way that 33 pC are applied to A side and 22
pC to B side of integrator. The A side integrates when CONV is high, and the B side
integrates when CONV is low. Fig. 3.9 is a snapshot of waveform window generated by
ChipScope. The time diagram includes waveforms for two signals - TEST SIGNAL and
CONV. After 33 pC and 22 pC are applied to A and B sides, the TEST signal is taken
low to quit Test Mode and two integration periods are just to integrate applied charge.
The results of the test are shown on fig. 3.9.
Figure 3.10: TEST signal.
We can see that there are a data bus DATA CH4(12:0) consisting of 13 bits and
TEST SIGNAL. 13 bits are enough to represent decimal from 0 to 8191 that corresponds
to a range from ∼0 to 44 pC. So it is enough to have just 13 bits, as long as injected
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charge is less than 44 pC. There are few reasons for such limits. Firstly, it is because
RAM modules in FPGA are split between two implemented cores - ChipScope core and
implemented FIFO core. The second reason is that CONV signal has frequency of 1.25
kHz while clock signal CLK has frequency of 4 MHz; simple calculation shows that for
single transition of CONV (from rising to falling edge and vice versa) the CLK has 1600
cycles. So, in order to see just two periods of CONV signal CLK must have 6400 periods.
This is why the minimum data depth in ChipScope core is 8192, which significantly limits
amount of monitored signals (in this particular case it is 14).
The analysis of obtained data shows exactly what we would expect - two “packets”
close to 0 pC, and then two consequent “packets” of 33 pC and 22 pC (see fig. 3.10). Also
we can see that while DDC114 is in Test Mode the integrator is not integrating, this is
why 33 pC and 22 pC “packets” are shifted. (It is worth mentioning that data bus is
changing its state on falling edge of DV ALID signal.)
3.2.3 Analysis of acquired data
The first type of test has been performed using the setup shown in fig. 3.5. The data
have been acquired with analog input signal of 2.4 ms period, with 500 µs pulse width
and different pulse amplitudes. Fig. 3.11 shows a case when the amplitude of the signal is
∼33 mV, which corresponds to the injected charge of 6.6 pC. The plot of analog signal and
plot of collected charge are overlapped in order to demonstrate how data file is analyzed.
The plot of collected charge also includes noise data, which is cut off by a software trigger
during the next experiments.
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Figure 3.11: Typical representation of structure of saved data file. Collected charge is plotted
with boxes (left y-axis), while analog input signal is plotted with a red line (right y-axis).
The value of injected charge depends on the amplitude of analog input signal. Making
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few acquisitions with different amplitudes of analog input signal it is possible to make
a so-called linearity test. This test shows if collected charge values depend linearly on
the injected charge values. The data have been collected with a sufficiently high trigger
value, so the acquisition would not be triggered by noise. After making acquisition for
different injected charge values, the data were analyzed and distributions of collected
charge values were built. These distributions are called charge occurrence diagrams, one
of them is shown in fig.3.12(b). Due to large values of charge provided by the BJT
detector, the range of input charge values is quite wide (for 5.5 MeV alpha-particle and
gain of detector 500 the expected output charge is ∼120 pC). The mean values of the
Gaussian fits of charge occurrence diagrams are plotted with points in fig. 3.12(a); they
show a very linear behavior, e.g., a standard deviation of the linear fit is = 0.53 pC, which
is rather good value for the injected charge ranging from 10 pC to 150 pC.
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Figure 3.12: Linearity test of ALPHADET board: (a) - linearity test, (b) - charge occurrence
diagram for 10 pC injected charge.
Two versions of ALPHADET board were designed and implemented (A and B). Per-
formance of these boards was compared in terms of their noise properties. The comparison
was carried out between the same channels of the boards. Fig.3.13(a) shows results that
were acquired using the same channel 3 (Ch3) for both boards. It is clear that ENC val-
ues are much smaller for board B. The Equivalent Noise Charge (ENC) for Ch3 of board
B is ∼600 electrons rms, whereas for the corresponding channel of board A it is ∼2400
electrons rms. The large difference in the ENC values may be ascribed to the fact that
board B features better shielding of input channels and also that a thermal pad under
DDC114 component is grounded in board B and left floating in board A. Due to its lower
noise, board B was fully characterized and also used for the functional tests reported in
the following. As for the channel uniformity within board B in terms of noise, test results
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are shown in Fig.3.13(b) , along with the linear fits of the data: as can be seen, channels
3 and 4 have smaller ENC values than channels 1 and 2. Again, this difference is due
to a slightly different layout that improved shielding for channels 3 and 4, which should
be preferred when precise measurements have to be done. It should be stressed that,
assuming an alpha-particle energy of ∼5.5MeV, the expected signal-to-noise ratio would
be much higher than 500 for both boards, that is good enough for most applications.
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Figure 3.13: Noise characterization of ALPHADET boards: (a) - board A vs. board B in terms
of noise properties, (b) - noise characterization of input channels of board B.
3.3 Summary
We have designed and implemented a new FPGA-based readout electronics specifically
fit for BJT detectors. The system is completely compatible with previously designed
microcontroller based readouts, which used ADC component from the same family as
DDC114. This compatibility provides a convenient possibility to use ALPHADET readout
for the laboratory tests (e.g., temperature dependence of detection properties of BJT
detectors, efficiency of the detectors, etc.) and then to use microcontroller-based systems
for the field tests.
Electrical characterization of ALPHADET board confirmed the expected performance
with good linearity. The noise properties of all channels are rather good for α-particle
detection; in case other prototypes have to be developed, the layout of board B would
be preferable due to the better shielding of the channels, which provided optimized noise
performance.
Functional tests using 241Am alpha-particle source presented in Chapter 2 and Chap-
ter 6 describing the results of functional characterization of the BJT detectors from BD1
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and BD2 batches respectively confirmed that designed ALPHADET board can success-
fully be used for the readout of signal from the BJT detectors.
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Chapter 4
Fabrication process flow and layout
of BD2 batch
Based on the vast experience previously gained as during fabrication of BD1 batch of
BJT detectors as during fabrication of other radiation detectors, a new and improoved
fabrication process flow has been developed in FBK, Trento. Section 4.1 shortly introduces
overall fabrication process flow with conceptual renderings, explanations and listing of
main steps. This section establishes a connection between layout and fabrication process.
Section 4.2 lists and describes all relevant layout cells of single test BJT pixels, BJT
arrays and test structures. This section together with section 4.1 can be used as a guide
through the layout of BD2 batch.
4.1 Fabrication process flow
Step 1 - a first part of collector contact formation and preparation of wafers
for the following lithography steps (see fig.4.1(step 1))
• Field oxide growing - usually “wet” oxidation is used to grow this oxide. Field
oxide has lower quality than oxide grown by “dry” oxidation method because of
faster rate of silicon oxidation in atmosphere containing water vapor, which results
in lower density oxide. On the other hand, quality of dielectric properties of field
oxide are not so critical as the oxide is usually used for masking and, in this case,
fast rate of oxidation is more relevant parameter;
• Remove oxide on the back side - this is done to provide a window for the
following diffusion step;
• Two-step diffusion
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step 1 step 2
Figure 4.1: Step 1 and step 2 of fabrication process flow. Step 1 is a first part of substrate
contact (collector) formation and preparation of wafers for the following lithography steps. Step
2 is a first part of p-well formation.
– Phosphorus doping of the back side of the wafer ( ohmic contact) - the diffusion
from solid source is done at quite high temperature (∼ 1000◦C), so the second,
so-called, “drive-in” step, in principle, could be avoided. However, to form
Gaussian diffusion profile “drive-in” step was performed as well;
– Phosphorus drive-in - in this case it is used to move diffusion front to a desired
depth. Drive-in is done in a nitrogen (N2) atmosphere;
• Oxide deposition from TEOS source 1 - deposition of quite a thick oxide is done
using low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) method;
• Silicon nitride deposition - thin, comparing to the previously deposited TEOS
layer, Si3N4 layer is deposited in order to provide a diffusion barrier for p-type
dopants;
• Dry etching of nitride ( on the front side of the wafers) - nitride deposition is
made on the front- and back- sides of the wafers. As the diffusion barrier must be
only on the backside of each wafer, the nitride layer should be etched away from the
front side of the wafer.
1TEOS is a chemical compound called tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). Chemical formula of this compound is
Si(OC2H5)4. Silicon oxide SiO2 is deposited during decomposition of the TEOS vapor released from a liquid
source. SiO2 can be as well deposited in a LPCVD system at temperatures between 650
◦C and 750◦C (in
our particular case it was 720◦C). Oxide deposited via decomposition of TEOS has good uniformity and step
coverage. Reference [71] provides a table with a comparison of properties of oxides grown by different methods
(the table is reprinted from M.Sze, VLSI Technology, 1983). Oxide deposited from TEOS source has only SiO2
composition (instead, other oxides contained H and Cl elements in their composition), conformal step coverage,
good dielectric strength of 10MV
cm
, and slow etch rate of 30 A˚
min
.
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step 3
step 4
Figure 4.2: Fabrication process flow, step 3 and step 4. Step 3 is a second part of p-well
formation, so-called, drive-in. Step 4 is a first part of n-channel formation (n-channel lithography
and phosphorus implantation).
• Oxide deposition from TEOS source - second thick oxide layer was deposited
for masking purposes, i.e., to provide a barrier to stop high-energy atoms of boron
and phosphorus (p-well and n-channel ion implantations are done at rather high
implantation energy of few hundreds of keV).
Step 2 - a first part of p-well formation (see fig.4.1(step 2))
• P-well lithography (P-WELL layer in the layout2) - lithography step includes
few sub-steps: 1) coating wafer with a photoresist; 2) soft bake of photoresist; 3)
photoexposure of pattern on a photoresist; 4) development of a photoresist; 5) hard
baking; 6) oxide etching; 7) photoresist stripping;
• Oxide etching - open windows in the oxide for the following boron implantation;
• Boron implantation - boron with a high implantation energy of few hundred keV
is implanted into the Si areas, which were designed in the layout as p-wells;
• Wet photoresist stripping - it is made in a bath of a mixture of sulfuric acid and
hydrogen peroxide (H2SO4/H2O2), so-called, “piranha”. Wet stripping is usually
used in case of unimplanted or lightly implanted photoresist.
Step 3 - a second part of p-well formation (see fig.4.2(step 3))
• Wet oxide etching - all oxide from the front side of the wafers is etched away;
2The layout of BD2 batch includes 8 layout layers. According to these layers eight lithography masks were
fabricated. However, only 7 lithography steps were actually performed during the fabrication process. A lithog-
raphy step corresponding to the backside local thinning of the wafers could not be performed due to the technical
problems. This is why this lithography step that corresponds to the BACK-THIN layout layer is not described
further.
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step 5 step 6
Figure 4.3: Fabrication process flow, step 5 and step 6. Step 5 is a completion of n-channel
formation and a first step of shallow n+ region formation. Step 6 is a completion of shallow n+
region formation.
• P-well “drive-in” - a sufficient damage of silicon lattice develops during the im-
plantation process. When the dose is high enough, the damaged silicon areas may
become amorphous. In order to remove implantation damage and form proper dop-
ing profile, a short annealing in atmosphere of two gases O2 +N2 is done. This step
is also called “drive-in” because dopants after this step diffuse deeper into silicon
till they reach a desired depth and resistivity. During “drive-in” step a thin oxide is
formed on the surface.
Step 4 - a first part of n-channel formation (see fig.4.2(step 4))
• n-channel lithography (N-CHANNEL layer in the layout) - this step includes
photoresist deposition, photoresist development, and oxide etching over n-channel
areas;
• Phosphorus implantation - double charged ions of phosphorus (P+2) with final
energy twice as much as initial energy due to the ionization are implanted into Si;
• Dry and wet photoresist stripping;
• Oxide deposition from TEOS source - fig. 4.2(step 4) schematically represents
wafer after oxide deposition is already done.
Step 5 - a second part of n-channel (drive-in) and beginning of shallow n+
region formation (see fig.4.3(step 5))
• n+ lithography (NPLUS layer in the layout);
• Oxide etching - windows for the following n+ implantation are opened;
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• n-channel drive-in - formation of n-channel is finalized.
Step 6 - shallow n+ region formation (drive-in) (see fig.4.3(step 6))
• Arsenic implantation - arsenic ions with 180keV energy are implanted into Si (it
is shown in a green color on the upper part of fig. 4.3(step 6)).
• Dry and wet photoresist stripping.
step 7 step 8
Figure 4.4: Fabrication process flow, step 7 and step 8. Step 7 is a shallow p+ region for-
mation and a completion of shallow n+ region formation. Step 8 includes contact and metal
lithographies.
Step 7 - shallow p+ and n+ (completion) regions formation (see fig.4.4(step
7))
• p+ lithography (PPLUS layer in the layout);
• Oxide etching - windows for the following p+ implantation are opened;
• Boron implantation - boron ions with energy much smaller than it was in case of
p-well formation are implanted into Si.
• Dry and wet photoresist stripping
• p+ and n+ drive-in.
Step 8 - contact and metal lithography steps (see fig.4.4(step 8))
• Contact opening lithography (CONHO layer in the layout);
• Oxide etching;
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• Metal deposition - it is done by sputter deposition of metal. Composition of
deposited material is Aluminum with 1% of Silicon. Such composition improoves
adhesion of Al to Si and allows avoiding defects3. The thickness of deposited layer
is 1.2 µm.
• Metal lithography (Metal layer in the layout);
• Oxide etching;
• Dry metal etching;
• Photoresist stripping.
step 9
step 10
Figure 4.5: Fabrication process flow, step 9 and step 10. Step 9 is an overglass deposition. Step
10 is a deposition of metal on the backside of the wafer and completion of overall fabrication
process.
Step 9 - overglass deposition (see fig.4.5(step 9))
• Overglass deposition - a thick layer of low temperature oxide (LTO) is deposited
on the surface of the wafer for passivation purposes;
3One of the main deffects is related to the solubility of Si in Al, which ranges from 0.25 to 1.5% at temperatures
between 400◦C and eutectic temperature4. Due to the solubility property Si migrates into deposited aluminum
layer leaving “‘voids” that are then filled with an aluminum. Moreover, Si atoms do not migrate into aluminum
uniformly but from a few points. Thus, aluminum spikes can form in Si causing a serious problem due to fact
that metal lines contact heavily doped silicon areas, i.e., pn-junctions, so the spikes can shorten this junctions.
To prevent spiking, some part of Si can be added to Al (a silicon concentration of 0.5% saturates aluminum at
425◦C, and 1% Si saturates Al at 500◦C). Adding Si into Al saturates Al with maximum soluble amount of Si;
so, Si diffusion becomes unfavorable during subsequent annealing steps.
4This is a temperature at which an alloy of materials (eutectic composition) solidifies. The main property
of eutectic composition is that this composition solidifies at temperature lower than any other composition of
constituent elements.
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• Overglass lithography (GLASS layer in the layout);
• Dry oxide etching;
• Photoresist stripping.
Step 10 - metal deposition on the backside of the wafer (completion of
collector contact formation) see fig.4.5(step 10))
• Dry etching of oxide and nitride that were deposited on the backside of
the wafer;
• Sputter deposition of Al + 1%Si;
• Sintering - this step is a sort of thermal annealing at 420◦C in N2H2 atmosphere.
As sputtering is causing considerable damage of SiO2 due to energetic ion bombard-
ment, additional positive charge is trapped into oxide. In this case sintering can be
used to passivate the interface states at Si/SiO2 interface, remove positive charge
from the oxide and prevent formation of spikes in Si (annealing improves quality of
Al + 1%Si alloy, thus, it stops migration of Si into Al) [72].
4.2 Layout description of BD2 batch
Layout of the whole wafer cell is shown in fig. 4.6. The figure explains how the dies were
numbered, the first digit of the die number is a row number, while the second digit is a
column number. In the following section we are going to describe shortly a layout of all
dies.
Die 12, 34, 47, the die is represented by STD DPIX BD1 layout cell, which is a
copy of array of DPIX pixels that was called in BD1 layout as DPIX out, the layout of
the cell was remade according to newly introduced p+ and n+ layers instead of p-select
and n-select 5. The cell is an array of pixels where all emitter and base contacts are routed
separately. The base area of single pixel is 1.4 × 1.4mm2, NChannel size is 32 × 32µm,
n+ - 20 × 20µm. This emitter layout configuration is further denoted as NCH32xNN20.
The p-well area is minimized and emitter is shifted to the edge of the pixel.
5P-select and n-select layers were used in the layout of BD1 batch due to the additional “active area” layer
that was used to define active regions (n and p). “Active area” layer is defined by oxide etching on the areas where
p+ and n+ implantations should be done. Additionally introduced p-select and n-select layers had to account for
the overetching effect; thus, p- and n-select layers were defined as p+, n+ areas oversized by 3µm. Fabrication
process flow used to fabricate BD2 batch was designed without “active area” design layer. Therefore, p- and
n-select layers were excluded from the layout.
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Figure 4.6: BD2 layout and numeration of the dies.
Dies 13, 35, 56, the dies are represented by STD DPIX BD2 sh layout cell. It is
an array of 1.4× 1.4mm2 NCH32xNN20 pixels, which are identical to DPIX pixels from
the BD1 batch. The emitters of the pixels in the array are shorted together and routed to
the periphery of the die. The metal grid has four metal pads placed at the corners of the
die; it was done to ensure that all pixels in the array could be read out even in case metal
lines would contain defects (one of the possible defects could be an overetching of metal
during the last lithography step that could cause discontinuities in metal lines). Every
pixel in the array is shielded by metal layer deposited over the base region.
Dies 14, 36, 42, the layout cell name is STD Pixels 400 NCH32xNN20. Letters
“STD” in the name of file mean “standard”, letters “Pixels” mean that this is a layout
cell representing an array. Pixel with NCH32xNN20 emitter and minimized p-well is
considered as a “standard” pixel. The base size of a single pixel in the array, which
consists of 17 × 17 pixels, is 400×400 µm2. The layout of a single pixel forming STD -
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Figure 4.7: Layout of a single pixel forming STD Pixels 400 NCH32xNN20 array. Pixel has
“standard” layout configuration, i.e., it has NCH32xNN20 emitter layout and minimum p-well
size. The base size of the pixel is 400×400 µm2.
Pixels 400 NCH32xNN20 array is shown in fig. 4.7. The pixel has the “standard”
layout configuration, so other “standard” pixels have quite similar layout.
Dies 15 (shielded), 37, 61, the layout cell names are STD Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN20 -
sh (shielded) and STD Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN20. The basic pixel is a standard
pixel with 1×1 mm2 base size. Each array contains 7×7 pixels. Every pixel in the
“shielded” array is shielded by metal, letters “sh” in the name of cell mean that the array
is shielded.
Dies 16, 41, 62 (shielded), corresponding cell is STD Pixels 800 NCH32xNN20,
the basic pixel is a standard pixel with 800×800 µm2 base size. Each array contains 9×9
pixels. The design of BD2 layout included a set of arrays that had single pixels forming
those arrays with same emitter size (NCH32xNN20) but different base size. The purpose
for that was to design arrays of BJT pixels that would have different bias points, i.e.,
different leakage currents and, consequently, different base voltages Vb and quiescent gain
values.
Dies 21, 44, corresponding cell is Pixels 200 to 500 NCH32xNN16 cell. The
overall size of this structure is 1 × 1cm, it includes 4 smaller 5×5 mm2 structures,
which, in principle, can be diced apart. Every array has a basic pixel with emitter
size NCH32xNN16. P-well implant has been extended almost as much as p+ implant (p+
oversizes p-well by 4µm). The base areas of single BJT pixels are:
• 200× 200µm2 - layout cell Pixels 200 NCH32xNN16 q;
• 300× 300µm2 - layout cell Pixels 300 NCH32xNN16 q;
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• 400× 400µm2 - layout cell Pixels 400 NCH32xNN16 q;
• 500× 500µm2 - layout cell Pixels 500 NCH32xNN16 q.
None of the dies with 5×5 mm2 test arrays did not have metal shielding.
Dies 22, 27, 46, 76, the layout cell name is test standard, each wafer contains 4
dies with test structures. They were named as TS22, TS27, TS46 and TS76 correspond-
ingly to the numeration of the dies. Each test structure (see the layout of test dies in
fig. 4.8) contains a set of large diodes, MOS structures, finger gated-diodes, Van der Pauw
structures, cross Kelvin structures and n- and p-type MOSFETs. The largest guarded p+
diode (labeled as GRD-PP), metal over substrate MOS structure (C-MET-SUB) and
finger gated-diode in substrate (GCD-SUB) were tested on all test dies and all wafers.
Other test structures were tested only in case some unusual effects were observed (one of
such effects was explained in the section 5.2 of Chapter 5).
Dies 23, 43, Pixels 200 to 500 NCH20xNN14 cell. The layout of this cell is sim-
ilar to the layout of Pixels 200 to 500 NCH32xNN16 cell. However, emitter layout is
different, it is NCH20xNN14. Using these two layouts it is possible to derive dependence
of BJT detector properties on emitter layout and base size. The base areas of single BJT
pixels are:
• 200×200 µm2 - layout cell Pixels 200 NCH20xNN14 q;
• 300×300 µm2 - layout cell Pixels 300 NCH20xNN14 q;
• 400×400 µm2 - layout cell Pixels 400 NCH20xNN14 q;
• 500×500 µm2 - layout cell Pixels 500 NCH20xNN14 q.
Dies 24, 51, 65, layout cell is STD Pixels quarters m. The large 1×1 cm2 die
contains four smaller 5×5 mm2 arrays that have different emitter layouts but exactly
the same base layout. Therefore, these four arrays can be used to evaluate how gain
properties of BJT detector depend on the emitter layout. The subcells of main STD -
Pixels quarters m cell are:
• STD Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN20 q (upper left array), it is a 3×3 array of pixels
with 1×1 mm2 base area and NCH32xNN20 emitter layout;
• STD Pixels 1mm NCH18xNN11 q (upper right array), it is an array of pixels
that have NCH18xNN11 emitter layout;
• STD Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN11 q (bottom right) it is an array of pixels that
have NCH32xNN11 emitter layout;
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Figure 4.8: Layout of the test dies 22, 27, 46, 76 containing test structures.
• STD Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN15 q (bottom left) it is an array of pixels that
have NCH32xNN15 emitter layout.
Dies 25, 55, 64, layout cell is STD Pixels 800 NCH18xNN11. Single pixel has
800×800 µm2 base size and NCH18xNN11 emitter.
Dies 26, 57, 66, layout cell is STD Pixels 800 NCH32xNN11. Single pixel has
800×800 µm2 base size and NCH32xNN11 emitter. This array together with the arrays
represented by STD Pixels 800 NCH18xNN11 and STD Pixels 800 NCH32xNN20
layout cells make all possible configurations of emitter layouts that were represented not
only by the arrays but also by test single BJT pixels 6.
Dies 45, 72, layout cell is std pixels variations. The large 1×1 cm2 die contains
6A test die with test single BJT pixels contains pixels corresponding to all arrays apart from the array STD -
Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN15 q.
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four smaller 5×5 mm2 arrays that have different base layout but exactly the same emitter
layout (NCH32xNN20). The subcells of main cell are:
• STD Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN20 q (upper left), it is a 3×3 array of “standard”
pixels with 1×1 mm2 base area that was included into layout of the die for the
reference purposes (see fig. 4.7 that shows layout of a similar pixel that differs from
a single pixel forming STD Pixels 1mm NCH32xNN20 q array only by its base
area, i.e., shown pixel has 400×400 µm2 base area instead of 1×1 mm2);
• STD pixels 1mm PP FR (upper right), it is an array where basic pixel has ex-
tended 1×1 mm2 p-well implant and a thin p+ implant around edge of the base and
emitter (the layout of a single pixel can be seen in fig. 4.9(a));
• STD pixels 1mm PWell Extend (bottom right), single pixel has an extended
1×1 mm2 p-well implant and a p+ implant spreading over all area of the pixel (the
layout of a single pixel can be seen in fig. 4.9(c));
• STD pixels 1mm PP FR small (bottom left), single pixel has an extended 1×1 mm2
p-well implant and a thin p+ implant just around an emitter (the layout of a single
pixel can be seen in fig. 4.9(b)).
Dies 31, 75, layout cell is mjd bjt. The cell is a replica of mjd bjt from BD1 layout.
Originally it was designed in the University of Trieste. The current design was changed
according to the updated fabrication process. The main cell includes three subcells: a
subcell with bpix pixels, a subcell with strip detector bstrip and a subcell with mjd
pixels.
Dies 32, 53, 73, layout cell is test pixels m1 (see the layout in fig. 4.10). The
main cell is divided onto four 5×5 mm2 subcells, each subcell is filled with single test
BJT pixels. Two upper subcells contain pixels that were designed according to the rules
used for the design of BD1 batch layout and two bottom cells contain pixels designed
according to the new layout rules, i.e., emitters were shifted to the edge of the pixels in
order to minimize emitter-base capacitance and capacitance of metal lines. All layout
cells corresponding to the test pixels included in the layout of large 1×1 cm2 die were
summarized in Table 4.1, where numeration of the cells corresponds to the numeration of
the pixels shown in fig. 4.10.
Dies 33, 54 (shielded), 67, layout cell is STD Pixels 1 1mm NCH32xNN20.
This is an array of pixels that is similar to DPIX out array but differs by the size of a
single pixel base. The base size is 1.1×1.1 mm2, amount of pixels is 6x6. NChannel size
is 32×32 mm2, Nplus - 20×20 mm2. The emitter pads are distributed on the top and on
the bottom of a cell with fixed pitch, so automatic bonding can be applied.
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Figure 4.9: Layout of single pixels that form STD pixels 1mm PP FR - (a), STD pixels -
1mm PP FR small - (b) and STD pixels 1mm PWell Extend - (c) arrays. Note that
“PP over P-well” is not an actual layout layer, it was included into the legend just to ease
understanding of the layout. All pixels have emitter layout same as it is shown in fig. 4.7,
page 63.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter we have described a technology that was used to fabricate BJT detectors.
This technology has shown to be effective, i.e., both batches of BJT detectors resulted in
good quality α-particle detectors. Although, the devices from the second BD2 batch that
were produced using new fabrication process flow observed better properties.
In addition, we have also presented in this chapter a description of relevant layout
cells, i.e., single test pixels, arrays etc. with short explanations of their intended use.
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Upper left subcell Upper right subcell
(test pixels 1 4mm quart) (test pixels quart)
1) Test STD Pix1 4 NCH32xNN20; 1) Test STD Pix1mm NCH32xNN11;
2) Test STD Pix1 1mm NCH32xNN20; 2) Test STD Pix1mm NCH18xNN11;
3) Test STD Pix800 NCH18xNN11; 3) Test STD Pix1mm NCH32xNN20;
4) Test STD Pix800 NCH32xNN11; 4) Test STD Pix1mm PP FR;
5) Test STD Pix800 NCH32xNN20; 5) Test STD Pix1mm PP FR small;
6) Test Pix300 NCH32xNN16; 6) Test STD Pix1mm PWell Extend;
7) Test Pix300 NCH20xNN14; 7) Test Pix400 NCH32xNN16;
8) Test STD Pix400 NCH32xNN20; 8) Test Pix400 NCH20xNN14;
9) Test Pix200 NCH32xNN16; 9) Test Pix500 NCH32xNN16;
10) Test Pix200 NCH20xNN14; 10) Test Pix500 NCH20xNN14;
Bottom left subcell Bottom right subcell
(test pixels 1 4mm quart edg m1) (test pixels quart edg m1)
1) Test STD Pix1 4 NCH32xNN20 Edg; 1) Test STD Pix1mm NCH32xNN11 Edg;
2) Test STD Pix1mm NCH32xNN20 Edg; 2) Test STD Pix1mm NCH18xNN11 Edg;
3) Test STD Pix800 NCH18xNN11 Edg; 3) Test STD Pix1mm NCH32xNN20 Edg;
4) Test STD Pix800 NCH32xNN11 Edg; 4) Test STD Pix1mm PP FR Edg;
5) Test STD Pix800 NCH32xNN20 Edg; 5) Test STD Pix1mm PP FR small Edg;
6) Test Pix300 NCH32xNN16 Edg; 6) Test STD Pix1mm PWell Extend Edg;
7) Test Pix300 NCH20xNN14 Edg; 7) Test Pix400 NCH32xNN16 Edg;
8) Test Pix200 NCH32xNN16 Edg; 8) Test Pix400 NCH20xNN14 Edg;
9) Test Pix200 NCH20xNN14 Edg; 9) Test Pix500 NCH32xNN16 Edg;
10) Test STD Pix400 NCH32xNN20 Edg; 10) Test Pix500 NCH20xNN14 Edg.
Table 4.1: Single test BJT pixels. Numeration of the layout cells corresponds to the numeration
of the pixels shown in fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Layout of the test dies 32, 53, 73. Labels in a blue color were actually made during
the fabrication process, while labels in black color were made just for illustration purposes to
indicate cell names and numerate pixels.
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Chapter 5
Electrical characterization of BD2
batch
After the fabrication of the second batch of BJT detectors (so-called BD2) was finalized
a set of electrical tests was performed. These tests aimed at verifying fabrication process
characteristics, i.e, extraction of process parameters that influence BJT performance the
most and also at estimation of such properties of BJT as gain, leakage current and base
potential at particular collector bias.
Section 5.1 describes characterization of the test structures and contains summary data
about all extracted parameters that characterize silicon and, partially, device properties
after the fabrication, i.e, full depletion voltage, doping concentration, generation lifetime,
oxide thickness, charge oxide density, and surface recombination velocity. Then, section
5.2 presents results of characterization of test single BJT pixels. Here we analize influence
of emitter and base layout on properties of BJT detectors. This section introduces as well
a “remaining oxide” effect that partially deteriorates Gummel plots of the test single
BJT pixels but does not influence operation of the arrays of BJT pixels. The following
section 5.3 discusses the results of electrical characterization of the arrays of pixels. It
will be shown that detectors from “standard” and “poly” splittings can be safely used
with designed readout electronics, while detectors from “thinned” splitting can not. And,
finally, section 5.4 provides a short summary of this chapter.
5.1 Planar test structures
After the batch was released it had to be characterized in order to analyze silicon and
BJT detectors’ properties, and, of course, quality of fabrication process. A photograph
of one of the wafers from newly fabricated batch is shown in fig.5.1. Each wafer contains
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4 types of the dies: large 1 × 1cm2 arrays of BJT pixels, smaller 5 × 5mm2 test arrays
of BJT pixels, other dies with single BJT pixels for testing purposes, and the dies with
planar test structures (fig.5.2). The planar test structures aimed at characterization of
all relevant parameters and, in case of some disastrous problems during the fabrication
process, at revealing the cause of the problem. The test dies are distributed on the wafer
almost uniformly. TS46 and TS76 are particularly interesting due to their placement near
the edge of wafer. As it will be shown, due to some peculiarities of the fabrication process
the edge region has observed different treatment during fabrication and, consequently,
this region has slightly different properties.
TS Die 22 TS Die 27
TS Die 76
TS Die 46
Figure 5.1: Snapshot of one of the wafers from BD2 batch of BJT detectors.
Usually, three test structures are tested, those are very large diode, MOS capacitor
and finger gated-diode. In case some specific and detrimental features were observed then
other test structures would be tested as well, for example, Van der Pauw or cross Kelvin
structures.
IV characterization of very large diode allows extracting generation lifetimes of minor-
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Figure 5.2: Snapshot of the die with test structures.
ity carriers (long lifetimes are preferable), while CV characterization of the same diode
provides values of full depletion voltage Vdepl and substrate doping concentration Nd (to
calculate those values we assumed that the wafers from “standard” and “poly” splitting
were 300µm thick, while wafers from “thinned” splitting were 200µm thick) 1. CV char-
acterization of large MOS capacitor was used to measure charge oxide density Qox, oxide
thickness tox, and substrate doping Nd. Surface recombination velocity s0 was measured
using finger gated-diode. Sheet resistance was measured by Van der Pauw structures.
5.1.1 Generation lifetimes, full depletion voltages, and substrate doping pro-
files (very large diode)
Generation lifetimes can be measured using different techniques, some of them are well
described in [73]. We have used an IV characterization of very large diode in order
1The fabrication process flow included three types of splittings. Firstly, it was the splitting that had the same
sequence of fabrication process steps as the previous batch BD1; therefore, we called it as a “standard” splitting.
Then, the next splitting included some steps related to the gettering , this splitting was called a “poly” splitting.
And, finally, there was a splitting that included backside substrate deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), which was
called as a “thinned” splitting.
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Figure 5.3: Generation lifetimes for “standard” splitting. (a) - typical plots that were acquired
while testing one of the wafers from “standard” splitting; (b) - summarized data.
to extract generation lifetimes. Diode current density of a diode in reverse regime Jrev
can be described as Jrev = Jg + Jdiff + Jsurf , where Jg represents generation current in
the depleted region, Jdiff - diffusion current from the quasi-neutral region and Jsurf -
generation current in the lateral depleted surface region (5.1):
Jg = q
ni
τg
Wdepl
Jdiff = q
ni
2
Nd
√
Dp
τp
(5.1)
Jsurf = qnis0
where q is elementary charge, ni - silicon intrinsic carrier density, τg - generation life-
time, Wdepl - depletion width, Nd - substrate doping concentration, Dp - minority carrier
diffusion constant, τp - minority carrier generation lifetime, s0 - surface recombination
velocity.
Taking into account that the diffusion current from quasi-neutral region is negligible
under the full depletion and surface component of the current is also negligible due to the
fact that it appears only at the edge of the diode that is surrounded by the guard ring we
can assume that Jrev = Jg and generation lifetime can be defined then as (5.2).
τg = q
ni
Jrev
Wdepl (5.2)
Fig.5.3 presents results of lifetime measurements on the wafers from “standard” split-
ting. Fig.5.3(a) shows that the lifetime profile is non-uniform, i.e., test structure TS76
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showed much lower lifetime value, which means higher diode current. In order to com-
pare different wafers and different splittings in terms of their lifetime uniformity a simple
procedure was used. Mean value and standard deviation were calculated and then a ratio
between them was taken. Small ratio means that the lifetime profile is uniform, while large
ratio means non-uniform lifetime profile. For instance, wafer W4 has the most uniform
profile in this splitting while W1 has the most non-uniform profile.
Poly splitting, τg, [ms] Thinned splitting, τg, [ms]
W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12
TS22 88 109 83.3 93.1 29.40 32.10 3.35
TS27 90.2 105 83.1 95.4 0.75 0.64 0.04
TS46 91.4 113 81.1 92.7 3.89 1.96 0.13
TS76 91.5 97.3 79.6 87 0.33 0.42 0.03
SD/Mean, [%] 1.79 6.32 2.14 3.88 162.95 177.23 185.11
Table 5.1: Generation lifetimes for “poly” and “thinned” splittings.
Table 5.1 summarizes results of the lifetime measurements, which were carried out
on the wafers from the “poly” and “thinned” splittings. Analysis of these data leads to
an obvious conclusion that the lifetime profiles are very uniform for the wafers W6-W9,
while wafers W10-W12 have non-uniform profiles. Taking into account that all wafers
were observing similar properties before fabrication, it is most probable that the observed
non-uniformity is related to the possible defects or contamination introduced into the
silicon substrate during the deep reactive-ion etching.
It is possible to extract additional parameters, e.g., Vdepl and Nd, by making CV
characterization of the test diodes. The depletion width wdepl of reverse biased diode
can be expressed as (5.3), where Vrev is applied reverse bias and Nd is substrate doping
concentration.
wdepl =
√
20Si(Vrev + Vbi)
qNd
(5.3)
On the other hand, diode capacitance Cd can be expressed as (5.4) and it should reach
its minimum value when the depletion width is highest possible, i.e, equal to the thickness
of the wafer. Combining (5.3) and (5.4) a dependence (5.5) can be derived, which shows
that the depletion voltage value can be calculated as a point where 1/C2 curve reaches its
“saturation” and substrate doping can be calculated from a slope of 1/C2 curve before it
reaches “saturation”.
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Cd = Ad
0Si
wdepl
(5.4)
1
Cd
2 =
2(Vrev + Vbi)
Ad
2q0SiNd
(5.5)
Fig.5.4 contains two sub figures which characterize “standard” splitting, the plot shows
the results of characterization where two of the test structures of W1 (TS27 and TS76)
have smaller depletion voltages and this effect is easily observed when the data is repre-
sented graphically.
The values of full depletion voltages are strictly related to the wafer thickness and to
the values of substrate doping concentration Nd (see the table 5.5 with the results of Nd
measurements). Tables 5.4(b) and 5.2 confirm it, “poly” splitting has smaller than “stan-
dard” splitting values of full depletion voltages, the mean value Vdepl for “poly” splitting
is 9.4V and standard deviation is σ ≈1.4V, while “standard” splitting has Vdepl=29.6V
and σ ≈4.3V. The “thinned” splitting has wider range of Vdepl values; however, excluding
W12 from the calculations due to the test structures that were in the area that was pos-
sibly damaged or contaminated during the DRIE step, the mean value Vdepl=6.0V and
σ ≈0.74V.
Thus, from the point of view of Vdepl values devices from both “poly” and partially
“thinned” splittings are suitable for the applications where low voltage power supply,
i.e., battery should be used. However, considering lifetimes profiles the devices from
“standard” and “poly” splittings would consume much less power due to the lower gen-
eration lifetimes, and so, should be preferable for being used in the final radon monitor-
ing/detection system.
Poly splitting, Vdepl, [V] Thinned splitting, Vdepl, [V]
W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12
TS22 10.5 10.6 8.4 8.3 5.3 5.5 5.7
TS27 12.3 9.0 8.1 8.6 6.3 6.1 37.0
TS46 8.8 10.1 8.4 8.3 5.6 5.8 12.8
TS76 12.6 9.1 9.3 8.7 7.8 6.0 59.0
Table 5.2: Full depletion voltage values for “poly” and “thinned” splittings.
5.1.2 Surface recombination velocity
Surface recombination velocity was measured using finger gated-diode test structure,
fig.5.6 shows a schematic sketch of its cross-section. The method was originally developed
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Figure 5.4: Full depletion voltage values for the “standard” splitting. (a) - 1/C2 plots obtained
by testing W1 from the “standard” splitting; (b) - summarized data.
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Figure 5.5: Finger gated-diode.
by Grove and Fitzgerald [74]. Normally the diode is reverse biased to create a depletion
region around it. The gate voltage Vg is swept from 0V to a sufficiently large negative bias
values, so the undergate region goes through accumulation, depletion and inverse regimes.
In accumulation regime the majority carriers (electrons in this case) are attracted to the
oxide/Si interface. Accumulated layer of electrons efficiently suppresses the surface cur-
rent; so, only current from the gate-induced space charge region (IGIJ) and diode current
IJ can be observed. When the gate voltage Vg decreases more the depletion region is
entered and surface current component Isurf starts playing a significant role due to the
fact that the surface recombination processes are not anymore suppressed. In inversion
regime the surface recombination is again suppressed because of hole prevalence, so only
IJ is observed. Using this procedure it was possible to extract surface current component
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Figure 5.6: Surface recombination velocities measured on the wafers from the “standard” split-
ting. (a) - typical plots that were acquired while testing test structure TS22, wafer W4; (b) -
summarized data.
Isurf and then calculate surface recombination velocity s0. The relationship between s0
and Isurf is described by formula (5.6), where q - is elementary charge, ni - intrinsic con-
centration of carriers, ASD - is the area of the surface region of the diode that is depleted
(SD states for surface diode), or it is just area of the gate electrode AG.
Isurf = qniASDs0 (5.6)
Poly splitting, s0, [cm/s] Thinned splitting, s0, [cm/s]
W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12
TS22 10.7 8.66 8.32 8.0 12.1 12.2 damaged
TS27 10.1 8.63 9.65 8.26 10.9 12.3 damaged
TS46 12.1 8.04 10.5 9.39 damaged 12.7 damaged
TS76 damaged 8.02 9.75 8.98 9.39 13.2 damaged
Table 5.3: Surface recombination velocities measured on the wafers from the “poly” and
“thinned” splittings.
After the IV curves of finger gated-diodes were acquired the surface current component
Isurf has been obtained by subtracting the minimum value of the curve from the maximum
value of this curve in the accumulation regime. Characterization of all wafers from BD2
batch has shown that surface recombination velocity values are rather uniform and do
not depend much on the type of splitting. The mean value of surface recombination
velocity s0 is 11.24cm/s, which is almost 4 times smaller than it was in the BD1 batch of
BJT detectors (s0 ≈ 44cm/s). Tables 5.6(b) 5.3 present summary results of these tests.
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It is interesting to note that one of the wafers in the “thinned” splitting could not be
characterized in terms of surface recombination velocity due to unknown facts. Instead
of going through accumulation, depletion and inversion regimes of operation the finger
gated-diodes always remained in accumulation regime until their breakdown.
5.1.3 Oxide thickness, substrate doping profiles and charge oxide density
(large MOS capacitor)
CV characterization of a large MOS capacitor allows extracting many useful parameters
that describe fabrication process, for example, oxide thickness tox and charge oxide density
Qox, and silicon properties, i.e., substrate doping Nd. All CV curves were acquired with
Agilent 4278A 1kHz/1MHz capacitance meter at 10kHz frequency and 50mV amplitude of
AC signal amplitude; fig.5.7(a) shows a typical CV curve that was obtained while testing
one of the test MOS capacitors (TS22, W2).
The overall MOS capacitance can be expressed as (5.7), where Cox is capacitance of
the oxide and Cs is semiconductor capacitance. The semiconductor capacitance can be
described as Cs = AM · 0Si/wSi, where AM is the area of metal electrode, wSi is the
width of semiconductor space charge region.
CM =
CoxCs
Cox + Cs
(5.7)
When the bias applied to the MOS is 0V the semiconductor capacitance Cs is zero,
and so, CM = Cox = Cmax. Taking into account that the oxide capacitance Cox is
Cox = AM · 0ox/tox, the oxide thickness tox can be calculated. For the given example
(fig.5.7(a)) the oxide thickness is tox = 518nm, which corresponds to Cox = 209pF .
Given that CV curves were acquired at high frequency for such analysis, the minimum
capacitance value corresponds to inversion capacitance Cinv that is defined by width of
space charge region under a strong inversion regime (5.8). Using eq. (5.8) substrate
doping concentration Nd can be easily calculated, for example, the Nd measured by test
structure TS22, W2 (fig.5.7(a)) was 4× 1011cm−3.
winv =
√
2s0φs,inv
qNd
≈
√
4s0kT ln(Nd/ni)
q2Nd
(5.8)
The above described technique is called maximum-minimum capacitance technique;
slightly extended explanation of this technique can be found here [73].
We have acquired CV curves for all test structures in the BD2 batch and then extracted
tox and Nd. Summarized results of oxide thickness measurements are presented in Table
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Figure 5.7: CV characterization of MOS capacitor (a) - CV curve (b) - a schematic representation
of a MOS capacitor.
5.4, where tox is a mean value that was calculated on the basis of tox values measured over
all wafers from a single splitting, SD is a standard deviation, ∆ is a difference between
maximum and minimum values of oxide thickness. As we can see, the wafers from the
“poly” splitting have the most uniform oxide, which is confirmed by the smallest standard
deviation value, though with rather large value of ∆. It will be shown in section 5.2 that
observed variations in oxide thickness could be one of the possible reasons for so-called
“remaining oxide” type of effect that partially deteriorated some of the base contacts of
single BJT pixels.
Splitting tox,[nm] SD, [nm] min, [nm] max, [nm] ∆, [nm]
Standard 517.1 8.38 500 528 28
Poly 516.6 5.76 505 525 20
Thinned 512.2 6.39 502 521 19
Table 5.4: Oxide thickness profiles for all wafers in BD2 batch. A variable ∆ has been calculated
as a difference between maximum and minimum value of oxide thickness.
The values of substrate doping concentration Nd were extracted in a way that has
been already explained. After that for every wafer, apart from W12 that showed high
non-uniformity of the doping profile, a mean value of Nd was calculated. Table 5.5 con-
tains the results of Nd measurements obtained by two different methods, i.e., by making
analysis of CV curves acquired using either test MOS structure or large test diode. The
observed difference between Nd,MOS and Nd,diode values is not large and is mainly defined
by the precision of calculations, especially this effect is pronounced when the doping con-
centration is very low like it is in case of the wafers from “poly” and “thinned” splittings.
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It is obvious that the wafers W1-W5 have ∼ 2.5 times higher doping concentration than
remaining W6-W12 wafers. This difference could not be explained by the peculiarities of
fabrication process; however, it might be explained by variations of longitudinal resistiv-
ity of original ingot from which were taken the wafers for the BD2 batch. The observed
variations of Nd values of W12 can be explained by a contamination of this wafer during
the fabrication.
Splitting Wafer Nd,MOS , [cm
−3] Nd,diode, [cm−3]
Standard
W2 4.40·1011 5.16·1011
W3 4.28·1011 4.25·1011
W4 3.46·1011 3.84·1011
W5 4.05·1011 4.23·1011
Poly
W6 1.45·1011 1.60·1011
W7 1.72·1011 1.41·1011
W8 1.51·1011 1.24·1011
W9 1.68·1011 1.23·1011
Thinned
W10 1.39·1011 2.05·1011
W11 1.45·1011 1.91·1011
W12
TS22 1.61·1011 1.87·1011
TS27 1.48·1012 1.21·1011
TS46 3.37·1011 3.62·1011
TS76 3.59·1012 1.68·1012
Table 5.5: Substrate doping profiles obtained by CV characterization of MOS structures and
diodes. Nd,MOS and Nd,diode are mean values of doping concentration over a single wafer, for
wafer W12 Nd values for every test structure were presented due to the large deviations in the
values.
Charge oxide density Qox has been calculated by comparing the flat band voltage VFB
shift of the experimental CV curve with a theoretical CV [73]. The fig.5.7(a) shows one
of the CV curves with calculated value of the VFB shift, which was VFB = 11.15V . The
relationship between Qox and VFB is
Qox =
Cox
qA
(φms − VFB) (5.9)
where, A is the area of the MOS test structure and φms is a metal-semiconductor work-
function difference, which can be calculated as
φms = φms,0 +
kT
q
ln(
Nd
ni
) (5.10)
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The workfunction difference φms,0 is constant for the given fabrication process and tem-
perature conditions.
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Figure 5.8: Summarized results of charge oxide density Qox measurements over all wafers of
BD2.
Fig.5.8 presents summarized results of charge oxide density measurements. The values
of Qox were rather uniform over a single wafer and over the whole BD2 batch as well. The
mean value of Qox is 4.37 · 1011cm−2, while for the BD1 batch the mean value of Qox was
∼ 5.3 ·1011cm−2. Combination of such decrease of charge oxide density Qox together with
a decrease of surface recombination velocity s0 resulted in the higher gain properties of
newly fabricated BJT detectors (refer to the next section 5.2, in particular, to fig.5.9(c)).
5.2 Test pixels
After the electrical characterization of the test structures confirmed good properties of
silicon and Si/SiO2 interface, a set of electrical tests was performed to obtain relevant
information about performance of BJT detector. Usually, the most relevant information
can be extracted from Gummel plots, base potential and collector current behavior versus
collector bias. Gummel plots are collector and base currents plotted in log scale that
are acquired by sweeping base-emitter junction into a forward regime at constant positive
collector bias, i.e., biasing BJT into a forward-active regime of operation (in all performed
tests the base contact was swept from 0V to 1V with emitter contact kept at ground
potential and the collector bias was fixed at 10V). Using Gummel plots a differential
gain of the detector can be calculated as β = ∂Ic
∂Ib
. Fig.5.9(a) and fig.5.9(c) show typical
Gummel plots and corresponding gain curves respectively.
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It should be stressed here that the design of the BD2 batch was made according to a
“floating base” concept, where all arrays of BJT pixels were designed with a floating base
contact, i.e., without base contact. It means that the base potential is not controlled and
is dependent only on a leakage current of the pixel flowing through the base, hence, the
quiescent base potential and gain values are not controlled as well. So, even BJT pixels
with same emitter and base layout configurations but different base size would observe
different quiescent gain values due to different quiescent Vb values. This is why, another
IV test was routinely performed in order to obtain dependence of base potential Vb on
collector bias Vsub (see fig.5.9(d), the symbols are to show base potential at 10V bias, two
pixels NCH32xNN20 and NCH32xNN11 have almost the same Vb ≈ 0.355V value, which
correspond to the quiescent gain value βquies ≈ 200 (fig.5.9(c)), pixel NCH18xNN11 has
larger Vb ≈ 0.37V value, which, however, corresponds to the lower βquies ≈ 130). Fig.5.9
contains the plot of collector current Ic versus collector bias Isub (fig.5.9(b)), these data
are needed for the calculations and also to evaluate dynamic base resistance and power
consumption of the detector.
In order to perform an analysis of how emitter and base layout influence amplification
properties of the detectors, we have included various single test BJT pixels into layout
of the BD2 batch. These pixels were used for electrical characterization, while arrays
corresponding to these pixels were used for functional tests. Analysis of emitter layout
influence on gain of the detector can be done using fig. 5.9. So, from the point of
view of maximum quiescent and overall gain values 2 pixel witn NCH32xNN11 emitter
layout would be the best. However, pixel with NCH32xNN20 emitter layout still has good
quiescent gain value but lower overall gain value.
Then we analyzed how base layout influences performance of BJT detector. Layout of
the die with test BJT pixels included pixels that had the same emitter layout and same
base size (1× 1cm2) but different configuration of the base layout. Fig.5.10 presents the
results of electrical characterization of these pixels. The data for the pixel “NCH32xNN20”
was included for the reference as this pixel had a standard emitter and base layout. Pixel
“P+ FR” had an extended 1 × 1mm2 p-well implant with a thin p+ implant around
emitter and the edge of the p-well, pixel “P+ FR Small” had an extended 1 × 1mm2
p-well implant with a thin p+ implant just around the emitter, pixel “PWell EXT” had
an extended 1 × 1mm2 p-well implant with a p+ implant spreading over all area of the
pixel. As it can be seen, there is a little difference between pixels “NCH32xNN20” and
“PWell EXT”, which means that the size of p-well does not influence much the electrical
properties of the pixel, i.e., the values of gain, base potential Vb and collector current
2Overall gain can be calculated after functional tests as a ratio between collected charge value and generated
charge value, β = Qcoll
Qgen
.
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Figure 5.9: Electrical IV characterization of single test BJT pixels (a) - Gummel plots for three
single test BJT pixels with different emitter layout; (b) - collector current Ic vs. collector bias
Vsub; (c) - gain curves corresponding to Gummel plots (a); (d) - base potential Vb vs. collector
bias Vsub. The points, which have the same color as corresponding curve, show a quiescent states
of the pixels.
Ic are very similar. Pixels “P+ FR” and “P+ FR Small” observe higher gain, Vb and
Ic values because of the increase of base current that appeared due to the fact that the
surface current component in the base of BJT pixel was not suppressed by a p+ implant.
Pixels with exactly the same emitter and base layout but different base size were
compared as well. Fig. 5.12 presents the results of electrical characterization of such
pixels. Pixels with 800× 800µm2, 1× 1mm2, 1.1× 1.1mm2 and 1.4× 1.4mm2 base areas
were tested. As it can be seen, usually, the larger pixel the higher is leakage current, bas
potential and, hence, quiescent gain values (as it in the case of Pix800 NCH32xNN20,
STD 1.1mm and STD1.4mm pixels). However, pixel NCH32xNN20 has smaller leakage
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Figure 5.10: Electrical IV characterization of single test BJT pixels with same emitter layout
and base size of 1× 1mm2 but different base layout configuration. (a) - Gummel plots for four
single test BJT pixels with different base layout; (c) - gain curves corresponding to Gummel
plots; (b) - collector current Ic vs. collector bias Vsub; (d) - base potential Vb vs. collector bias
Vsub. The points, which have the same color as corresponding curve, show a quiescent states of
the pixels.
current than Pix800 NCH32xNN20 pixel, which has a smaller base area. Considering
that the tested pixels belong to different subcells of the test die 32 and that lifetime
profile for the wafer W11 is rather non-uniform due to the performed DRIE the observed
discrepancy can be explained by the differences in lifetimes.
Finally, we compared a performance of “standard” pixels that have p-well layout like
it was implemented in BD1 batch with a performance of pixels having modified p-well
layout implemented in BD2 batch 3. Fig. 5.13 shows the results of IV characterization
3 In a new BD2 batch of the detectors a p-well implant of “standard” pixels was minimized and, hence, the
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Figure 5.11: Electrical IV characterization of single test BJT pixels with extended p-well base
layout configuration and different emitter layouts. The base sizes were 400µm and 500µm, while
emitter layouts were NCH32xNN16 and NCH20xNN14. (a) - Gummel plots; (b) - collector
current Ic vs. collector bias Vsub; (c) - gain curves corresponding to Gummel plots; (d) - base
potential Vb vs. collector bias Vsub. The points, which have the same color as corresponding
curve, show a quiescent states of the pixels.
of two identical pixels. The leakage currents, base potentials and Gummel plots observe
very similar values. The gain values are the same till Veb = −0.49V and then the pixel
with modified p-well layout (STD 1.4mm (BD2)) has higher gain values due to slightly
lower base current.
Thus, the first electrical tests of single test BJT pixels showed that the designed
detectors have very good amplification properties, e.g., the maximum gain values vary
from ∼500 to ∼1000. Comparison of new BJT pixels from BD2 batch that had modified
capacitance of the pixel was minimized as well.
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Figure 5.12: Electrical IV characterization of single test BJT pixels with “standard” emitter
and base layout. The only difference between pixels is the base size (800× 800µm2, 1× 1mm2,
1.1× 1.1mm2, and 1.4× 1.4mm2 ). (a) - Gummel plots; (b) - collector current Ic vs. collector
bias Vsub; (c) - gain curves corresponding to Gummel plots; (d) - base potential Vb vs. collector
bias Vsub. The points, which have the same color as corresponding curve, show a quiescent states
of the pixels.
layout of p-well to the pixels that had a layout of p-well as in BD1 batch confirmed that
recently fabricated BJT detectors have at least the same amplification properties as they
would have in BD1 batch. However, previously it was noticed that BJT detectors from
BD1 batch were observing rather large variations of their gain properties depending on the
position of detector on the wafer. Thus, we have made additional tests to verify uniformity
of gain properties. The results of uniformity test are presented in fig.5.14; all tested pixels
had the very same layout and the same relative position in the test die. As it can be seen
the detectors from wafer W7 (fig.5.14(a),(c)) observe very uniform gain properties while
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Figure 5.13: Electrical IV characterization of single test BJT pixels that have p-well layout of
“standard” pixel like in BD1 batch (pixel STD 1.4mm (BD1)) and p-well layout of “standard”
pixel like in BD2 batch (pixel STD 1.4mm (BD2)). (a) - Gummel plots; (b) - collector current
Ic vs. collector bias Vsub; (c) - gain curves corresponding to Gummel plots; (d) - base potential
Vb vs. collector bias Vsub. The points, which have the same color as corresponding curve, show
a quiescent states of the pixels.
the detectors from wafer W2 (fig.5.14(b),(d)) observe large non-uniformity of their gain
properties. Such behavior was observed on almost every wafer of the BD2 batch, the
observed non-uniformity was especially pronounced near the edge of the wafer while the
central part of the wafer usually observed a good uniformity.
The very first assumption why such non-uniformity existed was that one of the im-
plantation steps was not done properly, for example, p+ implantation that has the largest
area over the wafer. In order to confirm this assumption we tried to measure sheet resis-
tance of the implants using Van der Pauw test structures. One of such test structures is
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Figure 5.14: Uniformity test of gain properties of BJT pixels. (a) and (c) - very uniform Gummel
plots and gain curves that were acquired while testing wafer W7 from the “poly” splitting; (b)
and (d) - non-uniform Gummel plots and gain curves (W2, “standard” splitting).
shown in fig.5.15(a), the central part is an implant, which is made in form of a cross, the
metal contacts are placed on the vertices of the cross. Sheet resistance Rsh is measured
by forcing current between two adjacent nodes and measuring voltage potential between
two other left nodes. For example, if the current is forced between contacts 1 and 2
and the potential is measured between contacts 3 and 4 then sheet resistance Rsh can be
expressed as (5.11). Making tests using different configurations of the contacts through
which current is forced an average value of Rsh can be calculated.
Rsh =
pi
ln2
V3 − V4
I12
(5.11)
The test dies 27 and 76 (wafer W2) were tested the first due to their proximity to
the edge of the wafer, which observed non-uniform amplification properties of single test
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1
2 3
4
(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: (a) - one of the Van der Pauw structures. The central part that has a from of
cross is an implant, the metal contacts are numerated. The arrows represent forced current flow
between contact 1 and contact 2. (b) - a test structure designed to measure a contact resistance
value.
pixels (fig.5.14(b)(d)). The current was forced between contact pads 1 and 2 and the
potential difference was measured between pads 3 and 4. The current sweep had to be
done from -1mA to 1mA; however, the voltage compliance of the source measurement unit
1 (SMU1) that forced current was immediately reached regardless of the value. Taking
into account that V = R · I, it means that there is an infinite resistance between contacts
1 and 2 of the test structure. The infinite resistance value means that either the implant
or the contacts contain defects. The contact resistance could be verified using a specific
test structure that was included in the layout, which, also has implants (see fig.(b)), so
it is impossible to determine whether the problem is caused by the bad implant or bad
contact. However, it is possible to disentangle two effects by considering Van der Pauw
structure as a diode with four diode contacts, then the IV characterization of the diode
should show values of Von close to 1V.
The fig.5.16 shows a result of IV characterization of Van der Pauw test structure when
one of the contact pads was used as a diode contact. Two sweeps were made, the first
sweep showed very high Von ≈ 14V of the diode, while the second sweep showed rather low
Von ≈ 1÷ 2V . This effect has been observed previously on other wafers processed in the
same clean room and it can be assigned to the oxide in a contact opening that remained
there after the lithography step preceding metal deposition and, though, prevented a good
contact between p+ and metal. When the forward bias applied to the diode becomes high
enough to breakdown a thin oxide, the contact becomes functional. Using values of bias
at which a thin oxide between p+ and metal breaks down, it was possible to calculate
a thickness of that oxide. Assuming that field of an oxide breakdown is 10MV/cm, the
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Figure 5.16: Sheet resistance measurements. (a) - acquired IV plots for one of the pads of Van
der Pauw structure, when the pad was used as a diode. The curve in a black color was acquired
before oxide breakdown, while the curve in a red color was acquired after the oxide breakdown.
(b) - sheet resistance plots for p+ Van der Pauw test structure.
oxide thicknesses vary from 12nm to 16.5nm. These values are very close to the values
of oxide thickness deviation that was measured using MOS test structures (refer to the
subsection 5.1.3).
Thus, before making measurements of sheet resistance of p+ implants , the remained
thin oxide left in the contact openings of p+ Van der Pauw test structures on all test dies
was broken down using the explained technique. Figure 5.16(b) presents the results of
the measurements of sheet resistance Rsh; as it can be seen the slopes of the curves have
very similar values, hence, the sheet resistance values are also similar - Rsh,22 = 292Ω/sq.
Rsh,27 = 297Ω/sq. Rsh,76 = 286Ω/sq.
The “remaining oxide” effect has been observed on every wafer of BD2 batch (the
edge areas of the wafers had thicker remaining oxide while central part of the wafer either
had very thin remaining oxide or no oxide at all). However, the oxide remained only in
the contact openings made on the areas with p+ implantation, i.e., in the base contact
openings, the emitter contact openings did not observe the “remaining oxide” effect.
Taking into account that the arrays of pixels are designed to be operated with floating
base, i.e., they do not have base contact, the problem of the “remaining oxide” can be
neglected. Considering test single BJT pixels which have remaining oxide in the contact
opening, the Gummel plots would observe some bending to the lower values of the base
and collector currents due to the additional equivalent resistance attached to the base
contact. Thus, during the next measurements relating to the analysis of amplification
properties of the BJT detectors we, firstly, checked the base contact and then if the
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Figure 5.17: IV characterization of large 1× 1cm arrays from the wafer W7. Only those arrays
that have emitters shorted together are shown in this figure.
contact was working properly we acquired the data.
5.3 Arrays of pixels
After single BJT pixels were tested the arrays of BJT pixels were tested as well. The
layout included few types of arrays: large 1× 1cm2 arrays and smaller 5× 5mm2 arrays.
The large 1 × 1cm2 arrays were intented to be used in a radon monitoring/detection
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system, while smaller arrays were included in the layout for testing purposes. Figure 5.17
shows the results of measurements carried out on the samples from the wafer W7 that
was from “poly” slitting. The arrays from the “poly” splitting usually observed quite low
and rather uniform leakage currents. Leakage current of one of the large large arrays was
compared to the leakage current of identical single pixel (see the first plot on fig.5.17). As
it can be seen, the dashed line showing scaled value of a leakage current that was calculated
as a product of leakage current of single pixel and amount of pixels in the array confirms
that this value of leakage current is much higher than actually observed. That is because
of the proximity of the pixels in the array due to which appears a confinement of pixels’
actual area and active volume, while a test single pixel that is not surrounded by a guard
ring does not have such confinement and, hence, has higher leakage current. On the
other hand, such confinement of active volume of pixels did not appear in the arrays from
“standard” splitting. The first plot on fig.5.18 shows that a scaled value of leakage current
corresponds to the leakage current of the array die 41.
Plots representing leakage currents of the arrays consisting of 1 × 1mm2 “standard”
pixels bring up an interesting effect of drastic increase of collector current under low
collector bias (see the data related to the die 37, fig. 5.17), which then returns to the ex-
pected leakage current values. This effect does not have any influence on the performance
of BJT detector in case operation voltage for the identical arrays (for example, dies 15,
37, 61) is chosen in such a way that all arrays have “expected” leakage current values.
In case collector bias is low, e.g., 3V, the leakage current of the die 37 is similar to the
leakage current of this detector at high Vsub = 50V bias and it is considerably higher than
corresponding currents for the dies 15, 61 under the same bias conditions. It means
that the die 37 has higher base potential and quiescent gain value at low Vsub = 3V
bias; so, under this bias condition the detector observes much better amplification and
operation speed properties. The effect can be explained by a diffusion current from outer
regions of the detector that can reach a depletion region. Under low collector bias the
detector and guard ring region is just partially depleted; so, the diffusion current can flow
into a depletion region without being stopped by a guard ring. Such behavior could not
be explained by peculiarities of the layout and it was attributed to the faults introduced
during fabrication step. Almost always the “diffusion current” effect disappeared after
the detectors and guard rings were bonded.
Another interesting effect that was observed during these tests is related to the “kink”
present in the IV curves at Vsub ≈15 V (see, for example, fig. 5.17). It is, so-called,
“MOS” or “gated-diode” effect. Metal grid that routes out emitters acts as a gate in a
gated-diode test structure and base of a BJT pixel acts as a diode. When the collector is
swept from 0 V to 50 V, the base becomes reverse biased (in a gated-diode test structure
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Figure 5.18: IV characterization of large 1×1cm arrays from the wafer W2 (“standard” splitting).
the diode is also reverse biased) and the region under routing metal grid goes through
accumulation, depletion and inversion regimes. In accumulation and inversion regimes
surface recombination is suppressed4. However, in a depletion regime surface recombina-
tion is not suppressed; so, it contributes to the diode, i.e., base current5, which is then
amplified by a transistor effect. Thus, a “kink” appears in the collector current curves.
Different results were acquired from the IV characterization of the arrays from the
4For more details refer to sub-section 5.1.2, page 76
5Fig. 5.6 shows how diode current depends on a gate sweep in a gated-diode test structure.
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Figure 5.19: IV characterization of large 1×1cm arrays from the wafer W11 (“thinned” splitting).
Only those arrays that have emitters shorted together are shown in this figure.
“thinned” splitting (see fig.5.19 6) - due to the small generation lifetimes and, hence, high
leakage currents almost all large 1 × 1cm2 arrays from this splitting had collector and
emitter currents higher than acceptable threshold of 0.875µA, which corresponds to the
charge of 350pC integrated during 400µs by DDC112/DDC114. As a result, large 1×1cm2
arrays from the thinned splitting cannot be used with already designed ALPHADET or
6Data for two the dies 62, 61 is not presented here due to the crack in the wafer, which has appeared after
fabrication and destroyed these arrays. Apart from that, the wafer W7 observed rather good properties.
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microcontroller based electronics.
5.4 Summary
Current BJT fabrication process confirmed at least those characteristics that were ob-
served in the previous BD1 batch. Moreover, some of the silicon characteristics observed
even better properties, e.g., longer generation lifetimes, lower substrate doping concentra-
tion, lower full depletion voltages, smaller surface recombination velocity, smaller charge
oxide density and good uniformity of these properties.
The BD2 batch was divided onto three splittings, which had rather different properties
of silicon. The best properties had the “poly” splitting, which observed low leakage
currents, high gain values and good uniformity of amplification properties of the pixels.
The “thinned” spitting had good gain properties of single BJT pixels but the pixels
observed modest uniformity properties. The large 1×1 cm arrays from the “thinned”
splitting observed high leakage currents preventing use of this arrays with already designed
electronics.
Thus, the detectors from the wafers with polysilicon gettering might be considered for
the applications where power consumption is of primary concern, e.g., portable instru-
mentation. Further electrical characterization (Gummel plots, base potential and collector
current vs. collector bias, base-emitter and emitter-collector capacitances) confirmed that
all fabricated BJT detectors indeed feature good gain properties (low quiescent gain values
and high maximum gain values).
So-called, “remaining oxide” effect has been observed during the electrical character-
ization of the BD2 batch; however, this effect does not influence a performance of the
arrays and all of them can be used for α-particle detection.
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Functional characterization of BD2
This chapter discusses functional characterization of BJT detectors from the BD2 batch.
The characterization included laser and α-particle tests. In principle, due to the per-
manent availability of radioactive 241Am α-particle source it would be enough to carry
out only α-particle tests as BJT detectors are expected to be used mainly for radon, i.e.,
α-particle detection. However, laser tests considerably extend range of information about
detection properties of the detectors. For example, laser scanning of BJT arrays can
provide an information about dependence of detection properties of BJT arrays on the
position of charge generated by the flux of photons. Thus, laser scanning of the detectors
can as well explain why some of the tested arrays or single pixels observed two energy
peaks in the acquired distributions of collected charge values. Apart from that, pulsed
laser light test is a very fast way to make initial tests in order to verify functionality of
the detectors and to estimate overall gain of the detector.
So, section 6.1 describes the results of pulsed laser light tests. Then section 6.2 presents
all results of α-particle tests. This section is divided onto two logical parts. The first part
analyzes performance of single test BJT pixels, while the remaining part describes results
of the characterization of different BJT arrays.
Finally, section 6.4 draws conclusions about overall performance of newly fabricated
BJT detectors and provides some suggestions for further layout modifications.
6.1 Pulsed laser light tests
We have started pulsed laser light tests with characterization of NCH32xNN20 array
from die 24, w7, which was the first tested, and thus, the most studied and characterized
sample. Two laser tests were done: one with quite small light energy (equivalent energy
of α-particle Eα ≈ 1.8 MeV) and another with higher light energy (equivalent energy of
α-particle Eα ≈ 4 MeV).
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The results of first laser scan of NCH32xNN20 array are shown in fig.6.1. Each
bar represents a mean value of charge in pC collected at that point. Note that the units
of figure axes are not microns, in order to obtain coordinates of the bars in microns
simply multiply current axes units by value of step of the laser scan (100 µm in this
case). Schematic sketch of layout of the array was put above the scan to show how the
tested array was positioned. As it can seen, the first three scanned rows showed slightly
higher values of Qcoll, that is due to the fact that the laser needs some time to stabilize
its performance.
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Figure 6.1: Laser scan of NCH32xNN20 array, the step of scan is 100 µm. Schematic sketch
of the layout is to show positioning of the scanned detector and its boundaries.
Figure 6.2(a) refers to the Gaussian fit of distribution of Qcoll. Mean value of this
distribution Qcoll,mean could be used to extract gain value of the detector. In this case
gain is defined as a ratio between collected charge and charge generated in Si (6.1).
β =
Qcoll,mean
Qgenerated
(6.1)
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Figure 6.2: (a) - Gaussian fit of distribution of Qcoll. Qcoll,mean = 21.42 pC; (b) - laser
light calibration plot acquired by D400FC detector [5], amplified by THS4303 amplifier and
then visualized and saved via TDS3052B oscilloscope [6]. The equivalent energy of α-particle
corresponding to such laser pulse is ≈1.8 MeV.
Generated charge can be calculated when the light pulse characteristics are known.
The laser light wavelength was 980nm. Laser light pulse was registered by an oscilloscope
connected to D400FC InGaAs photodetector through wideband THS4303 TI amplifier.
After the laser pulse was acquired (fig.6.2(b)) generated charge and equivalent α-particle
energy were calculated. The equivalent α-particle energy would be Eα ≈ 1.8 MeV, i.e.,
charge generated in Si would be Qgenerated ≈ 0.08 pC. Given that Qcoll,mean = 21.43 pC we
could calculate that the gain was β ≈ 270. This gain value corresponds to base potential
Vb = 0.43 V, which corresponds to CBE = 2.5 pF.
While fig. 6.1 presents the results of laser scan of NCH32xNN20 array by laser light
pulse with quite small energy of equivalent α-particle, figure 6.3 extends characterization
of this sample by increasing laser light power in order to make energy of equivalent α-
particle larger. Three arrays with different emitter layout configurations were tested at
collector bias Vbias = 10 V. The laser scan was made with a step of 200 µm, which turned
out to be a very good trade-off between data acquisition duration and reliability of the
data. For example, assuming that at least ∼100 events should be acquired at each position
of laser spot and taking into account that due to the long time decay constant τd of the
detector acceptable frequency of the laser pulse is ∼5-10 Hz, just data acquisition time is
20 seconds. Adding time for the motor repositioning, data transfer and data processing
the time of data acquisition for each point becomes ∼30 s. So, for the scans showed on
fig. 6.3, where the amount of acquired points was 361, overall duration of a single test is 3
hours. Decreasing step by factor of 2 (till 100 µm) would increase overall duration of the
test by factor of 4 (till 12 hours) without providing any additional relevant information.
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Figure 6.3: Laser scan with an energy of light pulse corresponding to the energy of α-particle
Eα ≈ 4MeV (a) - NCH32xNN20 array; (b) - NCH32xNN11 array; (c) - NCH18xNN11
array. The step is 200µm, bias voltage is Vbias = 10V . Note that the charge axes ranges are
different.
This is why, 200 µm step was considered as a good trade-off for the testing of such large
arrays (3.6x3.6 mm2).
After the laser scanning of the arrays was completed, the Gaussian fits of distributions
of Qcoll were done in order to obtain mean values Qcoll,mean . The Gaussian fits are shown
in fig. 6.4. The Qcoll,mean values are 48.5 pC, 62.6 pC, and 69.1 pC for NCH18xNN11,
NCH32xNN20, and NCH32xNN11 arrays, respectively. So, taking into account that
the conditions of the tests were exactly the same for all arrays, i.e., the power of laser
light pulse was kept constant, a direct comparison between arrays with different emitter
layout could be made.
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Figure 6.4: Gaussian fits of the distributions corresponding to the laser scans plotted in fig.
6.3. Mean values are 48.5 pC, 62.6 pC, and 69.1 pC for NCH18xNN11, NCH32xNN20, and
NCH32xNN11 arrays correspondingly.
Measured energy of laser light pulse corresponded to the α-particle with 4 MeV energy,
which corresponded to generated charge Qgenerated = 177 fC. Thus, overall gain values
for the tested arrays NCH18xNN11, NCH32xNN20, and NCH32xNN11 are 275,
350, and 390 correspondingly. This trend is in very good agreement with the results
of electrical characterization of single pixels, i.e., Gummel plots. The reported overall
gain values are the average dynamic gain values of the tested detectors that, obviously,
differ from the quiescent gain values. The laser light biases the detectors, so, the gain
changes dynamically from its quiescent value till some higher value, which at the end can
be measured as an average (or overall) gain value.
After die 24, w7 was tested, we tested die 45, w7 which included 4 arrays with different
configurations of base layout1. One of these arrays is NCH32xNN20, which was included
for reference purposes. As electrical characterization of these dies (refer to figures 6.18
and 6.20) showed that die 24, w7 has increased its leakage current after the bonding step
and die 65, w7 has not changed its properties after the bonding, a significant difference
in the detection properties of these dies should be observed. In fact, figures 6.5(a) and
6.6 confirm that NCH32xNN20 from die 24, w7 has higher overall gain value compar-
ing to the overall gain of NCH32xNN20 from die 45, w7, e.g., mean value µcoll,24 of
Gaussian fit of Qcoll distribution for NCH32xNN20 from die 24, w7 is 62.6 pC while for
NCH32xNN20 from die 45, w7 it is µcoll,45 = 39.9 pC. Such difference can be explained
by different quiescent gain values for the tested arrays. For example, assuming that tem-
peratures in the laboratory is 25 ◦C the quiescent gain for NCH32xNN20 from die 24,
w7 is βquiesc,24 = 135, while for NCH32xNN20 from die 45, w7 it is βquiesc,45 = 100.
Another factor that could increase or decrease βquiesc is temperature variations in the lab-
1More detailed explanation on layout details can be found in section 4.2 and on page 112.
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Figure 6.5: Laser scan of die 45, w7 with an energy of light pulse corresponding to the energy
of α-particle Eα ≈ 4.1 MeV. (a) - Standard array; (b) - PP FR array; (c) - PP FR small
array; (d) - PW extend array. The step is 400 µm, Vbias = 10 V. Note that the charge axes
ranges are different.
oratory, which could reach few degrees (approximately from 23 ◦C till 27 ◦C); the rate for
the change of βquiesc is ∼8.0/1 ◦C. However, even though the reference NCH32xNN20
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Figure 6.6: Gaussian fits of the distributions corresponding to the laser scans of die 45, w7
plotted in fig. 6.5. The equivalent energy of α-particle corresponding to the laser pulse is
≈4.1 MeV.
arrays observe different detection properties the arrays from die 45, w7 can be safely
compared as they preserved their initial properties after the bonding step.
The results of characterization of the arrays from die 45, w7 are shown in fig. 6.5 and
in fig. 6.6. Mean values of distributions acquired by characterization of STD2, PP FR,
PP FR small, and PW extend arrays are µcoll,STD = 39.9 pC, µcoll,PP FR = 82.6 pC,
µcoll,PP FR small = 121.1 pC, and µcoll,PW extend = 34.3 pC respectively. Overall gain values
for these arrays are βSTD = 220, βPP FR = 460, βPP FR small = 700, and βPW extend = 190.
Considering these gain values we can conclude that for all tested arrays from die 45, w7
the overall gain values are much higher than quiescent gain values (βquiesc,STD ≈ 100,
βquiesc,PP FR ≈ 170, βquiesc,PP FR small ≈ 240, and βquiesc,PW extend ≈ 90, assuming that
the temperature is T = 25 ◦C). It means that the arrays were biased by light pulse to
a point with higher gain values and all of them were “woken up” by light pulse. Hence,
charge generated in BJT bulk was amplified by a gain value higher than βquiesc value.
After that all arrays from die 43, w7 and die 44. w7 were scanned as well. The results
of these tests are shown in fig. 6.7. It should be stressed here that this characterization
of the arrays from die 43, w7 and die 44, w7 was not intended for obtaining overall gain
values but for verification of uniformity of detection properties of the arrays consisting
of rather small pixels. It is obvious that all tested arrays have higher Qcoll values closer
to the center of pixels, while on the boundaries of pixels and in between Qcoll values are
significantly lower. Such effect can be explained by incomplete depletion of interpixel
volume, so part of the charge generated in non-depleted region is lost. Histogram and
Gaussian fit of Qcoll distribution for Pix400 array from die 43, w7 are shown in fig. 6.8.
2STD states for “standard”, i.e., the array has NHC32xNN20 emitter layout.
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Figure 6.7: Laser scans of: (a) - Pix200, (b) - Pix400 from die 43, w7 and (c) - Pix200, (d) -
Pix400 from die 44, w7. The step is 50 µm
The Gaussian fit has two peaks with mean values at µ1 = 31.6 pC and µ2 = 37.0 pC. The
peak shifted to the higher values of Qcoll corresponds to the events registered at the center
of pixels, while the other peak, shifted to lower values of Qcoll, corresponds to the events
registered on the boundaries of pixels and in between them. Similar effect was observed
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Figure 6.8: Gaussian fits of distribution of Qcoll corresponding to the laser scan of Pix400
array from die 43, w7 plotted in fig. 6.7(b). Solid line shows multi-peaks Gaussian fit with mean
values for the peaks µ1 = 31.6 pC and µ2 = 37.0 pC.
during functional characterization of single DPIX pixels from the BD1 batch (refer to fig.
2.15 on page 35); all of the pixels had low energy “tails” in the distributions of Qcoll.
6.2 Alpha-particle tests
Alpha-particle tests are the main functional tests usually implemented to test performance
of Si radiation detectors intended for the use in radon monitoring/detection systems. For
example, calibrated 241Am source of α-particles was used to test CMOS α-particle counter
and αRAM system for radon monitoring application [52], [54], AlphaRad system [28] and
other systems that are based on Si radiation detectors.
The setup for α-particle functional characterization of BJT detectors is rather simple
and, hence, reliable. It consists of the tested detector, ALPHADET readout electron-
ics, 241Am source of α-particles (AMR01032, ∼3kBq nominal activity, ∼2 cm2 active
area), climatic chamber (mini test chamber VT 4002, [75]), two power supplies (Keithley
6487 picoammeter/voltage source to bias the detector [76] and Agilent E3631A to bias
ALPHADET readout [77]) and PC to acquire and process data. It is important to control
the temperature at which data acquisition is done as leakage currents of BJT detectors
exponentially depend on temperature and, hence, bias point of the detector has simi-
lar dependence on temperature. So, a comparison of performance of different detectors
should be done at the same temperature.
Figure 6.9 shows a part of the whole setup for the functional characterization of the
detectors. It shows ALPHADET system with connected BJT detector and aluminum
holder for the alpha-source. There is a paper mask with an opening in form of a slit
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(2 × 10mm2) that is put closely to the source and centered just above the array. The
mask is needed to limit the rate of source in order to avoid pile-ups in data files, which
would appear due to the high rate and long integration times of the detector; the rate
drops approximately by factor of 7 (for example, from 13.36 s−1 to 1.96 s−1 at 20 ◦C for
tested array NCH32xNN20, die 24, w7).
Figure 6.9: Setup used for α-particle characterization of BJT detectors.
6.2.1 Comparison of the detection properties of single pixels
As it has been already shown in Chapter 5 the detectors from “poly” splitting observe good
uniformity of their properties. This is why, the detectors from “poly” splitting, namely,
detectors from wafer w7 were tested first and then detectors from “thinned splitting” were
tested as well.
Firstly, single BJT pixels were tested using 241Am source. The data have been collected
with a threshold put to a very small value (bit value for DDC114 is 100, which is -0.55
pC, i.e, all charge values larger than -0.55 pC are swept to the PC). The reason for that
was that the data could be swept from DDC114 to the PC and then analyzed off-line.
In that way it was possible to apply different techniques to process data and find out
the best one. The events corresponding to α-particle hit were called “peaks”. In order
to identify peaks in the acquired file a simple algorithm was used. This algorithm uses,
so-called, “soft” trigger (“soft” states for software as it is implemented on the software
stage of data processing); all the points in the file were considered as peaks corresponding
to alpha-particle hits if their values were larger than the preceding points by a “soft”
trigger value.
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Figure 6.10: A part of data file acquired during functional characterization of STD 1.4mm single
test pixel. The dashed line represents 2.5 pC “soft” trigger.
Fig. 6.10 refers to the signal acquired by STD 1.4mm (die 73, w7) pixel with a
dashed line representing 2.5 pC “soft” trigger. Due to the collection of complete data
an off-line data processing can be made. It provides all relevant information about BJT
detector. Firstly, this is distributions of collected charge values Qcoll, which are built after
all detected events excluding events in pile-ups (one of pile-ups is shown in fig. 6.10) are
integrated over certain period of time. Pile-ups are excluded by means of moving window,
which checks that only one event happens during the time window; it was set to 100 ms
in all experiments. The mean value of such distributions Qcoll,mean represents mean value
of charge generated by the particles in the silicon bulk and then amplified due to the BJT
effect by a factor β (the differential gain of BJT detector). Having mean value of energies
of α-particles the average gain by which BJT detectors amplify generated charge can be
calculated.
Apart from the distributions of Qcoll another relevant characteristic can be obtained
off-line. That is distribution of peak values Qpeak. Availability of information about
mean value Qpeak,mean allows developing better triggering algorithm for the radon moni-
toring/detection system, i.e., it might be necessary to lower acquisition trigger level for
some of the detectors in order to increase count of the events.
The results of off-line processing of data acquired by two single test pixels are shown
in fig. 6.12. One of the pixels is STD 1.4mm and it is the largest pixel in the BD2 design
that has “standard” NCH32xNN20 emitter layout configuration, another pixel is Pix400
and it is the smallest pixel in the design that has the same emitter layout as a former
pixel. The measurements were done at 20 ◦C temperature with the source placed above
the detectors at 13 mm height. The results were analyzed with a trigger fixed at 2.5 pC.
Before comparing these two pixels in terms of their performance it is necessary to
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understand if the pixels preserved their electrical characteristics after the dicing and
bonding steps. To that purpose we acquired a set of IV curves (emitter current vs.
substrate voltage) under different temperatures like it is shown on fig. 6.11(a) and then
made a comparison of Ie currents before and after dicing and bonding steps at 20
◦C
temperature. Figure 6.11(b) refers to the same data as fig. 6.11(a) but it shows Ie
dependence vs. T just at 10 V collector bias. Such representation of data allows a
convenient comparison of Ie before and after dicing and bonding, e.g., red points in fig.
6.11(b) are the emitter current values at 10 V bias acquired before wafer was diced, these
values coincide with emitter current values acquired after bonding. Thus, a conclusion
that the analyzed samples preserved their initial electrical characteristics can be done. It is
important to make such tests before starting functional tests due to the strict dependence
of BJT bias point on emitter current, and so, a proper comparison of samples in terms
of their detection properties can be done only in case if their emitter currents did not
change (or at least changed by the same factor).
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Figure 6.11: (a) - family of Ie vs Vsub curves acquired at different temperatures, the tested
device was Pix400 (w7, die 73); (b) - dependence on temperature of emitter current measured
at 10 V bias after the dicing and bonding, the tested devices are Pix400 and STD 1.4mm, red
points show emitter current values at 10 V bias acquired before dicing.
Figure 6.12 shows the results of functional characterization of Pix400 and STD 1.4mm
single test pixels. The distribution of Qcoll for STD 1.4mm device is shifted to higher
values comparing to the distribution of Qcoll for Pix400 (the mean values of Gaussian fits
are 26.8 pC and 35.7 pC for Pix400 and STD 1.4mm pixels correspondingly). That can
be explained by higher overall gain for STD 1.4mm pixel comparing to the Pix400. It
was found from the IV tests of these pixels that the quiescent gain value for STD 1.4mm
is βquiesc = 195 and for Pix400 βquiesc = 95. Taking into account that the gain curves
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Figure 6.12: A comparison of the detection properties of two pixels that have the maximum and
the minimum size of their bases. Emitter size is the same for both devices (NCH32xNN20). (a)
- distributions of collected charge values; (b) - distributions of peak values.
for the devices with the same emitter and base layout 3 but different base size practically
coincide (refer, for example, to section 5.2 of Chapter 5) we may conclude that the overall
gain of STD 1.4mm device is higher than the gain of Pix400 at least by 100; however, it
can be even larger.
Figure 6.12(b) shows distributions of peak values Qpeak for the Pix400 and STD 1.4mm
pixels. Differently from the distributions of Qcoll, pixel Pix400 has a shift of the distribu-
tion to the higher values comparing to the STD 1.4mm pixel. The explanation for that is
rather obvious and is related to the base-collector capacitance CBC of the pixels. Pixels
that have same emitter and base layout but different base size have their CBC propor-
tional to the base size, i.e., larger pixel has larger CBC and vice versa. Unfortunately,
such dependence could not be derived using CV tests because of particularities of layout
of single test BJT pixels that did not include individual guard rings around every single
pixel but just a common guard ring for all pixels in the die. However, the results of
functional tests shown in figures 6.12(b), 6.14, and 6.17 confirm that the capacitance of
pixel is the main factor responsible for the Qpeak distributions.
This shift of mean value to higher Qpeak values influences choice of trigger value, for
example, comparing charge values of the peaks that are higher than 8 pC for both pixels,
we can find out that in the range from 8 to 14 pC Pix400 detects 361 particles more than
STD 1.4mm pixel, which is 30% of overall amount of the events detected by STD 1.4mm
during the time of the measurement. The second very interesting thing that was observed
during this test is the presence of two types of events. The distributions contain two
3Same base layout means that two pixels have same p-well size and same overlap of p-plus and p-well implants.
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peaks, this effect is strongly manifested for STD 1.4mm pixel and slightly less for Pix400
pixel. As it has been shown by laser tests the peak of lower charge can be assigned to the
events happening on the periphery of the pixel and outside the pixel but within pixel’s
depletion region, while second peak is related to the events happening just within the
boundaries of pixel.
6.2.2 Detection properties of the arrays
The previous section has described the results of functional characterization of single
pixels. However, as it was shown in section 5.3 of Chapter 5 the IV characteristics
of arrays of pixels are quite different from the characteristics of single test pixels, e.g.,
leakage current of single pixel Pix400 is 3 to 4 times higher than the leakage currents of
array divided by number of pixels forming this array (Ie,single = 0.46 nA, for die 14 Ie/pix
= 0.11 nA, for die 36 Ie/pix = 0.145 nA and for die 42 Ie/pix = 0.12 nA
4). Thus, it is
important to make as well a functional characterization of the arrays.
All arrays in the layout of BD2 batch can be divided onto two parts - large 1×1cm2 and
small 5× 5mm2 arrays (see section 4.2 for further details). The large arrays are intended
to be used in radon monitoring/detection system, while small arrays were designed for
the test purposes. The layout of the BD2 batch includes 16 test arrays. The results of
characterization of each of these arrays will be presented in the current section.
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Figure 6.13: Functional characterization of Die 43 using 241Am source of α-particles. The
plots correspond to the 5× 5mm2 arrays with NCH20xNN14 emitter layout and 200× 200µm2,
300× 300µm2, 400× 400µm2, and 500× 500µm2 base areas. The plots refer to the distributions
of collected charge values Qcoll acquired at 10 V bias; the temperature was fixed at 20
◦C and
the distance between detector and source (hds) was 13 mm.
Firstly test arrays with same emitter and base layout but different base size were
4It is still wafer w7.
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tested. Fig. 6.13 and fig. 6.14 show the results of functional characterization of die 43,
w7, which includes arrays with single pixels having NCH20xNN14 emitter layout and
200× 200µm2, 300× 300µm2, 400× 400µm2, and 500× 500µm2 (they are called Pix200,
Pix300, Pix400, and Pix500 correspondingly) base areas. The distributions of Qcoll are
similar for Pix300, Pix400 and Pix500 arrays and mean values are ∼10 pC, which is
due to the similar values of quiescent gain, and so, the overall gain values are similar as
well. Array Pix200 has two peaks in the distribution with mean values ∼6 pC and ∼17
pC. Such properties of Pix200 could be explained only by higher overall gain. The IV
tests shown in fig. 6.15 confirm that all arrays apart from Pix200 preserved their initial
IV characteristics after dicing and bonding. The leakage current of Pix200 measured at
10 V collector bias has increased from 56 nA till 140 nA; therefore, the overall gain value
increased and distribution of Qcoll has shifted to the higher values.
Fig. 6.14 refers to the distributions of peak values. Excluding array Pix200 from the
analysis, it is obvious that the mean value of every distribution shifts to the lower values
while base size increases. These data directly confirm that the pixel with smaller base
size, i.e., smaller base-collector capacitance CBC have mean value of Qpeak distribution
shifted to the higher values. Such behavior is desirable as it simplifies design of radon
monitoring/detection system due to better signal-to-noise ratio, so trigger can be set to
rather high value and system can be designed with rather relaxed requirements in terms
of noise. The presence of two peaks in the distributions can be explained by incomplete
depletion of interpixel volume; thus, a fraction of charge generated by α-particle is lost
and total collected charge becomes smaller.
The results of functional characterization of die 44 (the die similar to previously tested
die 43 but with NCH32xNN16 emitter layout instead of NCH20xNN14) are shown in fig.
6.16 and fig. 6.17. The leakage currents of all four arrays remained unchanged after the
bonding step. So, a direct comparison of the arrays consisting of different base size pixels
can be made. As it can be seen these arrays show similar properties as the arrays from
die 43, i.e., with decreasing base size the mean value of Qpeak distribution is shifting to
higher values and the mean values of Qcoll remain almost constant due to small difference
in quiescent gain values. Hence, overall gain values as gain curves practically coincide for
the pixels with same layout but different base size.
The obtained results are summarized in Table 6.1. Using this table a direct comparison
of the arrays can be done. The arrays with smaller base size show larger µpeak and
FWHMpeak, µcoll and FWHMcoll did not show dependence on the base size but on emitter
layout, i.e., the devices NCH32xNN16 showed a shift of µcoll to higher values comparing
to the NCH20xNN14 devices, although, this dependence is not strongly manifested.
Quite interesting and unexpected results were acquired during functional characteri-
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Figure 6.14: Functional characterization of Die 43 using 241Am source of α-particles. The plots
(a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to the 5× 5mm2 arrays with NCH20xNN14 emitter layout and
200 × 200µm2, 300 × 300µm2, 400 × 400µm2, and 500 × 500µm2 base areas correspondingly
(disposition of plots corresponds to the actual disposition of the arrays on the die). The plots
refer to the distributions of collected charge peak values Qpeak acquired at Vbias = 10 V, T =
20 ◦C, and hds = 13 mm.
zation of die 45, w7. Fig. 6.18 presents the results of IV characterization of the samples
versus temperature. The die includes four arrays with same NCH32xNN20 emitter lay-
out. The NCH32xNN20 arrays is an array consisting of “standard” pixels and it was
included into layout for the reference purposes, the NCH32xNN20 PW extend is an
array similar to NCH32xNN20 but with p-well implant extended to the edge of the
pixel. Fig. 6.18(a) shows emitter currents of the arrays vs. collector bias. As it can be
seen, the arrays NCH32xNN20 and NCH32xNN20 PW extend have similar emitter
current values ( -5.3 nA and -4.8 nA at 10 V collector bias and 20 ◦C temperature). Two
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Figure 6.15: IV characterization of die 43, w7. The leakage current plots show that one of the
arrays (Pix200) has changed its properties after dicing and bonding steps while other arrays
have not changed their leakage currents (note the much wider scale used for the currents in case
of Pix200).
µpeak, [pC] FWHMpeak, [pC] µcoll, [pC] FWHMpeak, [pC]
NCH20x
NN14
NCH32x
NN16
NCH20x
NN14
NCH32x
NN16
NCH20x
NN14
NCH32x
NN16
NCH20x
NN14
NCH32x
NN16
Pix200 5.95 1.51 2.92 1.23 21.11 11.62 12.46 4.96
Pix300 2.58 1.23 1.06 1.01 10.83 11.42 7.30 4.19
Pix400 1.46 1.12 0.78 0.68 9.57 11.19 3.88 4.38
Pix500 1.21 1.02 0.65 0.59 9.89 11.46 3.26 3.49
Table 6.1: Summary results of functional characterization of die 43 (NCH20xNN14) and die 44
(NCH32xNN16). µpeak, FWHMpeak, µcoll, and FWHMcoll are the mean values and FWHMs of
Qpeak and Qcoll distributions correspondingly. The values in a bold font characterize device with
leakage currents increased after dicing and bonding steps.
other arrays NCH32xNN20 PP FR and NCH32xNN20 PP FR small have a max-
imum 1× 1mm2 size of p-well but p-plus implant is either around emitter and p-well or
just around emitter. The NCH32xNN20 PP FR array has the emitter current Ie@10V
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Figure 6.16: Functional characterization of Die 44 (W7) using 241Am source of α-particles. The
plots correspond to the 5× 5mm2 arrays with NCH32xNN16 emitter layout and 200× 200µm2,
300× 300µm2, 400× 400µm2, and 500× 500µm2 base areas. The plots refer to the distributions
of collected charge peak values Qpeak acquired at Vbias = 10 V, T = 20
◦C, and hds = 13 mm.
(The leakage currents of all four arrays remained unchanged after the bonding step.)
= -16.5 nA and the NCH32xNN20 PP FR small array has the largest value of emit-
ter current, Ie@10V = -60.3 nA. All these arrays preserved their IV properties after the
dicing and bonding steps were done (refer to fig. 6.18).
The results of α-particle tests are presented in fig. 6.19. The “standard” NCH32xNN20
array is the reference array for this test die and also for this wafer as the IV characteristics
of the array did not degrade unlike a similar array from die 24. As it was already men-
tioned in section 5.2 of Chapter 5 (see fig. 5.10), due to the fact that the surface current
component in the base of BJT pixel is not suppressed by a p+ implant the leakage current
of NCH32xNN20 PP FR and NCH32xNN20 PP FR Small arrays is higher and,
hence, the quiescent and overall gain values are much higher than for NCH32xNN20
and NCH32xNN20 PW extend arrays as well. This is why, the arrays with a p-plus
frame have shown noticeably larger mean values both for distributions of collected charge
values and for distributions of peak charge values. The data has been summarized into
Table 6.2. Therefore, we can conclude that absence of p+ surface current suppressing
implant inside the pixel causes increase of current flowing through the base, and so, it
causes increase of emitter current, quiescent and overall gain values. Thus, this layout
configuration can be considered as another method of BJT biasing5. The method can
be used to move µcoll and µpeak to higher values. Simple calculations show that if arrays
NCH32xNN20 PP FR and NCH32xNN20 PP FR Small were 1×1cm2 large (7×7
array of pixels) the emitter currents would be 90 nA and 328 nA respectively, which is
5In fact, it is a self-biasing method.
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Figure 6.17: Functional characterization of die 44, w7 using 241Am source of α-particles. The
plots (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to the 5×5mm2 arrays with NCH32xNN16 emitter layout
and 200× 200µm2, 300× 300µm2, 400× 400µm2, and 500× 500µm2 base areas correspondingly
(disposition of plots corresponds to the actual disposition of the arrays on the die). The plots
refer to the distributions of collected charge peak values Qpeak acquired at Vbias = 10 V, T =
20 ◦C, and hds = 13 mm. (The leakage currents of all four arrays remained unchanged after the
bonding step.)
still much smaller than the range of DDC114 - 875 nA (350 pC range, 400 µs integration
time).
After we found a dependence of detection properties of BJT arrays on the base size of
a single pixel a set of tests was implemented in order to find how detection properties of
BJT arrays depend on emitter layout of a single pixel. The die 24 (or die 656) contains
6There are four 5 × 5mm2 additional test dies on the edge of the wafer (dies 81, 82, 83, 84) that correspond
to NCH32xNN20, NCH18xNN11, NCH32xNN15, and NCH32xNN11 arrays. However, these dies were
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Figure 6.18: IV characterization of die 45, w7. (a) - leakage currents of the arrays after the bond-
ing step; (b) - leakage currents of the arrays at 10 V collector bias measured versus temperature.
The red symbols are Ie values acquired before the bonding was made.
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Figure 6.19: Functional characterization of die 45, w7 using 241Am source of α-particles. All
arrays have same emitter layout but different base layout. For further details on layout refer
to section 4.2, p. 67. (a) - shows distributions of collected charge values Qcoll; (b) - shows
distributions of collected charge peak values Qpeak. The data were acquired at Vbias = 10 V, T
= 20 ◦C, and hds = 13 mm.
four arrays with NCH32xNN20, NCH18xNN11, NCH32xNN15 and NCH32xNN11 emitter
layout configurations. The electrical properties of corresponding single pixels have been
already presented in fig. 5.9. Unfortunately, a single NCH32xNN15 pixel forming the
NCH32xNN15 array has not been included into the layout of a test die with single
not diced as it required different from existing dicing pattern.
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Array µpeak,
[pC]
FWHMpeak,
[pC]
µcoll,
[pC]
FWHMpeak,
[pC]
|Ie@10V |,
[nA]
NCH32xNN20 0.84 0.47 14.43 4.05 5.3
NCH32xNN20 PP FR 1.20 0.73 22.32 4.82 16.5
NCH32xNN20 PP FR Small 3.78 1.19 50.00 7.94 60.3
NCH32xNN20 PW extend 0.73 0.40 12.97 2.91 4.8
Table 6.2: Summary results of functional characterization of die 45. µpeak, FWHMpeak, µcoll, and
FWHMcoll are the mean values and FWHMs of Qpeak and Qcoll distributions correspondingly.
Emitter current values have been acquired at 10 V collector bias and 20 ◦C.
test BJT pixels. So, in this case no direct comparison between performance of a single
pixel and array can be done; however, the data acquired while testing NCH32xNN20 and
NCH32xNN11 single pixels can be used to predict approximate electrical properties of
NCH32xNN15 single pixel and, finally, compared to the performance of the array.
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Figure 6.20: IV characterization of die 24 (w7) after dicing and bonding steps. (a) - leakage
currents of the arrays; (b) - leakage currents of the arrays at 10 V collector bias measured versus
temperature. The red symbols are Ie values acquired before the dicing and bonding were made.
The IV characterization of die 24 after the dicing and bonding were done showed that
all four arrays increased their emitter current values. The emitter current of NCH32xNN20
array increased by factor 1.19 and Ie currents of NCH18xNN11, NCH32xNN15,
and NCH32xNN11 increased by the same factor ∼1.26. Such increase of emitter
currents caused increase of quiescent gain values from βquiesc = 50 till βquiesc = 75 for
NCH32xNN20, from βquiesc = 20 till βquiesc = 50 for NCH18xNN11 and from βquiesc
= 90 till βquiesc = 110 for NCH32xNN11. That means that overall gain values before
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and after the dicing and bonding steps will not differ much, and so, the arrays can be
compared in terms of their detection properties despite the fact that the samples changed
their emitter currents.
The results of functional characterization of die 24 are shown in fig. 6.21 and the
summary results are presented in Table 6.3. There is no much difference between detec-
tion properties of NCH32xNN20, NCH32xNN15, and NCH32xNN11, which have
almost coinciding gain curves in the range of base potentials from 0 V to ∼0.36 V (refer
to fig. 5.9). However, there is an obvious difference between NCH18xNN11 and other
arrays, single pixel NCH18xNN11 has lower gain, hence, the distribution of Qcoll is shifted
to lower charge values. Similar behavior has the distribution of Qpeak that confirms that
lower gain of NCH18xNN11 pixel prevails over low base-emitter capacitance of the pixel.
Array µpeak,
[pC]
FWHMpeak,
[pC]
µcoll,
[pC]
FWHMpeak,
[pC]
|Ie@10V |,
[nA]
NCH32xNN20 1.58 0.68 24.75 5.12 10.1
NCH18xNN11 1.24 0.52 18.33 3.88 7.54
NCH32xNN15 1.45 0.75 23.08 6.26 10.4
NCH32xNN11 1.50 0.69 24.81 6.29 11.8
Table 6.3: Summary results of functional characterization of die 24. µpeak, FWHMpeak, µcoll, and
FWHMcoll are the mean values and FWHMs of Qpeak and Qcoll distributions correspondingly.
Emitter current values have been acquired at 10 V collector bias and 20 ◦C.
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Figure 6.21: Functional characterization of die 24 (w7) using 241Am source of α-particles. All
arrays have same base layout but different emitter layout. (a) - shows distributions of collected
charge values Qcoll; (b) - shows distributions of collected charge peak values Qpeak. The data
were acquired at Vbias = 10 V, T = 20
◦C, and hds = 13 mm.
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As it has been already mentioned, wafers from the “thinned” splitting observed quite
non-uniform lifetime profiles; the lifetimes for w11, which showed good electrical proper-
ties of the detectors, varied from 0.42 ms till 32.10 ms (refer to Table 5.1 for additional
data). Functional tests of die 24, w11, presented in fig. 6.22 have shown that there is no
dependence on emitter layout. All arrays have high quiescent gains due to high emitter
currents and, hence, the arrays have high quiescent and overall gain values. This is why
the mean values of the Qcoll and Qpeak distributions acquired while testing die 24, w11,
are shifted to much higher charge values in comparison to the analogous values acquired
while testing die 24, w7.
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Figure 6.22: Functional characterization of die 24 (W11) using 241Am source of α-particles. All
arrays have same base layout but different emitter layout. (a) - shows distributions of collected
charge values Qcoll; (b) - shows distributions of collected charge peak values Qpeak. The data
were acquired at Vbias = 10 V, T = 20
◦C, and hds = 13 mm.
6.2.3 The tests with an array of pixels in the temperature range from 0 ◦C
to 30 ◦C
All previously presented results and data were acquired at a constant temperature T =
20 ◦C. This temperature is very close to the lowest boundary of thermal comfort zone,
which for office environment in the summer is between 23.5 and 25.5 ◦C and in the
winter is between 21.0 and 23.0 ◦C [78]. In order to verify how detection properties of
BJT detectors depend on temperature and which characteristics of the detectors (leakage
currents, gain, CBE) change most when the ambient temperature changes in rather wide
range we have carried out a set of functional tests using NCH32xNN20 array from the
die 24, w7.
The 241Am source was placed at the same height hsd = 13 mm. Energy of α-particles
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hitting the detector can be calculated according to the algorithm presented in [79]. Ac-
cording to the calculations the initial energy of particle with 5.49MeV should drop till
2.44 MeV after passing 13 mm in air at 20 ◦C temperature. The results of functional char-
acterization are presented in fig. 6.23. Fig. 6.23(a) refers to the distributions of collected
charge values Qcoll acquired at different temperatures in a range from 0
◦C till 30 ◦C with
5 ◦C step. Fig. 6.23(b) refers to the distributions of Qpeak, which were acquired under the
same conditions as Qcoll.
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Figure 6.23: Test of NCH32xNN20 array from die 24, w7 in a wide temperature range (the
distance between source and the array was 13 mm): (a) - distribution of collected charge values;
(b) - distribution of peak values.
After the Qcoll and Qpeak distributions were acquired and built the gaussian fits of
them were made. The mean values of the gaussian fits are shown in fig.6.24. Along with
the original data exponential fits of these data are presented as well. At least two factors
can influence such exponential behavior: leakage current that depends exponentially on
temperature (thus, base potential has similar dependence on temperature) and base-
emitter capacitance.
In order to disentangle these effects we elaborated theoretical results presented in [59];
thus, an approximate evaluation of how Ie and CB depend on temperature could be done.
So, according to [59], the total collected charge S can be expressed as:
∆Ie(t) = (βQ0/τ)e
−t/τ
S =
∫ t
0
(βQ0/τ)e
−t/τdt = (
βQ0
τ
)(−τ)e−t/τ
∣∣∣t
0
(6.2)
S = −βQ0e−t/τ + βQ0 = βQ0(1− e−t/τ )
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Figure 6.24: Mean values of the gaussian fits of Qcoll (left y-axis) and Qpeak (right y-axis)
distributions collected under different temperatures. The exponential fit of the peak mean
values is Qpeak,mean = 0.224 · eT/10.298 and the exponential fit of the charge mean values is
Qcoll,mean = 4.253 · eT/11.343.
where βQ0 is an overall collected charge that is equal to S when t is large, the value
of βQ0 is known from the experiment (it is mean value of Qcoll). If the charge collected
during a shorter time was also known the time delay constant τ could be calculated. Qpeak
distributions can be used to that purpose. Qpeak is a charge collected by DDC114 during
a single and first after α-particle hit integration period of 400µs. Using this definition of
Qpeak we can derive time delay constant τ and base capacitance CB.
Qpeak = βQ0(1− e−0.4msτ ), Qcoll = βQ0
τ = − 0.4
ln(1− Qpeak
Qcoll
)
(6.3)
CB =
τ · IL
kT/q
=
τ
kT/q
· Ie
β
Equations (6.3) show relationships for the time delay constant τ and base capacitance
CB. Obviously, in order to calculate CB the overall gain of the detector should be known.
The β values can be, in principle, calculated as a ratio between charge generated in Si
Q0 and collected charge Qcoll, where Q0 can approximately be estimated for the known
distance between the source and the detector (hds = 13 mm). The summary results are
presented in Table 6.4.
Thus, considering summary data presented in Table 6.4 we could conclude which
parameter of the detector changes faster than other parameters when the temperature
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T, [◦C] Qpeak,mean,
[pC]
Qcoll,mean,
[pC]
τ , [ms] |Ie|, [nA] ∆Ie(0),
[nA]
Q0, [pC] β CB ,
[pF]
0 0.22035 4.413 7.81 0.539 0.565 0.1026 43 4.15
5 0.34633 6.309 7.08 9.08 0.890 0.1041 60 4.42
10 0.56327 9.762 6.73 1.86 1.450 0.1055 92 5.55
15 0.93116 15.611 6.5 4.61 2.400 0.1069 146 8.25
20 1.5354 24.731 6.24 10.1 3.963 0.1083 228 10.9
25 2.652 39.748 5.79 21.0 6.862 0.1096 363 13.0
30 4.0836 59.335 5.61 41.6 10.577 0.1109 535 16.7
Table 6.4: Summary results of functional and electrical characterization of the NCH32xNN20
array consisting of 1×1 mm2 pixels in a wide temperature range. The collector bias was 10 V,
the distance between source and detector was 13 mm. The values of Qpeak,mean, Qcoll,mean, and
|Ie| were measured, while τ , ∆Ie(0), β, and CB were calculated.
conditions change. As we can see, the emitter current of the array at 30 ◦C is ∼70 times
larger than Ie at 0
◦C, while calculated capacitance changes just by factor of ∼4 under
the same test conditions.
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Figure 6.25: (a) Base-emitter capacitance of single NCH32xNN20 pixel with 800×800 µm2 base
size measured at different temperatures. (b) - summarized data.
Additional electrical characterization of similar test pixels (see fig. 6.25) with bonded
emitter and base contacts has shown that the base-emitter capacitance changes much
less (it is less than 1pF for the given temperature range). Thus, taking into account
results of functional tests, calculations and CV measurements we can conclude that the
most relevant parameter that most influences detection properties of the detector, while
temperature changes, is emitter current (or collector current) of the detector.
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6.3 Radon tests
Finally, after functional tests confirmed that BJT detectors from the BD2 batch prop-
erly detected α-particles, we tested a complete monitoring system in the radon chamber
available at ENEA Radioprotection Institute (Italy). The system consisted of an STD -
Pixels 400 NCH32xNN20 detectors and a microcontroller based electronics, one of
the versions of this readout has been presented in [7].
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Figure 6.26: Radon test. (a) - data acquired using a STD Pixels 400 NCH32xNN20 detec-
tor coupled to microcontroller based readout electronics [7]; (b) - data acquired using a calibrated
continuous radon monitor; (c) - calibration curve for the developed system.
Figure 6.26 shows the results of radon test [80] that was carried out at ENEA-IRP.
The radon concentration varied over the time. Plot 6.26(a) refers to the data acquired
by the developed system on the base of BJT detector, while plot 6.26(b) refers to the
data acquired by the calibrated radon monitor. As it can be seen, the developed radon
monitoring system shows very similar behavior to the calibrated radon monitor confirming
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that it can be successfully used for the monitoring. Fig. 6.26(c) shows a calibration curve
that was extracted from the plots 6.26(a) and 6.26(b). Using this curve, behavior of the
developed radon monitor can be predicted even for very low radon concentrations.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented and discussed the results of functional characterization
of BJT detectors, which included laser and α-particle tests.
Laser tests allowed us to verify functionality of BJT detectors and their detection
properties. It has been shown that the detectors amplify charge generated by α-particles
by overall gain value much higher than quiescent gain value. It means that detectors
are properly biased by incoming particles, when the detector is operated with floating
base. Also laser characterization of the arrays consisting of rather small pixels (Pix200,
Pix300, Pix400 and Pix500) has explained low energy “tails” in some of the collected
distributions of Qcoll. The effect appears due to incomplete depletion of interpixel volume.
Thus, boundaries of the pixels and interpixel areas observed a decrease of Qcoll values due
to the partial loses of generated charge in incompletely depleted regions.
Alpha-particle tests were used to test performance of single BJT pixels and BJT arrays
as well. Characterization of single pixels confirmed that pixels with larger base area have
higher quiescent, and so, overall gain values. Thus distributions of collected charge values
Qcoll are shifted to higher charge values, while distributions of peak values Qpeak are
shifted to lower charge values comparing to the same distributions acquired using smaller
single pixels. Therefore, if the algorithm used for the calculation of radon concentration
is based on α-particle counting instead of α-rays spectrometry it is better to have arrays
of BJT pixels with smaller base size due to the higher Qpeak values allowing use of trigger
with higher value. Also due to the spread of depletion region of single pixel farther than
it would be in case of an array of pixels, the leakage current and, hence, quiescent and
overall gain value are much higher than in case of an array of pixels. This is why new
versions of layout should have a modified layout of test dies with single BJT pixels. Each
test single BJT pixel should be surrounded by a guard ring.
Alpha-particle characterization of BJT arrays allowed extracting dependence of de-
tection properties of the tested arrays on layout of a single pixel. This characterization
showed that arrays NCH32xNN20 and NCH32xNN20 PW extend observed simi-
lar Qcoll and Qpeak distributions, which means that the size of p-well implant does not
influence strongly the detection properties of BJT arrays. Functional characterization of
the arrays Pix200, Pix300, Pix400, and Pix500 from dies 43 and 44 has confirmed
that the arrays with smaller pixel size would be preferable to be included into the next
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layouts due to the higher mean values of Qpeak distributions and almost the same mean
values of Qcoll distributions. Such effect has been explained by smaller base-collector CBC
capacitance of smaller pixels. CBC is a constituent of overall base capacitance CB; thus,
due to smaller CB pixels with smaller base size have mean values of Qpeak distributions
shifted to the higher values. Another method of shifting µcoll and µpeak (mean values of
Qcoll and Qpeak distributions) to much higher values was discovered during testing of the
arrays from die 45, w7. Absence of p+ implant in single pixels forming NCH32xNN20
PP FR and NCH32xNN20 PP FR small causes increase of current flowing through
the base, thus, emitter current, quiescent and overall gain values considerably increase as
well. So, µcoll and µpeak shift to the higher charge values. The layout configuration of
these arrays can be considered as another method of BJT biasing.
The arrays from die 24, w7 have been extensively characterized. Firstly, we con-
cluded that preferable emitter layout configurations are NCH32xNN20, NCH32xNN15
or NCH32xNN11 due to the high gain values. Testing NCH32xNN20 array in a wide
range of temperatures allowed us to conclude that emitter current among few parameters
that influence detection properties of the detector when temperature changes is the most
relevant parameter.
Finally, radon tests using an STD Pixels 400 NCH32xNN20 detector coupled to
microcontroller based electronics were performed at ENEA Radioprotection Institute
(Italy). The data acquired by the developed radon monitor were similar to the data
acquired by the calibrated monitor confirming that the developed system works properly.
However, even better performance of the developed radon monitor can be achieved by
additional improvement of collection of radon progeny.
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Conclusions
This work has been devoted to the development, design and implementation of BJT de-
tector and its readout electronics specifically suited for α-particle detection and radon
monitoring. Experimental and theoretical analysis of samples of non-optimized BJT de-
tectors available at the beginning of this research activity underlined advantages and
limitations of BJT detectors. On one hand, these detectors have high dynamic gain, can
operate in self-biasing mode (floating base operation mode) if being used for α-particle
detection, hence, they do not require complicated readout electronics. On the other hand,
BJT detectors have limitations considering rate and noise performance. Thus, we con-
cluded that best possible applications for the device were those that do not require high
resolution and low noise but for which simplicity and cost are rather considered of higher
priority, i.e., radon monitoring/detection systems. Survey of existing radon monitoring
techniques indicated possible niches for the use of BJT detector in integrating (dosimeters)
and continuous radon monitoring systems due to a good detection efficiency, low power
consumption, well established fabrication process at FBK (Trento, Italy), and possibility
to be used with simple and, hence, low cost readout electronics.
Using samples of non-optimized detectors from the BD1 batch we have performed laser
and α-particle functional tests. Laser tests have confirmed that pixels with either “stan-
dard” NCH32xNN20 emitter layout or minimum size NCH18xNN11 emitter layout can
efficiently be used for α-particle detection while being operated with a floating base. Func-
tional α-particle tests were performed using analog and digital (ALPHADET) readouts.
The acquired results confirmed that pixels both with NCH32xNN20 (DPIX pixel) and
NCH18xNN11 (BPAD pixel) emitter layout are “turned on” by an α-particle. Therefore,
taking into account all results of the tests, we drew some important conclusions about
layout of the pixel that became a basic pixel in the next, so-called, BD2 batch of the
detectors. The pixel has been called as a “standard”; it has minimum size p-well implant
to obtain minimum base capacitance and NCH32xNN20 emitter layout configuration to
ensure high gain values at low base currents.
In parallel to the layout design of BD2 batch, we have designed and implemented
a new FPGA-based readout electronics specifically fit for BJT detectors. The system
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is completely compatible with previously designed microcontroller based readouts. This
compatibility provided a convenient possibility to use ALPHADET readout for the lab-
oratory tests (e.g., temperature dependence of detection properties of BJT detectors,
efficiency of the detectors, etc.) and then to use microcontroller-based systems for the
field tests in a radon chamber. Electrical characterization of ALPHADET board showed
good linearity and good noise performance. Finally, functional tests of the detectors from
BD1 and BD2 batches coupled to ALPHADET confirmed effectiveness of this electronics.
After the fabrication of the new batch of BJT detectors was finalized a set of electrical
tests was performed. These tests aimed at verifying fabrication process characteristics,
i.e, extraction of process parameters that most influence BJT performance and also at
estimation of such properties of BJT as gain, leakage current and base potential at par-
ticular collector bias etc. Data acquired using test structures basically confirmed those
characteristics of the fabrication process that were observed in the previous BD1 batch.
Moreover, some properties were even better, e.g., longer generation lifetimes, lower sub-
strate doping concentration, lower full depletion voltages, smaller surface recombination
velocity, smaller charge oxide density and good uniformity of these properties.
The BD2 batch was divided onto three splittings, which had rather different properties
of silicon. The “poly” splitting had the best properties in terms of low leakage currents,
high gain values and good uniformity of amplification properties of the pixels. Thus,
we concluded that detectors from these wafers could be considered for the use in radon
monitoring systems. Further electrical characterization (Gummel plots, base potential
and collector current vs. collector bias, base-emitter) confirmed that all fabricated BJT
detectors feature good gain properties (low quiescent gain values and high maximum gain
values).
Finally, the detectors from the new BD2 batch were functionally characterized using
laser and α-particle tests. These tests were used to test performance of both single
BJT pixels and BJT arrays. We concluded that pixels with smaller base size would be
preferred to be included into the layout of next batches due to smaller CBC capacitance
that preserves higher signal amplitudes. Dependence of the detection properties of the
arrays on the pixel layout has been tested as well. NCH32xNN20 and NCH32xNN11
emitter layouts resulted in the detectors with high gain values. The arrays with different
p-well size observed similar properties indicating that the detection properties of BJT
arrays were not strongly influenced by the size of p-well implant but by the size of p+
implant. The results of radon tests performed at ENEA Radioprotection Institute (Italy)
that were acquired using an STD Pixels 400 NCH32xNN20 detector confirmed that
it can be successfully used in systems for radon monitoring.
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Appendix A
Schematics and layout of
ALPHADET board
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Appendix B
Optical system for functional
characterization of radiation
detectors
In order to provide reliable testing of BJT detectors (as well as of other silicon radiation
detectors) with repeatable results of the experiments we have developed a laser based
optical system for functional characterization of the detectors. The system consists of
fiber coupling part, fiber, snap-on focuser, XYZ 1/2" travel translation stage, which is
controlled by a custom designed Matlab software.
Among many available fiber coupling systems, e.g., ”free-space to fiber coupler”, “laser
diode-to-fiber coupler” etc., we have chosen the “laser diode-to-fiber coupler“ as it was
fit better to the purposes of our experiment. One of the main purpose of laser test is to
emulate ionizing particle using coherent laser light, which means that a weak source of co-
herent light can be used, i.e., 5.6 mm or 9 mm lasers with just few milliwatts of output light
power. For example, in our laboratory we use 635 nm QL63D5SA, 850 nm RLT8505MG
lasers with 5 mW output power and 980 nm RLT9810MG, 1060 nm RLT1060-10MG
lasers with 10 mW output power. Thus, taking into account that apart from light cou-
pling no additional light manipulations are needed in this experiment and that simple
5.6 mm laser diode can be used, KT112 fiber launch system (Thorlabs, [8]) has been used
to couple light from laser diode to the fiber. Figure B.1 shows a drawing of KT112 optical
component together with optical fiber and installed laser. Lens C230TME-B (600 - 1050
nm, f = 4.51 mm, NA = 0.55 Aspheric Lens) was used for laser light collimation and lens
C220TME-B (600 - 1050 nm, f = 11.0 mm, NA = 0.55 Aspheric Lens) was used to focus
light on the fiber input.
The fiber guides light from the laser diode to the detector. Fiber P1-980A-FC-5
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Figure B.1: KT112, single mode and multimode fiber coupler: 5.6 mm and 9 mm laser diodes
[8].
was used to that purpose, this fiber is a single mode fiber patch cable with operating
wavelengths 980/1064/1500 nm, numerical aperture NA = 0.14, mode field diameter MFD
= 5.8µm@980 nm. In general, it is preferable to have a small light spot on the detector
as it is possible then to scan the detector over its particular areas and test uniformity
of properties of the detector, test performance of the detector, discover possible defects.
All of that is impossible to do if the light spot is not small. Simple calculations show
that with NA = 0.14 the output light spot on the distance of 1 mm would be ∼280 µm.
However, 1 mm distance between fiber and detector could be detrimental to the bonding
wires during the movements of the fiber over the detector; so, in principle, 2 mm distance
would be better. The distance of 2 mm corresponds to 560 µm light spot diameter (see
fig. B.2(a)).
Obviously, this light spot diameter could not satisfy requirements of the experiment.
This is why an intermediate focusing stage was introduced between fiber and a detector.
This optical part is called focuser. Usually it consists of at least two lenses, one of them
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a
Fiber Detector
NA = 0.14
280 um
2mm
(a)
a
Fiber Detector
NA = 0.14
11um
2.3mm
Focuser
(b)
Figure B.2: (a) light beam is projected from the fiber directly on the surface of the detector.
The light spot has 560 µm diameter. (b) light beam is focused.
is collimating and another is focusing, or even more lenses. A snap-on focuser FFC-8/5-λ
for single mode fiber with 2.3 mm working distance and 11 µm focal spot ([81]) has been
chosen as a last stage of laser light guide. This is an optical part with FC receptacle,
which is a common type of a fiber-optic connector with a threaded body. Availability of a
focuser with FC connector makes convenient a use of different fibers, calibration of laser
light, i.e., the fiber can be easily disconnected from the focuser and connected directly to
the reference detector, which can not be done if a pigtailed focuser is used, etc.
After the laser light is coupled to the fiber, guided and focused to the micrometer size
spot on the detector a laser scan can be performed. To move fiber we have constructed
an XYZ 1/2" travel translation stage with XY motorized and Z manual translator stages.
Motorized XY stages had Z712B - 12 mm travel motorized actuator installed that was
driven by a single channel USB DC servo controller/driver (T-Cube DC Motor Controller)
TDC001. Due to the use of 256:1 gear reduction head the actuators provide very small
movements, the minimum calculated step movement is 40 nm, which, however, depends
on the applied load, i.e., the step can be larger if the load is high.
Schematic representation of the designed optical system is shown in fig. B.3. The right-
most column of blocks consists of all components of the system related to the light gener-
ation (waveform generator, laser driver, +5 V power supply), light coupling (KT112) and
light calibration. Light calibration is done via D400FC InGaAs fiber optic photo detec-
tor, which has 800-1700 nm spectral response with minimal bandwidth of 1 GHz (rise/fall
time is 0.1 ns) [5], fast THS4303 amplifier (1.8 GHz bandwidth, hence, compatible with
D400FC photo detector) [67] and oscilloscope to control and acquire signal. The middle
column consists of components related directly to the testing of a detector, i.e., the detec-
tor under test, “laser light” block, which includes a fiber and snap-on focuser positioned
above the tested detector and “readout electronics” block, which in case of BJT detector
is the ALPHADET system or readout chain consisting of transimpedance amplifier and
digital storage oscilloscope (see transimpedance readout in fig. 2.5 on page 27, the DSO
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Power supplies
Figure B.3: Schematic representation of the designed optical system. ←→ - double headed
arrows mean that communication between components can be done in both directions, while
−→ single headed arrows mean that communication can be done only in the indicated direction.
can be as a quite simple one like TDS 3052B or more advanced like ZTEC 4211). The
leftmost column consists of the blocks, which had to be programmed, i.e., “PC” block
represents a program written in Matlab environment to acquire data from readout elec-
tronics and to perform movements of XY translation stages1,←→ such arrows mean that
communication between components of the system can be done in both directions, while
−→ single headed arrows mean that communication can be done only in the indicated
direction.
B.1 APT system architecture
The diagram of system architecture responsible for the correct operation of XY transla-
tion stages is shown in fig. B.4; it consists of two blocks - APT2 system software and
APT hardware units (TDC001). APT system software (called as “PC controller” on the
diagram) consists of APT Server, which provides an access to the hardware units and
provides a set of user interface panels (each for every type of hardware unit) that allow
1Z stage is not motorized.
2APT states for Advanced Positioning Technology
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TDC001
TDC001
APT ActiveX GUI server
APT utilities
APTUser
APTConfig
Custom user
application
Matlab
PC controller
Figure B.4: APT system architecture diagram. The system comprises of APT software block
(on the right) and of APT hardware unit blocks (two “TDC001” blocks on the left).
communication between client application and hardware unit via USB bus. This APT
Server is a kind of multi-threaded ActiveX “engine” on top of which different appli-
cations can be built. The default applications supplied with T-Cubes and motors are
APT User, APT Config and APT utilities, all of them deploy functionality of APT
Server. APT User application is a graphic user interface panel allowing a complete ac-
cess to all parameters and settings of hardware unit in order to provide correct hardware
operation. For simple hardware operation and on the stage of software debugging in case
of the development of more complicated client applications APT User application can
provide a full functionality necessary to operate hardware units. APT Config allows
altering certain operation conditions of the hardware such as choice of translation stage
(Z712B in our case), APT Server settings, and Simulator configurations (for example, it
is possible to enable “simulator mode” and then write, test and debug client application
without motors and T-Cubes being physically connected to the PC).
Figure B.5: KT112, single mode and multimode fiber coupler: 5.6 mm and 9 mm laser diodes
[8].
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A snapshot of developed software managing operation of XY translation stages is
shown in fig. B.5. The snapshot shows two user interface panels driving TDC001 hardware
units, editable text fields to set parameters of the scan, labels, and buttons to stop APT
interface, to prepare and to start the laser scan. The developed software allows also a 3D
visualization of the results of the scan.
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